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The Expert Panel on Disaster Resilience in a Changing Climate would
like to acknowledge the Inuit, Métis, and First Nations Peoples who have
been stewards of the lands now known as Canada. For generations,
Indigenous Peoples have collected knowledge and developed practices
to promote community resilience in a changing environment.
The Council of Canadian Academies (CCA) acknowledges that our Ottawa
offices are located in the unceded, unsurrendered ancestral home of
the Anishinaabe Algonquin Nation, which has historically nurtured the
land, water, and air of this territory and continues to do so today. Though
our offices are in one place, our work to support evidence-informed
decision-making has broad potential benefits and can hopefully contribute
to collective action to address long-standing inequities and injustices
impacting Indigenous Peoples. We are committed to drawing on a range
of knowledges and experiences to inform policies that will build a stronger,
more equitable, and more just society.
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The Council of Canadian Academies
The Council of Canadian Academies (CCA) is a not-for-profit organization that
supports independent, science-based, authoritative expert assessments to inform
public policy development in Canada. Led by a Board of Directors and advised by
a Scientific Advisory Committee, the CCA’s work encompasses a broad definition
of science, incorporating the natural, social, and health sciences as well as
engineering and the humanities. CCA assessments are conducted by independent,
multidisciplinary panels of experts from across Canada and abroad. Assessments
strive to identify emerging issues, gaps in knowledge, Canadian strengths, and
international trends and practices. Upon completion, assessments provide
government decision-makers, researchers, and stakeholders with high-quality
information required to develop informed and innovative public policy.
All CCA assessments undergo a formal peer review and are published and made
available to the public free of charge. Assessments can be referred to the CCA by
foundations, non-governmental organizations, the private sector, and any level
of government.
www.cca-reports.ca
@cca_reports
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The Academies
The CCA is supported by its three founding Academies:

The Royal Society of Canada (RSC)
Founded in 1882, the RSC comprises the Academies of Arts, Humanities and
Sciences, as well as Canada’s first national system of multidisciplinary
recognition for the emerging generation of Canadian intellectual leadership:
The College of New Scholars, Artists and Scientists. Its mission is to recognize
scholarly, research, and artistic excellence, to advise governments and
organizations, and to promote a culture of knowledge and innovation in Canada
and with other national academies around the world.

The Canadian Academy of Engineering (CAE)
The CAE is the national institution through which Canada’s most distinguished
and experienced engineers provide strategic advice on matters of critical
importance to Canada. The Academy is an independent, self-governing, and nonprofit organization established in 1987. Fellows are nominated and elected by their
peers in recognition of their distinguished achievements and career-long service
to the engineering profession. Fellows of the Academy are committed to ensuring
that Canada’s engineering expertise is applied to the benefit of all Canadians.

The Canadian Academy of Health Sciences (CAHS)
The CAHS recognizes excellence in the health sciences by appointing Fellows
based on their outstanding achievements in the academic health sciences in
Canada and on their willingness to serve the Canadian public. The Academy
provides timely, informed, and unbiased assessments of issues affecting the
health of Canadians and recommends strategic, actionable solutions. Founded
in 2004, CAHS appoints new Fellows on an annual basis. The organization is
managed by a voluntary Board of Directors and a Board Executive.
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The Expert Panel on Disaster Resilience
in a Changing Climate
Under the guidance of its Scientific Advisory Committee, Board of Directors, and
founding Academies, the CCA assembled the Expert Panel on Disaster Resilience
in a Changing Climate to undertake this project. Each expert was selected for their
expertise, experience, and demonstrated leadership in fields relevant to this project.
Scott Vaughan (Chair), Senior Fellow, International Institute for Sustainable
Development (IISD); former Federal Commissioner of the Environment and
Sustainable Development (Ottawa, ON)
Alain Bourque, Executive Director, Ouranos (Montréal, QC)
Elliott Cappell, former Director, Climate Change, WSP Canada (Toronto, ON)
Stephanie E. Chang, Professor, School of Community and Regional Planning
(SCARP) and Institute for Resources, Environment and Sustainability (IRES),
University of British Columbia (Vancouver, BC)
Jimena Eyzaguirre, International Team Director and Senior Climate Change
Adaptation Specialist, ESSA Technologies Ltd. (Ottawa, ON)
Mike Flannigan, BC Innovation Research Chair in Predictive Services, Emergency
Management and Fire Science, Faculty of Science, Thompson Rivers University
(Kamloops, BC)
Kathryn Hyland, former Senior Vice-President, Risk Management, Swiss Re
(Toronto, ON)
Tara McGee, Associate Dean (Engagement and EDI), Faculty of Science and
Professor, Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, University of Alberta
(Edmonton, AB)
Kevin Quigley, Professor, School of Public Administration and Scholarly Director,
MacEachen Institute for Public Policy and Governance, Dalhousie University
(Halifax, NS)
Roger Rempel, Climate Change Technical Service Lead, Dillon Consulting
(Winnipeg, MB)
Sarah Sargent, VP, Risk Reduction Programs, Canadian Red Cross (Ottawa, ON)
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Message from the President and CEO
Like many parts of the world, Canada is witnessing the impacts of recent floods,
wildfires, and heat waves offering a dramatic reminder of just how wide-ranging
and damaging extreme weather can be. As the frequency and severity of these
hazards increase, the resilience of individuals, communities, and infrastructure
will similarly be tested. Current risk management approaches, often designed for
single events, may be insufficient to prepare for future disasters arising from
these and other events, particularly where such hazards are overlapping.
While often referred to as natural disasters, this term is increasingly falling out of
favour. Hazards can become disasters when people and property end up in harm’s
way without the proper reinforcements and protection. Reducing disaster risks
will require a multifaceted approach that improves the resiliency of both people
and systems. Integrated responses are more efficient and effective and help to
stretch limited resources further. This was the context for Public Safety Canada
asking the CCA to examine opportunities to better integrate climate change
adaptation and disaster risk reduction efforts to enhance resilience. Panel
members brought expertise in sustainable development, insurance, planning,
policy, and resilience.
Building a Resilient Canada identifies essential actions to reduce vulnerability and
exposure to natural hazards through the integration of climate change adaptation
and disaster risk reduction. The report includes examples relevant for governments,
businesses, individuals, and other stakeholders. This adds to the growing collection
of CCA reports focused on climate and the environment, including those which have
evaluated the evidence to promote integrated approaches to natural resource
management and examined Canada’s top climate change risks.
The Panel, chaired by Scott Vaughan, had the additional challenge of undertaking
this work entirely virtually and I thank each member for their time and dedication
on this project. Thanks also to the CCA’s Board of Directors and Scientific Advisory
Committee, and its founding Academies — the Royal Society of Canada, the
Canadian Academy of Engineering, and the Canadian Academy of Health Sciences —
for their guidance and oversight throughout the assessment process.

Eric M. Meslin, PhD, FRSC, FCAHS
President and CEO, Council of Canadian Academies
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Message from the Chair
Extreme weather is affecting thousands of Canadian families, pressing the
capacities of first responders, increasing insured and wider economic costs of
disasters, and dominating media headlines. Never have the impacts of extreme
weather events been starker than during the summer and fall of 2021. More
than a dozen Canadian temperature records were smashed, with Squamish, B.C.
recording over 40˚C. The B.C. coroner’s office recorded a 300% spike in sudden,
unexpected deaths during the week of June 25th, 2021, which was attributed to the
heat waves that covered western Canada and the United States for days. Extreme
heat helped fuel thousands of wildfires throughout the summer, including the
destruction of the town of Lytton, B.C., and extensive damages to the town of
Monte Lake, B.C. In November 2021, the same region was hit by unprecedented
flooding. Record-breaking rainfall triggered landslides in areas where vegetation
had been lost during the summer, illustrating the tragic, dangerous, and costly
impacts of cascading hazards.
In addition to the economic costs of these events, the psychological and wellbeing effects on displaced and at-risk individuals and households are likely
to be long-lasting. Farmers from lower British Columbia and across the Prairies
to Northwestern Ontario faced extreme and exceptional drought conditions
throughout 2021, affecting water, crops, and livestock health. Fifty years ago,
song-writer Paul Simon wrote “I get the news I need on the weather report.”
In 2021 it turned out to be true.
Past practices have treated many of these weather events as anomalies —
exceptional events that happen once every 100 years. However, as Canadian average
temperatures have already risen by 1.7˚C — far higher than the global average —
more extreme weather events are becoming a new and more hostile normal. The
2021 release of the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change notes that many climate impacts are now irreversible.
Our report identifies ways to strengthen the capacity of Canadian households,
communities, economic sectors, and institutions to anticipate, prepare for,
mitigate, and prevent the damages of extreme weather events. A main focus of the
Panel’s work is identifying ways to integrate disaster risk reduction efforts with
climate adaptation. The Panel welcomed its charge to identify successful pathways
to bridge the disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation communities
within the context of bolstering wider public safety for all Canadians.
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Among the opportunities identified in this report is ensuring that timely,
comprehensive, accessible, and robust data on extreme weather events are
available at a pan-Canadian level. Extreme event data can backstop disaster risk
response and climate adaptation planning and deployment in the same way
Statistics Canada data backstops economic management and planning. The Panel
highlights the important role that experts play in bridging and brokering data to
make it useful at the community, county, household, and business level. A second
key focus of the Panel report is advancing the work of both public and private
finance, insurance, and reinsurance to better prepare Canadians for more extreme
weather events. Examples include lowering insurance premiums for households
with backwater flood valves, supporting better building codes and engineering
practices to climate-proof buildings, and dissuading homeowners from building
or rebuilding on floodplains.
A third focus of the report is the need to support decision-making at the right
level: while national plans and federal and provincial budgets advance climate
resilience, local communities are best placed to anticipate, reduce, and even
prevent risks and hazards from becoming natural disasters. Nowhere is this more
pressing than in supporting Indigenous communities in disaster preparedness
and resilience, including by engaging with Indigenous and Local Knowledge.
Given the challenges ahead, I hope our report will contribute to managing the
known and emerging risks ahead, by more closely aligning disaster risk response
and climate change adaptation communities. I want to express my thanks to
Public Safety Canada for this important charge. I also want to extend my sincere
gratitude to the outstanding members of the CCA secretariat through this process.
And finally, my deep thanks to every member of the Panel for their extraordinary
expertise and commitment to working, listening, and learning together.

Scott Vaughan
Chair, The Expert Panel on Disaster Resilience in a Changing Climate
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Peer Review
This report was reviewed in draft form by reviewers selected by the CCA for their
diverse perspectives and areas of expertise. The reviewers assessed the objectivity
and quality of the report. Their confidential submissions were considered in full
by the Panel, and many of their suggestions were incorporated into the report.
They were not asked to endorse the conclusions, nor did they see the final draft
of the report before its release. Responsibility for the final content of this report
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The CCA wishes to thank the following individuals for their review of this report:
Maureen J. Chapman, Chief and Senior Advisor, Stó:lo and Skawahlook First
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Robin S. Cox, Professor, Director, ResilienceByDesign Lab, Royal Roads University
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The peer review process was monitored on behalf of the CCA’s Board of Directors
and Scientific Advisory Committee by Jackie Dawson, Canada Research Chair in
Environment, Society and Policy, and Full Professor, Department of Geography,
University of Ottawa. The role of the peer review monitor is to ensure that the
Panel gives full and fair consideration to the submissions of the peer reviewers.
The Board of the CCA authorizes public release of an expert panel report only after
the peer review monitor confirms that the CCA’s report review requirements have
been satisfied. The CCA thanks Dr. Dawson for her diligent contribution as peer
review monitor.
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Executive Summary
Every year brings new evidence that people in Canada are increasingly exposed
to hazards in a changing climate. In 2020, while the global pandemic dominated
headlines, weather-related disasters resulted in $2.4 billion in insured damages
in Canada. In 2021, Western Canada suffered an unprecedented heat wave,
contributing to hundreds of deaths and numerous wildfires. With the frequency
and severity of extreme weather increasing, insured losses from such events
regularly measure billions of dollars per year. These figures significantly
understate the impacts of such events given (i) that a large share of disaster
losses are uninsured, and (ii) the potential of extreme weather events to cause
loss of life, the destruction of natural habitats, and other harm. The likelihood of
multiple concurrent disasters is also rising as climate change intensifies, as is the
prospect of cascading events and nonlinearities wherein small increases in the
severity of a hazard yield outsized differences in consequences. Many existing
systems for managing risk are not evolving rapidly enough to keep pace with the
changing environment, leading to a growing sense of crisis. As of November 2021,
just over 2,000 jurisdictions in 37 countries had declared “climate emergencies,”
including the House of Commons and 517 local governments in Canada. These
declarations reflect the recognition that communities are increasingly at risk and
current action is insufficient given the challenges posed by a changing climate.
As climate-related hazards increasingly depart from historical norms,
minimizing exposure and vulnerability to these threats requires taking full
advantage of the complete spectrum of knowledge and resources available —
regardless of the discipline or department where they originate. Disciplinary
and bureaucratic silos often lead to inefficient use of resources and a lack of
coordination and alignment. Climate change adaptation (hereafter adaptation)
and disaster risk reduction (DRR) developed separately and mostly in parallel as
areas of research, policy, and practice. Differences in terminology, institutions,
culture, values, and interests all combine to limit the effective integration of these
two domains, frequently impeding progress on enhancing resilience.
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Recognizing this challenge in the context of the disruptions and damages brought
about by disasters and the hazards of a changing climate, Public Safety Canada
(PS) asked the Council of Canadian Academies (CCA) to convene an Expert Panel to
answer the following question:

What key opportunities exist to improve disaster
resilience in Canada through better integration of
disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation
research and practice?

In response to this request, the CCA assembled an interdisciplinary panel of
experts in adaptation and DRR, which met virtually over the course of 2020 and
2021 to evaluate evidence and deliberate on its charge.

Report Findings
Governments, businesses, communities, and households are adapting to a
changing climate. The Panel explored a wide range of evidence and examples of
governments and other actors seeking to improve resiliency to climate-related
hazards by better integrating adaptation and DRR. Whether it is cities mandating
green roofs to reduce the effects of heat waves and urban flooding, investors
calling for enhanced climate risk disclosures, or public disaster relief programs
encouraging rebuilding in ways that will better withstand future hazards, there
are many ways that adaptation and DRR can be more effectively integrated to
reduce risks. Canadian governments and communities can learn from initiatives
abroad, though differences in context may make it necessary to tailor policies,
practices, or programs to local circumstances. Reflecting on the complete range
of evidence reviewed and expert perspectives brought by Panel members, the
main insights that emerged from this Panel’s work are summarized in the
following findings.
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Finding 1: An ongoing failure to fully integrate climate change
adaptation into DRR activities, policies, and tools reduces the
efficiency and impact of public investments in disaster resilience,
leaving Canadian communities at risk.
The resources available to enhance disaster resilience in any society are limited;
maximizing their benefits requires investing them in ways that take advantage
of synergies and cross-fertilization while avoiding duplication. But existing
structures and approaches to DRR often fail to deploy these resources optimally.
At the most basic level, most governments persistently underinvest in mitigation
and later pay the price in terms of disaster response and recovery. Existing
analyses suggest that the costs of preparedness and mitigation are several times
lower than the savings these measures create. For example, flood mitigation
spending is a particularly sound investment: one Canadian analysis reported that
every $1 spent on reducing residential basement flood risks led to $11 in savings
and found that the implementation of the tools and guidelines, established by
Canada’s Climate-Resilient Buildings and Core Public Infrastructure initiative,
could yield annual benefits of $4.7 billion. A U.S. study estimated an average
benefit–cost ratio for adopting up-to-date model building codes of 6:1 for riverine
flood hazards and 10:1 for wind hazards. There is abundant, well-documented
evidence that carefully designed, proactive investments in disaster resilience
save money in the long term. The level of demand for financial support for
disaster response and recovery in Canada through the federal Disaster Financial
Assistance Arrangements program further underscores the need to prioritize
investments that reduce the impacts of disasters before they happen.
In a changing climate, historical norms previously used to inform such investments
are no longer a reliable guide. This is well-recognized in theory, but all too often,
limited efforts have been made to adjust decision-making accordingly. Codes,
standards, and flood maps that are designed in part based on historical climate
data are key examples of this disconnect. Risk assessments also benefit from
an integrated approach. Comprehensive, all-hazard analyses that establish and
consider the full risk landscape — including climate-related and other hazards
together — clarify where resources are most needed, help identify solutions that
address multiple risks, and improve the understanding of relationships between
risks. The lack of a publicly available, integrated, all-hazard risk assessment
in Canada makes it difficult to compare risks and be strategic about deploying
resources where they could have the greatest possible benefit. Employing risk
assessments to inform land-use planning offers an opportunity to reduce or avoid
risk or retreat from some hazards altogether. Where hazards cannot be avoided, the
development and enforcement of codes and standards that integrate climate change
data can better prepare physical structures to withstand the effects of hazards. Not
taking such steps leaves communities and individuals preparing for the disasters of
the past rather than those of the future.
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Finding 2: Successfully integrating adaptation and DRR requires
overcoming barriers such as disciplinary and departmental silos,
conceptual and terminological differences, and jurisdictional
misalignments while accounting for perceptions and cognitive
biases that affect decision-making.
Efforts to spur greater integration between adaptation and DRR are unlikely to
succeed unless they anticipate common barriers to progress. Some barriers stem
from these domains operating at different scopes and scales, often in separate
government departments and using diverse terminology. Within DRR, a
continuing focus on responding to emergencies has not provided adequate
avenues for more holistic preparedness, prevention, and mitigation activities,
let alone the inclusion of adaptation. Mutual knowledge sharing and collaboration
can support integration, as can inter-agency coordination and the adjustment of
institutional mandates, in instances when separate agencies focus on adaptation
and disaster preparedness and response.
Misalignments in the responsibilities and resources of different orders of
governments (or departments and agencies within governments) also impede
progress. Indigenous and municipal governments are often best placed to manage
mounting disaster risks due to their better awareness of local conditions and
community capacity, but they lack the resources or authority to take effective
action. Municipalities’ authority is vested in them by provinces, and many riskreduction measures or investments must be approved by provincial governments.
Municipalities also depend on property taxes for income, often placing their
income stream at odds with land-use measures that could reduce the exposure
of populations or infrastructure to known hazards. Further challenges exist for
small municipalities and remote communities where resources are scarce and
essential services are already overburdened or nonexistent. Effective integration
between adaptation and DRR frequently requires the development of collaborative
structures and platforms. Such collaborative undertakings can overcome
misalignments through the explicit recognition of roles and responsibilities
and provide the basis for an effective sharing of resources and knowledge.
Other barriers to improving resilience are shared by both domains. Individuals will
decide if and how to take protective action based on how they process the risk
information they receive, their threat assessment, and their judgment as to whether
one or more responses are likely to be feasible and effective. Risk perception is
shaped by many factors, including past experience and social context. In addition,
common cognitive biases contribute to near-term thinking, inertia, and optimism
about individual risks. These biases confound efforts to build disaster resilience in
the same ways that they forestall efforts to proactively adapt to a changing climate.
Research on the factors described above offers lessons on how programs — and
particularly communications materials — can be better designed to motivate
resilience investments in the face of these obstacles.
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Finding 3: The integration of adaptation and DRR requires a
combination of i) information systems adapted to the needs of
decision-makers and ii) flexible funding, financing, and insurance
arrangements that support proactive investment.
Improving the knowledge base is often the first step in integrating adaptation into
DRR. The Panel identified several areas where a lack of information is a challenge
in Canada, including the quality and availability of extreme weather records
(particularly in remote locations), disaster data, and economic analyses of the
costs and benefits of adaptation. Timely, comparable, and comprehensive disaster
data is essential to monitoring and evaluating risk over time; the Canadian
Disaster Database is currently not meeting this need. More research on naturebased solutions is also needed. Interest in these types of interventions and their
potential to reduce climate-related risks is growing, but a lack of evidence on
their effectiveness when deployed across larger geographical scales (and over
longer time periods) makes it difficult to assess their potential. Additionally,
better documentation of best practices and engineering guidelines for naturebased solutions could facilitate the wider deployment of these strategies. Economic
data that provides insights on the relative costs and savings of disaster resilience
investments could help identify priority areas and clarify the business case. Finally,
the continuing underreliance on Indigenous and Local Knowledge and the
underutilization of disaster-related expertise developed by Indigenous organizations
and in Indigenous communities undermine disaster resilience in Canada.
Despite these challenges, many promising approaches were identified by the
Panel. By focusing investments on the expansion of high-resolution climate data
and information about extreme weather events, decision-makers will be better
equipped to establish effective DRR strategies at the local level. Applying
Indigenous and Local Knowledge to integrate DRR and adaptation can improve
the understanding of risks and actions, which may enhance resilience while
simultaneously providing a range of co-benefits, including community
empowerment and sustainable resource management. All-hazards risk
assessments that incorporate climate projections offer decision-makers and
practitioners one of the most useful means of integration. Ensuring that
information collected by all-hazards risk assessments is fully accessible to the
public (i.e., both available and readily understandable without specialized
knowledge or expertise) helps to further enhance its utility and value. Lastly,
effective risk communication addresses the needs of communities in a timely and
comprehensive manner, and knowledge brokers are a key means of
communication. Acting as an intermediary between researchers and information
users, knowledge brokers enable two-way dialogue and aid effective decisionmaking even in the face of uncertainty.
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Insurance policies, public funding, and private investment decisions also play
roles in supporting action. These arrangements can take many forms. Home
insurance policies can create awareness about disaster risks, reward (or even
require) risk mitigation activities, and provide financial stability in the event of
harm. Public–private partnerships provide one means of increasing insurance
coverage when risks are high and affordability is a concern; these partnerships
may have an important role to play in a changing climate with the increasing
concentration of people and assets in hazard-exposed areas. Public disaster relief
programs can be adjusted to encourage decision-makers to take further protective
measures and to rebuild differently — and perhaps elsewhere — when disasters
do arise. Enhanced corporate disclosure of the physical risks of climate change
improves investor awareness, driving capital allocation and encouraging risk
mitigation. Public investments in infrastructure also offer opportunities for
enhanced resilience, especially when a climate lens is used to evaluate projects,
thereby increasing their value and longevity.

Finding 4: Whole-of-society collaboration as well as government
mandates are necessary to operationalize integration.
The complexity of disaster risks — in terms of the breadth of hazards, the
geographic range and jurisdictional scales implicated, the interconnectivity of
current systems and potential for cascading impacts, and the multitude of factors
influencing exposure and vulnerability — warrants a complex response. There is no
one authority with the knowledge, capacity, and power to act on all fronts. Instead,
comprehensive strategies to build disaster resilience require the involvement of
government, civil society, the private sector, and individual households. Leveraging
the knowledge and capacities of local communities is critical for ensuring that DRR
and adaptation activities and policies work to improve resilience and promote
decision buy-in. Policies, regulations, codes, and standards all drive local progress,
but mandates must go hand in hand with adequate financial resources and locally
relevant information. Central governments can provide essential funding and
information while playing a vital coordinating role to ensure the clear delineation
of responsibility among actors and complementary regional direction. Increased
decision-making transparency through whole-of-society collaboration or
public audits in the wake of disasters can drive greater public involvement and
accountability. Values underpin all these interventions; the risks that a society
recognizes are a product of values, and values subsequently inform the choices
a society makes about managing these risks.
Effective DRR and adaptation both hinge on information that is available, accessible,
and applicable to a range of decision-making contexts, alongside funding,
investment, and insurance programs and policies that motivate appropriate actions.
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Appropriate governance structures are then called for to integrate DRR and
adaptation, including whole-of-society, bottom-up processes alongside top-down
government mandates. All these elements come together to bring about actions at
individual, neighbourhood, city, and regional scales to lessen hazards, vulnerability,
and exposure in a changing climate (Figure 1). There are limited means to temper
hazards, including urban greening to lower temperatures and fuel management for
fire prevention. A wider range of strategies is available to reduce exposure, including
land-use planning to prevent development in exposed areas, planned retreat,
and protective infrastructure. Physical vulnerability can be lowered through codes
and standards and community and home maintenance measures, while social
vulnerability can be lowered through community assets such as cooling centres and
by building redundancies into infrastructure systems and supply chains.
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Conceptual Framework for Improving Disaster Resilience
through the Integration of DRR and Adaptation

There is an opportunity to enhance disaster resilience through the integration of DRR and
adaptation. In particular, information resources, funding programs, investment choices,
and insurance offerings that factor in climate change alongside other DRR considerations
will contribute to more effective decision-making. Integration requires systems to
operationalize these tools and interventions through whole-of-society engagement, local
leadership, and well-enforced legislation.
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Towards a More Resilient Future
Climate-related disasters are neither natural nor inevitable. Disasters result
from interactions between communities and naturally occurring hazards and
are the consequences of human choices at both individual and societal scales.
Recognizing this element of choice is essential to creating accountability and
motivating action to manage disaster risks in a changing climate, but it is also
essential to recognize that many actors — especially vulnerable groups — face
various constraints that limit their choices. The integration of adaptation and
DRR is only one aspect of improving resilience. Another part of enhancing disaster
resilience is addressing root causes of vulnerability in society, which involves
addressing other social needs, such as supporting vulnerable populations,
reducing income inequality, and alleviating poverty. Similarly, further progress
on reconciliation and Indigenous self-governance will advance resilience by
enhancing self-determination and improving government-to-government
relations. Finally, the resilience of communities is linked to the resilience of
the ecosystems they depend on; a comprehensive approach to assessing and
cultivating resilience includes greater efforts to understand and enhance the
resilience of natural systems to the hazards posed by climate change. In all these
areas, as with mitigating climate change in general, the choices we make today
will determine the extent to which our communities remain vulnerable and
exposed to climate-related hazards in the decades to come.
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A

mid-size Canadian city is hit with a major flood event. An old system of
dikes and berms rated for a 1-in-50-year flood fails. A state of emergency
is declared: lives are lost, injuries are sustained, and many homes and

businesses are damaged. Some of the damaged buildings were knowingly
constructed on the floodplain, with local governments having allowed extensive
construction to address growing population pressures as well as to access
property taxes needed to fund other municipal projects. The flooding of other
buildings came as a complete surprise, owing to out-of-date flood maps that did
not account for climate change. In the aftermath, many property owners discover
that their insurance does not cover flood damages. Those who do have insurance
must rebuild using the same building codes and standards as were used in
the initial build. Low-income citizens bear the greatest burden of this disaster
due to their lack of insurance coverage and limited savings, and they must
rely on public disaster relief to rebuild as best they can. All residents deal with
disruptions to daily life. Some file employment insurance claims as various
businesses are temporarily closed, and the stress takes a major toll on many
households. As the community rebuilds, the stage is once again set for the
next disaster.
In an alternative future, this same city experiences the same flood event but faces
a very different set of consequences. There are few damaged buildings and no
serious casualties. The majority of the floodplain is uninhabited, barring a few
historic properties, as a result of a government-funded property buy-back
initiative. Relatively low-cost investments in natural flood defences on public
lands translate to major savings as wetlands absorb much of the flood water. The
homes and businesses that did experience flooding were aware of their risks
owing to up-to-date flood maps and proactive community engagement on flood
hazards, and property owners had been incentivized to invest in low-cost, highimpact measures to mitigate flood risks. The damages that did occur were covered
by insurance claims, and policies encouraged thoughtful rebuilding that would
enhance resilience in the event of future floods. Ultimately, the same weather
event unfolded, but no disaster ensued.
This simplified narrative does not reflect the full complexity and scope of disaster
resilience; for instance, how the most damaging effects of a disaster in an
Indigenous community may result from the mental health effects of evacuations
that fail to address community needs and values (HoC, 2018). Nonetheless, the
individual elements highlighted here demonstrate the precarious position Canada
finds itself in. Land-use decisions, population growth, and rapid economic
development have greatly increased the exposure of populations, driving up the
cost of losses over the last few decades. Climate change is altering the frequency,
severity, and distribution of natural hazards, further exacerbating risk.
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In 2020, natural disasters resulted in $2.4 billion of insured damages in Canada,
with the Calgary hailstorms alone accounting for $1.3 billion of that value (IBC,
2021). The Global Risks Report 2021 by the World Economic Forum found extreme
weather and climate action failure to be among the top risks faced by societies
worldwide (WEF, 2021). Impacts resulting from climate change are being felt
now and are only projected to become more frequent and intense in the future,
emphasizing the need for immediate action to reduce future disaster risk (Zhang
et al., 2019). Even with strong global actions to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, warming experienced to date, and future warming that will occur
before anthropogenic emissions reach net zero, will be here to stay (Flato et al.,
2019). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) observes that
“many changes due to past and future GHG emissions are irreversible for
centuries to millennia, especially changes in the ocean, ice sheets and global
sea level” (IPCC, 2021). According to the Global Commission on Adaptation (GCA,
2019), “choosing between adaptation and [climate change] mitigation is a false
choice — we must do both.”
Reflecting the urgent need to deal with mounting climate hazard risks, the House
of Commons declared a national climate emergency in 2019 to urge Canada to
meet its emission reduction targets and spur further GHG reductions (HoC, 2019;
Jackson, 2019). This declaration is part of a global trend; as of November 2021,
just over 2,000 jurisdictions in 37 countries had declared “climate emergencies,”
including 517 local governments in Canada (CED, 2021). In the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic, many are citing climate change as an even greater threat
that requires immediate attention on the global scale (Chapagain & Steer, 2020;
Fuentes et al., 2020; IMF, 2021).
This report identifies a series of current practices and emerging actions to reduce
vulnerability and exposure to natural hazards through the integration of climate
change adaptation (hereafter referred to as adaptation) and disaster risk reduction
(DRR). These actions are diverse, encompassing both structural (e.g., levees,
sea walls) and non-structural (e.g., planned retreat, insurance) interventions;
however, they rest on a common foundation of accessible and up-to-date
information, sufficient funding and insurance incentives, and coordinated and
collaborative governance. This echoes the call by the Global Commission on
Adaptation for revolutions in understanding climate risks, financing required
actions, and planning for the future (GCA, 2019). Enhancing the resilience of
individuals, communities, and the built environment is a crucial process that
requires a multifaceted approach.
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1.1

The Charge to the Panel

Recognizing the increasing frequency and severity of many hazards in a changing
climate and the extent of disruptions and damages brought about by recent
Canadian disasters, Public Safety Canada (PS; the Sponsor) asked the Council of
Canadian Academies (CCA) to convene an Expert Panel to answer the following
question and sub-questions:

What key opportunities exist to improve disaster resilience in
Canada through better integration of disaster risk reduction
and climate change adaptation research and practice?
•

What institutional barriers, incentives, and disincentives prevent the
effective integration of climate change adaptation and disaster risk
management in Canada?

•

What climate-related tools, data sources, methods, and frameworks are
underutilized in Canada’s existing disaster risk reduction efforts? What
disaster risk reduction tools, data sources, methods, and frameworks
are underutilized in climate adaptation initiatives and practice?

•

What adaptation and disaster risk reduction capabilities are required to
enhance resilience to climate-related natural disasters in the future?

The CCA assembled an interdisciplinary panel of experts with knowledge about
adaptation and DRR and a diverse range of backgrounds, including sustainable
development, insurance, planning, policy, and resilience. The Expert Panel on
Disaster Resilience in a Changing Climate (the Panel) was asked to identify
current barriers to the integration of adaptation and DRR, as well as promising
approaches for enhancing resilience to disasters through increased integration.
The Panel met virtually over the course of 2020 and 2021 to evaluate evidence
and deliberate on the charge.
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1.2 The Panel’s Approach
1.2.1

Terminology

The fields of DRR and adaptation often define key terms and interpret the same
concepts in different ways (Birkmann et al., 2009). In light of this, the Panel
emphasized the importance of having clear, agreed-upon definitions and
an understanding of terminology to prevent confusion and enable effective
communication across a broad spectrum of audiences. Box 1.1 provides the
adopted definitions for key terms applied in this report.

Box 1.1

Definitions of Key Terms

Adaptation: “The process of adjustment to actual or expected climate
and its effects. [In human systems, adaptation seeks] to moderate harm
or exploit beneficial opportunities […] In natural systems […] human
intervention may facilitate adjustment to expected climate and its
effects” (IPCC, 2018).
Disaster: “A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a
society at any scale due to hazardous events interacting with conditions
of exposure, vulnerability and capacity, leading to one or more of the
following: human, material, economic and environmental losses and
impacts” (UNDRR, 2016).
Disaster Risk Reduction: “The concept and practice of reducing disaster
risks through systematic efforts to analyze and manage the causal
factors of disasters, including through the mitigation and prevention
of exposure to hazards, decreasing vulnerability of individuals and
society, strategic management of land and the environment, improved
preparedness for disaster risks, coordinated response and planning,
and forward looking recovery measures” (MREM, 2017).
Emergency (Disaster) Management: “The organization, planning and
application of measures preparing for, responding to and recovering
from disasters” (UNDRR, 2016).
Exposure: “The situation of people, infrastructure, housing, production
capacities and other tangible human assets located in hazard-prone
areas” (UNDRR, 2016).
Hazard: “A process, phenomenon or human activity that may cause
loss of life, injury or other health impacts, property damage, social and
economic disruption or environmental degradation” (UNDRR, 2016).
(Continues)
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(Continued)

Mitigation: The Panel adopted the DRR community’s usage, defining
mitigation as “the lessening or minimizing of the adverse impacts of
a hazardous event” (UNDRR, 2016). It should be noted, however, that
the wider adaptation community, including the IPCC, uses mitigation
to refer to “human intervention[s] to reduce emissions or enhance the
sinks of greenhouse gases” (IPCC, 2018). The report uses mitigation
in the former sense (as adopted by the disaster risk community).
Risk: “The potential for consequences where something of value is at
stake and where the outcome is uncertain, recognizing the diversity
of values. Risk is often represented as probability of occurrence of
hazardous events or trends multiplied by the impacts if these events or
trends occur. Risk results from the interaction of vulnerability, exposure,
and hazard” (IPCC, 2014).
Resilience: “The ability of a system, community or society exposed to
hazards to resist, absorb, accommodate, adapt to, transform and recover
from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including
through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures
and functions through risk management” (UNDRR, 2016).
Vulnerability: “The conditions determined by physical, social, economic
and environmental factors or processes which increase the susceptibility
of an individual, a community, assets or systems to the impacts of
hazards” (UNDRR, 2016).

The goal of adaptation is to reduce the potential harms that could result from
climate change or to take advantage of emerging opportunities created by a
changing climate (IPCC, 2018). Disasters are clearly one of the possible sources
of harm from climate change; adaptation therefore includes actions taken to avoid
or reduce the negative impacts from these events. The concept of disaster risk
reduction includes the full range of actions involved in “preparing for, preventing,
responding to, and recovering from disasters” (UNDRR, 2016).
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In Canada, the term “emergency management” has historically been used to
describe activities within preparedness and response. However, in line with
Canada’s signing of the UN Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030
(hereafter referred to as the Sendai Framework), the federal, provincial, and
territorial (FPT) Emergency Management Strategy for Canada expanded the
definition of emergency management to bring in elements of DRR (MREM, 2017).
To keep terminology consistent with international definitions, the Panel chose
to rely on the more commonly used, narrow definition of emergency management
as referring to actions and actors working in the more traditional areas of
preparedness and response. The exception to this will be in reference to
documents such as the Emergency Management Strategy for Canada or when
discussing the titles of departments, ministries, or professionals whose roles
might go beyond preparedness and response.
The concept of risk is central to both adaptation and DRR. In the context of
disasters and climate change, risk is often framed as a function of hazard,
exposure, and vulnerability (IPCC, 2012).1 Hazards are processes or phenomena that
have the potential to cause damage or harm to people and the built environment.
Extreme temperatures, heavy precipitation, flooding, high winds, and wildfires
are examples of hazards. The ability of hazards to cause harm, however, is shaped
by exposure and vulnerability. Exposure corresponds to the extent to which people,
assets, or communities are found in a hazard-prone location (e.g., the presence
of housing or buildings in a floodplain or communities located in an area prone
to tornados). Vulnerability reflects the susceptibility of people or communities
to harm, taking into account their characteristics and coping capacity. Among
individuals or communities, for example, vulnerability is a function of factors
including, but not limited to, the state and quality of physical infrastructure,
socio-economic characteristics, social capital and connectedness, health status
and age, and institutional preparedness (IPCC, 2012; UNDRR, 2016).

1

Some literature describes risk as a function of only hazard and vulnerability, including exposure as a
component of vulnerability (Kelman, 2018).
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The Panel underscores that hazards such as floods and wildfires are sometimes
inevitable, but “disasters are often the result of planning decisions that put people
and property in harm’s way” (Bogdan et al., 2020). Even after wildfires and
flooding severely impacted Fort McMurray, communities such as Waterways were
rebuilt in the floodplain, despite the knowledge of ongoing risk (Bogdan et al.,
2020). In May of 2020, Fort McMurray flooded again, causing the evacuation
of 13,000 people and resulting in an estimated $100 million in damages and one
death (Antoneshyn, 2020; Bogdan et al., 2020). To the extent that a disaster is
a consequence of choices by governments, institutions, and individuals, the
Panel notes that it is misleading to refer to disasters as natural, and so the report
refrains from using the term natural disaster and instead simply uses disaster
to refer to the consequences of the meteorological events discussed throughout.
In situations where specific data are being described, the term climate-related
disaster is used for accuracy.

1.2.2 Scoping Decisions
DRR and adaptation are two among several areas of work that are essential to
building disaster resilience. Numerous analyses of disaster resilience have
recognized its underlying determinants, highlighting factors such as social
capital, public health, economic development, and institutional capacity (U.S.
National Research Council, 2012; Rockefeller Foundation & ARUP, 2014; Hill &
Martinez-Diaz, 2020). The Panel recognizes that making strides in these
other areas will in turn aid efforts to advance both adaptation and DRR and
contribute to enhanced resilience. However, a detailed investigation into these
complementary areas is outside the scope of this report. This report focuses
on the areas where the integration of DRR and adaptation are most warranted,
including the actions that need to take place; the information, funding,
investment, and insurance supports that are required; and the governance
processes that will best enable progress. Figure 1.1 situates the area of focus
for this report within this broader context of disaster resilience.
Over the course of this report, the Panel’s analysis focuses on disasters brought
about by sudden weather events (severe storms, temperature extremes, tornados,
ice storms, winter storms, and floods) and wildfires where climate and weather
can be contributing factors. Climate change mitigation (i.e., GHG emission
reduction policies and actions), although important for long-term reduction
of risk, was not included in the report.
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Reducing Disaster Risk in a Changing Climate
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Figure 1.1

Funding, Investment,
and Insurance

Operationalizing
Integration

• Build forward better
• Expanded insurance
• Enhanced incentives

• Whole-of-society
collaboration
• Local and Indigenous
leadership
• Regulation and
legislation
• Codes and standards

Report Scope

Building resilience requires more than just the integration of climate change adaptation and
DRR. Although institutional capacity, public health, social capital, ecosystem health, and
economic development are crucial for enhancing overall resilience, this assessment focuses
on the overlap between DRR and adaptation and identifies some key opportunities for
integration. To take advantage of these opportunities, significant activity within the realms
of information, funding, investment, and insurance must be supported and operationalized
through whole-of-society collaboration, local leadership, and well-enforced legislation.
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The Panel further recognizes that many elements of DRR and adaptation do not
call for integration. Adaptation includes actions taken to adjust to gradual or
ongoing changes in the climate that may not lead to events that qualify as
disasters. Assisting the migration of tree species northward and upslope to more
favourable climate conditions and farming different agricultural crops that will
be more successful in emerging and future climate conditions are both examples
of adaptation activities that were outside the scope of this report. In DRR,
activities occurring during or immediately after a disaster (e.g., paramedic
services, firefighting, evacuation) do not offer as many opportunities for
integration as those in the lead-up to or recovery from a disaster. Therefore,
the report emphasizes interventions upstream and farther downstream of
an event rather than the immediate response.

1.2.3 Capability-Based Planning
Capability-based planning is being adopted by FPT governments to coordinate
efforts to enhance disaster resilience (GC, n.d.). With origins in military planning,
capability-based planning is defined as “planning, under uncertainty, to provide
capabilities suitable for a wide range of challenges while working within an economic
framework that necessitates prioritization and choice” (Davis, 2002). It recognizes
and manages uncertainty, emphasizing reliance on the transferable capabilities
that form building blocks that can be reconfigured depending on the specific needs
of each circumstance (Davis, 2002; U.S. National Research Council, 2005).
Within the Government of Canada, capabilities are defined as “categories or
logical grouping of functions to support our shared EM [emergency management]
outcomes” (GC, n.d.). Each capability can be assessed in terms of competency
(i.e., do we have the skills/knowledge?) and capacity (i.e., how much can be
delivered?) (GC, n.d.). To maximize the efficiency of DRR investments, the primary
focus is on fostering capabilities that are common to all types of disasters, and
these efforts are then supplemented with hazard-specific additional capabilities
(MREM, 2017). The Government of Canada, provinces, and territories have
identified a set of 37 core capabilities in alignment with the 5 priorities for
enhancing Canadian resilience through to 2030, as identified by the FPT Ministers
Responsible for Emergency Management (Table 1.1).
In the Panel’s view, the lack of implementation guidance and communications
materials describing these capabilities and their potential application in support
of planning limits their utility. It is unlikely that decision-makers outside of FPT
governments would benefit from them in their current form. It is also unclear
how FPT governments are using capability-based planning to advance their work.
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Table 1.1

Canadian Core Capabilities List

Enhance whole-ofsociety collaboration
and governance to
strengthen resilience

• Whole-of-society interoperability
• Whole-of-society governance
• Whole-of-society collaboration
• Indigenous collaboration

Improve understanding
of disaster risks in all
sectors of society

• Risk assessments
• Intelligence information sharing
• Hazard monitoring and early warning
• Public information and awareness

Increase focus on
whole-of-society
disaster prevention
and mitigation activities

• Critical infrastructure resilience
• Property resilience
• [Emergency Management] planning
• Security and interdiction
• Structural risk reduction measures
• Non-structural risk reduction measures
• Natural environment risk reduction measures

Enhance disaster
response capacity and
coordination and foster
the development
of new capabilities

• Emergency public alerting
• Emergency evacuation and transportation
• Operational safety and security
• Specialized response resource – disaster search and rescue
• Specialized response resource – Hazmat / CBRNE [Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Explosive]
• Specialized response resource – flooding
• Specialized response resource – wildland interface fire
• Public health and emergency medical services
• Operational coordination
• Operational communications
• Emergency legal and financial advice
• Emergency logistics
• Emergency social services
• Fatality management service
• Training and education
• Exercising

Strengthen recovery
efforts by building
back better to
minimize the impacts
of future disasters

• Critical infrastructure restoration
• Psychosocial health
• Environmental restoration
• Cultural restoration
• Economic recovery
• Property recovery
Source: GC (n.d.)

FPT Ministers Responsible for Emergency Management have established a list of core
capabilities applicable to a wide range of disasters. These capabilities are functional
groups created to provide a common language to describe the foundational aspects of
emergency management. They describe tasks that support shared outcomes across the
emergency management system.
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The Panel notes that this framework appears mostly grounded in technical
capabilities needed in the immediate aftermath of a disaster. Efforts to extend
the framework to disaster prevention, mitigation, and recovery appear relatively
superficial and fail to indicate tangible areas of expertise. For instance, it is
unclear how whole-of‑society interoperability could be enacted to enhance
resilience. Similarly, the inclusion of nebulous capabilities such as whole-ofsociety governance is problematic. Capabilities such as critical infrastructure
resilience or structural risk reduction measures encompass a wide range of
underlying approaches, knowledge, and skills; therefore, specificity would be
challenging. The Panel also observes that capabilities related to adaptation are
not adequately reflected in this approach. In light of these concerns, rather than
working within this framework, the Panel instead focuses on more narrow and
technical areas of expertise and training that can contribute to improving DRR
in a changing climate. These are highlighted throughout the report.

1.2.4 Sources of Evidence
The Panel considered several sources of evidence. Preliminary academic literature
reviews related to disasters in Canada, DRR, adaptation, and Indigenous and Local
Knowledge (ILK) were performed to initiate the research process. The results of these
structured searches ensured that major areas of research were identified and used
to build the evidence base for later Panel work. These reviews were supplemented
by ongoing research activities and Panel suggestions as the report was developed.
Given the important role of government policy in guiding resilience practices,
grey literature documenting Canadian government and international policies and
programs played a critical role in developing this report. Synthesis reports from
the IPCC (IPCC, 2012), the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP, 2018),
and the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR, 2019) informed
the Panel’s analysis, providing extensive bibliographies that were subsequently
used to identify further evidence.
No new research was commissioned for this report; however, several experts
outside of the Panel were invited to share their experiences and knowledge.
Information gained from these presentations was used to address gaps in the
published evidence, advance the research, and deepen the Panel’s understanding,
insights, and deliberations.

1.3 Impacts and Implications of COVID-19
Risks from natural hazards did not lessen during COVID-19, and emergency
response activities had to continue despite the already strained capacities and
resources (Phillips et al., 2020). These concurrent disasters resulted in increased
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vulnerabilities and cascading problems, such as those observed during the 2020
wildfires in California (Stern, 2020). Simultaneous stay-at-home and evacuation
orders were issued for fire-prone areas, exacerbating confusion for vulnerable
populations (Stern, 2020). Smoke from these wildfires contributed to very poor
air quality in Canadian cities such as Vancouver, where even sheltering indoors
was insufficient to filter out particles (Miljure, 2020). Wildfire smoke contributes
significantly to air pollution, which has been shown to negatively affect lung
functioning for years following exposure (Orr et al., 2020). There are concerns that
air pollution could worsen health outcomes for those infected with the virus
(Fahys, 2020; BCLA, 2021).
Adaptation and DRR have also been explicitly acknowledged in relation to COVID-19
recovery stimulus funding under the umbrella of enhancing resilience to future
disasters. In August 2020, the federal government announced a new COVID-19
resilience funding stream as an offshoot of the Investing in Canada Infrastructure
Program, with a maximum total value of $3.3 billion available to be reallocated
from other streams (INFC, 2020a). These funds can be applied to “disaster
mitigation and adaptation projects, including natural infrastructure, flood and fire
mitigation, and tree planting” (INFC, 2020a). A focus on climate resilience in the
recovery from the pandemic has further been reflected in the final report and
recommendations by the Task Force for a Resilient Recovery (TFRR, 2020). This
report recommends significant investments in natural infrastructure, Indigenousled sustainable infrastructure, and climate-aware codes and standards to promote
resilience to extreme weather events.

1.4 The Structure of the Report
The report is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 positions the report in the context of current disaster and climate
trends, identifies government roles and responsibilities, and makes the case
for integration between DRR and adaptation.
Chapter 3 explores key activities for affecting hazards and reducing exposure
and vulnerability through the integration of DRR and adaptation.
Chapter 4 focuses on the role of integrated information resources for
enhancing resilience.
Chapter 5 addresses the importance of integration in public funding, financial
markets, and insurance.
Chapter 6 discusses opportunities for operationalizing integration to enhance
disaster resilience.
Chapter 7 presents the Panel’s final reflections on the charge.
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Chapter Findings
•

Climate-related disasters are on the rise in Canada, as are the associated
costs. Climate change is a contributing factor, increasing the frequency
and severity of natural hazards in Canada.

•

Due to significant overlap between DRR and adaptation, integrated
approaches to program delivery offer efficiencies while enhancing
effectiveness. However, existing organizational structures and processes
make it difficult to achieve such integration.

•

Motivating factors and cognitive biases common to both DRR and
adaptation underscore the value of a shared approach to enhancing
resilience moving forward.

D

isaster risk reduction and adaptation efforts have historically been
addressed through distinct initiatives undertaken by separate groups,
but the interconnected nature of these two areas of work is increasingly

being recognized. This chapter situates the Panel’s work in the context of observed
trends in disasters and climate, describes contemporary public sector roles and
responsibilities for DRR and adaptation, and presents the overall rationale for
enhancing integration between these two domains.

2.1 Disaster Risk Reduction
The nature and extent of disaster risks change over time based on factors such
as human settlement patterns, wealth accumulation, and climate change. This
section outlines these disaster trends, the associated economic impacts, and the
potential impacts of climate change on future disaster risks. This section also
describes how roles and responsibilities for DRR are distributed in Canada.

2.1.1

Disaster Trends

The frequency of recorded climate-related disasters in Canada
is increasing
Canada’s extensive landmass and climatic and geographic variability make the
country susceptible to a wide range of climate-related hazards, including extreme
hot and cold temperatures, floods, droughts, wildfires, winter storms, freezing rain,
hail, tornados, avalanches, and landslides. But hazards only become disasters when
they cause damage to people and/or assets. The Canadian Disaster Database (CDD)
identifies disasters as events in which 10 or more people are killed or 100 or more
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people are affected, injured, evacuated, or left homeless, among other criteria
(PS, 2019a). Using data from the CDD, Figure 2.1 shows long-term trends in the
frequency of these types of disasters by decade since the early 1900s (PS, 2019a).
Up until the 1960s, Canada was averaging fewer than 30 climate-related disasters
per decade. However, starting in the mid-century, there was an increase in
the frequency of these types of disasters, and in recent decades, Canada has
experienced over 100 disasters per decade. The Panel notes, however, that the
CDD is only periodically updated and the most recent data available is for 2019;
weaknesses in Canadian disaster data are discussed in Section 4.1.1. In addition,
long-term trends in disaster frequency and impacts should be interpreted with
caution, given that data collection is not standardized (PS, 2019a).
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Figure 2.1

Frequency of Climate-Related Disasters in Canada

The figure includes all climate-related disasters recorded in the CDD (these disasters are
primarily reported as natural — meteorological) from 1902 through 2019 (PS, 2019a). The
storms and severe weather category includes disasters classified as hurricanes/typhoons/
tropical storms, storm surges, storms and severe thunderstorms, tornados, winter storms,
and unspecified/other storms. Data for the most recent decade may be incomplete due to
delays in data entry.
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Aerialphotographs.ca / Greg Marshall

Figure 2.2 Flooding of the Ottawa River on the Ontario–Quebec
Border, Spring 2019
Much of the increase in disaster costs over time can be attributed to growing
exposure. Since 1960, Canada’s population has more than doubled, and Canada’s
economy has increased more than six-fold (World Bank, 2020). The increase in
people and assets has led to a consequent rise in exposure to natural hazards.
Changing land uses have also contributed to growing exposure, for instance,
through the expansion of human settlements and industrial activities into
more forested areas at greater risk of wildfires (Peter & Wang, 2006). Due to
impermeable surfaces, urban areas tend to have a much lower capacity to absorb
stormwater, resulting in significant runoff (ECO, 2018).
Floods and wildfires are among the most common disaster types in Canada.
Thirty-seven percent of climate-related disasters recorded in the CDD are floods
(PS, 2019a). Since the 1990s, Canada has experienced, on average, five floodrelated disasters per year (PS, 2019a). Approximately 8,000 wildfires occur each
year in Canada, burning around 2.5 million hectares on average (NRCan, 2019).
According to the CDD, 101 wildfire-related disasters occurred in Canada between
1900 and 2016, collectively accounting for 372 fatalities, the evacuation of over
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400,000 people, and damages in excess of $5.8 billion (PS, 2019a). The frequency
of wildfire-related disasters has also been increasing in recent decades. Prior to
2000, these incidents occurred on average roughly three times per decade. Since
2000, however, they have occurred roughly three times per year on average. While
heat events are relatively rare, they account for a high number of fatalities,
numbering 548 since 2000 (PS, 2019a).
The Panel underscores that in Canada disasters are defined and recorded based
on set thresholds (e.g., the number of people affected or lives lost, the extent
of economic losses). One consequence of this type of definition is that formally
defined disasters do not occur in areas where there are few or no human interests
at stake (UNHRC, 2014). In the Canadian context, this means that sparsely
populated regions with lower densities of high-value assets are less likely to
experience an official disaster as a result of a hazardous event, even though
that same event may be classified as a disaster in more populated areas (NRTEE,
2009). Indigenous people are more likely to live in rural areas than other people
in Canada (OECD, 2020b), and Indigenous communities are disproportionately
impacted by hazards. Analysis of wildfire evacuation data demonstrates that
between 1980 and 2020, roughly 30% of all evacuees were First Nations, while
this group represented on average less than 3% of the population of Canada
during this period (StatCan, 1998, 2015, 2019; CFS, 2020). However, the CDD’s
definition of a disaster obscures this reality.
Also absent from this definition are the health and social impacts of disasters.
Psychological stresses, including depression, anxiety, grief, and even posttraumatic stress disorder, are well-documented impacts of disasters (Padhy et al.,
2015; Bubeck et al., 2017). Physical health impacts include injury or longer-term
impacts like illness from contaminated water or the exacerbation of pre-existing
chronic conditions (Thieken et al., 2016). Bubeck et al. (2017) offer a typology of
impacts, distinguishing between those that are direct and indirect, and those that
are tangible and intangible. Intangible impacts are sometimes not quantifiable
and often cannot be monetized, as is the case with losses of cultural heritage
(Wagner & Weitzman, 2015; Bubeck et al., 2017).
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The economic impact of climate-related disasters is increasing
in Canada
Estimates of the total economic costs of disasters are often subject to considerable
uncertainty, and damages are likely underestimated due to knowledge gaps
(e.g., understanding of how multiple hazards may interact and how damages may
cascade across the economy) and the difficulty of monetizing certain kinds of
losses (e.g., ecosystems, health impacts) (Sawyer, 2020). Despite these limitations,
the evidence suggests that these estimated costs are rising over time in Canada.
Little information exists on the economic costs of disasters prior to the 1950s.
Based on data from the CDD, economic losses from these events started to
increase steadily in the 1970s and continued to grow throughout the 1980s and
1990s, reaching a high point in the latter part of that decade with the widespread
damage that occurred during the 1998 ice storm in Eastern Canada (PS, 2019a).
After moderating in the early 2000s, costs are now rising again due to events such
as the floods in Calgary in 2013 and the wildfires in Fort McMurray in 2016.
The increasing cost of disasters includes both insured losses and costs to the
governments providing assistance in the wake of these disasters. The federal
Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements program has seen its liabilities and
payments increase substantially and exceed its nominal annual appropriation
of $100 million (PBO, 2016). Average payments since 2010 have equalled over
$330 million annually, with outstanding federal liabilities of $2.6 billion (PS,
personal communication 2021). The 2021 federal budget recognized the need to
provide further funding, committing $1.9 billion over five years beginning in
2021–22 (GC, 2021c).
Increases in population and gross domestic product (GDP) are both major
contributors to growing economic damages (Sawyer, 2020; Frank et al., 2021).
While the absolute cost of climate-related disasters around the world is increasing
over time, analyses that normalize global disaster costs relative to the size of
the economy have found either no significant trend (Barthel & Neumayer, 2012)
or declining disaster costs as a share of GDP (Pielke, 2019). However, for some
countries (including the United States), these costs are rising relative to the size
of the economy (Barthel & Neumayer, 2012). Data on insured losses from disasters
in Canada indicates that this is also the case for Canada. Figure 2.3 shows insured
losses as a percentage of Canadian GDP between 1983 and 2019. While variable
from year to year, insured disaster losses as a share of Canadian GDP are
increasing over time.
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Figure 2.3 Insured Losses from Climate-Related Disasters in Canada,
as a Share of GDP: 1983–2019
Insured losses from disasters are growing over time as a share of GDP. This figure captures
a range of weather-related disasters, including forest fires, as compiled and shared by the
Insurance Bureau of Canada from various sources. Data from 1983 to 2007 are drawn from
the Insurance Bureau of Canada, Public Safety Canada, Swiss Re, and Deloitte. Data from
2008 to 2019 are based on loss data compiled by CatIQ. GDP data were retrieved from
Statistics Canada. The trend is statistically significant (r2=0.24; p<0.01).

Insured losses also represent only a fraction of the total economic costs created
by disasters. For example, lost income, mental health consequences, and some
property losses are typically excluded from insurance coverage (Sawyer, 2020).
While the “insurance gap” (i.e., the share of uninsured losses) is shrinking over
time, global reinsurance provider Munich Re estimates that still less than half
of all disaster-related losses are insured in industrialized countries, and the
proportion of insured losses in developing and emerging economies is below 10%
(Munich Re, 2020). This is concerning from an equity standpoint, as those who can
least afford to bear the burden of a disaster are also the least likely to be able to
afford insurance. Measuring losses in absolute terms rather than as a share of
household assets ignores the equity dimension of disasters. Kelman (2020) points
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out that aggregate financial loss data “do not fully reflect what people endure in
disasters,” and when a very affluent household loses 20% of its wealth, this has
less serious implications than a low-income household losing that same share.

Concurrent, cascading, and non-linear impacts of disasters are
increasingly likely in a changing climate
In a previous report, the CCA’s Expert Panel on Climate Change Risks and
Adaptation Potential observed that “major climate change risks are complex
and interconnected, and negative impacts can propagate through natural and
human systems in ways difficult to anticipate” (CCA, 2019b). The complexity
and unanticipated consequences of some risks complicate matters and warrant
consideration in risk assessments (Clarke et al., 2018; CCA, 2019b). This could
manifest in a variety of ways (Figure 2.4).

Concurrent
Heightened frequency
of disasters increases
the potential for
multiple disasters to
unfold simultaneously.

For example, increased
and longer periods of
flooding, which are
common in spring, now
stretch into summer,
overlapping with longer
and more intense
wildfire seasons.

Interconnected
and Cascading
Many hazards and impacts
are interconnected,
creating ripple effects and
feedbacks that increase
the scale of a disaster.

For example, wildfires
may increase the
likelihood of landslides.

Nonlinear
Small increases in the
severity of a hazard
yield disproportionately
large increases in
the consequences.

For example, a small
increase in storm
severity may
overwhelm coastal
defences and cause
a large increase in
flood damages.

Figure 2.4 Concurrent, Cascading, and Nonlinear Disaster Risk
In a changing climate, it is increasingly likely that disasters could unfold simultaneously,
cascade in ways that add to their overall impacts, and demonstrate increasingly large
consequences from small increases in hazards.
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First, as the frequency of disasters grows, so too does the potential for multiple
concurrent disasters (Mora et al., 2018). In Canada, disasters are much more
common in the spring and summer compared with other times of the year,
exacerbating the potential for overlapping events (Clark, 2020). Flooding is the
most prevalent disaster type in the spring and, as the season approaches summer,
wildfires and storms also become more frequent (Clark, 2020). This was the case
in Canada in 2013 when the insurance sector faced a shortage of insurance
adjusters when they were required to process claims from major flooding events
that took place in both southern Alberta and the Greater Toronto Area, alongside
the Lac-Mégantic rail disaster (Meckbach, 2020). The combination of COVID-19
and wildfires in California in 2020 is another example of two distinct disasters
that each worsened the other (Section 1.3).
Second, many hazards and impacts are interconnected, and in many instances,
a failure in one place could cause cascading failures elsewhere, increasing the
potential overall impact of a disaster. Where these interconnections are poorly
understood, risks are likely to be underestimated (CCC, 2016). One hazard could
increase the likelihood of another one — for instance, when a wildfire increases
the likelihood of a landslide or flood (USGS, n.d.). In the summer of 2021, Lytton,
British Columbia, broke records for the highest temperature recorded in Canadian
history for three consecutive days, reaching 49.6°C and making it extremely
susceptible to the fire that tore through and mostly destroyed the village (Blaze
Baum et al., 2021; Isai, 2021). Cascading impacts are also widely reported. Critical
infrastructure is recognized as one place where these interdependencies could be
significant (MREM, 2017). This was the experience during the 2017 Hurricane
Harvey in Houston, Texas, when more than 300,000 customers lost power, a
quarter of all oil production along the U.S. Gulf of Mexico halted, and hospital
operations were strained (ERCOT, 2017; Scheyder & Seba, 2017; THA, n.d.).
Third, there is mounting evidence of nonlinearities wherein small increases in the
severity of a hazard yield relatively large increases in the consequences (Burke
et al., 2015; Hsiang et al., 2017; Coronese et al., 2019). Based on international data
gathered from individual emergency events between 1960 and 2015, Coronese et al.
(2019) find that the spread between the most and least damaging disasters is
growing, with robust evidence of a relatively high increase in the damages from
the most extreme events. On a global scale, increases in GHG concentrations have
the potential to bring about “self-reinforcing cycles or feedbacks within the
climate system [which] have the potential to amplify and accelerate humaninduced climate change” (Hayhoe et al., 2018). Examples of these state changes
include the collapse of the West Antarctic ice sheet, coral bleaching, and
destabilization of the Amazon and boreal forests (Lenton et al., 2019; Pörtner et al.,
2019). In its most recent assessment, the IPCC reports that “low-likelihood
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outcomes, such as ice sheet collapse, abrupt ocean circulation changes, some
compound extreme events and warming substantially larger than the assessed
very likely range of future warming cannot be ruled out and are part of risk
assessment” (IPCC, 2021).

2.1.2 Roles and Responsibilities
Policy direction for DRR in Canada is established jointly by the FPT Ministers
Responsible for Emergency Management in An Emergency Management Framework
for Canada. This framework guides four components of emergency management:
prevention and mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery (MREM, 2017).
It uses an all-hazards approach, which proposes that many of the elements of
DRR are generic rather than hazard-specific (MREM, 2017). Building on this
framework, the Emergency Management Strategy for Canada establishes five
priority areas of work leading up to 2030: whole-of-society collaboration and
governance, strengthening understanding of disaster risks, prevention and
mitigation, response capacity and coordination, and building back better
(GC, 2019b). This strategy is aligned with the Sendai Framework, the key policy
document guiding international efforts, to which Canada is a signatory. Adopted
in 2015, the Sendai Framework is intended to guide DRR efforts out to 2030
(UNISDR, 2015). Particular areas of alignment between the Sendai Framework and
the Emergency Management Strategy for Canada include an emphasis on whole-ofsociety approaches and building back better.
In practice, many of the responsibilities related to DRR sit at the municipal level.
Municipalities are the first in line to respond in the event of a disaster and also
have the best understanding of the local context (Juillet, 2013). Other orders of
government may be called on to step in as needed (MREM, 2017) (see Section 6.1.3
for further discussion of local leadership).
First Nations governments play a primary role, working at the community level
across the spectrum from prevention to recovery (HoC, 2018). Indigenous Services
Canada administers funding programs that provide support to First Nations
communities (but not Métis or Inuit communities) for disaster prevention,
mitigation, response, and recovery (ISC, 2019b). Indigenous Services Canada also
ensures the availability of additional emergency response capacity for First
Nations communities when disasters exceed local response resources; the federal
government often contracts with provincial and territorial governments to
provide this additional capacity (HoC, 2018). Recent investigations have found
that, in practice, respective roles and responsibilities are poorly defined, funding
is inadequate, and First Nations’ expertise is undervalued (HoC, 2018; Verhaeghe
et al., 2019). Reconciliation — in particular, the commitment to work towards the
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adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,
which includes provisions for self-determination — provides further impetus for
change (GC, 2021a).
Lands are co-managed across Inuit Nunangat, and territorial governments all
have emergency management responsibilities (Funston, 2014). Legislation varies
across the three territorial governments but generally recognizes the primary
role of local communities in emergency planning and response. Communities
are typically required to understand their own risks and have appropriate plans
in place. In practice, as an emergency unfolds, all orders of government can be
implicated in different ways, resulting in unclear responsibilities (Funston, 2014).
A lack of information and analysis on disaster risk management responsibilities,
needs, programming, and perspectives from Métis and Inuit communities
was a recurring theme in the Panel’s research, and the roles of Métis and Inuit
governments in DRR remain relatively unclear.

2.2 Climate Change Adaptation
Observed climate trends and future projections inform the nature and extent
of the influence of climate change on disaster risks. This section outlines these
trends and projections, summarizes the science of disaster event attribution
research, and describes how adaptation roles and responsibilities are currently
distributed in Canada.

2.2.1 Climate Trends and Projections
Climate change will increase the frequency and severity of
natural hazards in Canada
Canada’s climate is changing. Zhang et al. (2019) report that “Canada’s mean
annual temperature [has] risen about 1.7ºC (likely range 1.1ºC–2.3ºC) over the
1948–2016 period” — and the majority of this observed warming is attributable
to human activities. Ocean surface temperatures in the Northeast Pacific and most
of the Northwest Atlantic have also risen, consistent with human-caused climate
change (Greenan et al., 2019). Ongoing changes in Canada’s climate will continue
to alter the frequency and severity of climate-related natural hazards as global
GHG emissions rise. Risks related to extreme heat, wildfires, drought, and coastal
and inland flooding are expected to increase in the coming decades, with even
greater increases expected later in the century in high-emission scenarios
(Flato et al., 2019). Even if global GHG emissions are rapidly reduced, these risks
will still increase in the coming years as temperatures continue to rise because
of past emissions (Flato et al., 2019).
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Temperature extremes are strongly linked to changes in mean temperature, and
as Canada warms, extreme temperature highs will increase in frequency and
intensity.2 Heat waves are likely to be more frequent and more severe (Zhang et al.,
2019). The length of fire seasons and the severity of wildfire weather are projected
to increase in Canada due to climate change (Wang et al., 2017; Wotton et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2019). Increased temperatures will also contribute to further
permafrost warming and thawing (Derksen et al., 2019).
The impact of climate change on flooding risks is complex. Climate models project
that extreme precipitation events will become more frequent in both low- and
high-emission scenarios, driven by the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, which
finds that warmer atmospheres are able to hold more water (roughly 7% more
with each 1°C increase in temperature) (Westra et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2019).
The increased likelihood of short-duration, high-intensity rain events will
increase flooding risks in urban areas, as surfaces are less able to rapidly
absorb and channel large amounts of rainfall (Bonsal et al., 2019). More frequent
heavy precipitation events may also increase the risk of precipitation-induced
landslides. Many coastal areas will be increasingly susceptible to flood risks due
to rising sea levels (with changes in risk varying based on localized rates of the
land subsiding or rising) and decreases in protective ice cover (Greenan et al.,
2019). Excess moisture in late fall, followed by frozen soil conditions in winter, is
a known mechanism that leads to excess runoff resulting in flooding during the
spring melt (Zahmatkesh et al., 2019). The increased frequency of winter thaws
may also raise flood risks associated with ice jams in Canada (Bonsal et al., 2019).
However, it is uncertain how changes in precipitation patterns and ice and snow
cover will affect flooding related to the snow-melt (Bonsal et al., 2019).
Climate models project a global increase in the intensity of storms due to the
increased thermal energy in the atmosphere; however, projections in the regional
distribution of storm activity remains highly uncertain (Greenan et al., 2019).
Hurricanes are expected to experience slower rates of decay as they make landfall
and thus pose a greater threat inland (Li & Chakraborty, 2020). Reduced sea-ice
cover will increase risks from storms and storm surges in some areas of the Arctic
and Atlantic Canada (Greenan et al., 2019). Climate change may also increase risks
from freezing rain and hail in some regions of Canada (Cao, 2008; Klima &
Morgan, 2015).

2

The highest daily temperature that is currently reached once every decade may be met every two years in
a high-emission scenario, for example. Additionally, hot days (where the maximum temperature exceeds
30ºC) will become more frequent (Zhang et al., 2019).
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Disaster event attribution research demonstrates the influence
of climate change on mounting disaster risk
Climate scientists and researchers are increasingly using climate models to
investigate the extent to which climate change is making events of a given
magnitude more likely (Swain et al., 2020). Techniques have been developed to
reasonably attribute various types of extreme weather events to climate change
in a statistical sense (i.e., the probability of seeing a specific extreme is so low
without climate change that it is reasonable to assume climate change has played
a major role) (Swain et al., 2020). In attribution studies, climate models are used
to compare the likelihood of weather events (or classes of weather events) in
scenarios with anthropogenic warming (i.e., human-induced climate change)
versus scenarios without anthropogenic warming (Figure 2.5) (Zhang et al., 2019).
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Figure 2.5 Event Likelihood With and Without Climate Change
This graph shows the estimated probability distribution for an extreme event both with
climate change (red line) and without (blue line). In a changing climate, the likelihood
distribution widens with a relatively greater likelihood of the most high-impact events.
The shaded region represents the increase in probability due to warming, with this
example showing a 12-fold increase in the probability of events over a certain threshold
of intensity in the presence of climate change.
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Studies of this type suggest that climate change made some recent climate-related
events in Canada more likely. Teufel et al. (2017) found that, in Alberta, climate
change increased the likelihood of extreme rainfall of the type that led to flooding
in Calgary and neighbouring communities in 2013 and that extreme rainfall of
this type is likely to become much more common by the end of the century in both
low- and high-emission scenarios. Teufel et al. (2019) found a similar effect when
assessing the 2017 floods near Montréal, finding that heavy-rainfall events of the
type that led to this flooding are two to three times more likely now than they
were in the pre-industrial climate. An analysis of the Ottawa River flooding of
2019 further reinforces these findings (Kirchmeier-Young et al., 2021).

2.2.2 Roles and Responsibilities
The Paris Agreement sets out the international framework governing adaptation
(UNFCCC, 2015). As a signatory, the Government of Canada has committed to
the global goal of “enhancing adaptive capacity, strengthening resilience and
reducing vulnerability to climate change.” Within Canada, all governments have
responsibilities relating to adaptation. Federal and other orders of government work
together in areas of shared or unclear jurisdiction, and the decisions as to which
government will lead, which will support, and how this division is implemented
may vary across time and place. The Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and
Climate Change (Pan-Canadian Framework) was established by FPT governments
as a joint plan for addressing climate change both in terms of lowering emissions
and adapting to a changing climate (GC, 2016).3 It focuses on five work areas to
build resilience: “Translating scientific information and Traditional Knowledge
into action; building climate resilience through infrastructure; protecting and
improving human health and well-being; supporting particularly vulnerable
regions; [and] reducing climate-related hazards and disaster risks.” This final work
area on disaster risks focuses on infrastructure investments, flood protection
measures, and support for adaptation in Indigenous communities (GC, 2016). A 2021
update to Canada’s climate change plan reinforces these directions and proposes
the development of a national adaptation strategy and the co-development of a
distinctions-based4 Indigenous Climate Leadership Agenda (ECCC, 2021). A national
adaptation strategy is under development, drawing from the expertise and
perspectives of a wide range of partners and stakeholders (GC, 2021b). Disaster
resilience and security has been identified as one of five key themes underpinning
this strategy, and the importance of linkages to other policies and programs is
recognized (GC, 2021b). The National Inuit Climate Change Strategy identifies Inuit3

The original agreement did not include the province of Saskatchewan, and as of 2021 other provinces,
including Ontario and Alberta, had also signalled a lack of support for the plan (GC, 2016; ECCC, 2020b).

4

Distinctions-based approaches recognize the need to engage with First Nations, Inuit, and the Métis Nation
in ways that recognize the unique circumstances, rights, and priorities of each Peoples (JUS, 2018).
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driven priority areas of work and calls for the active engagement of Inuit in shaping
policy (ITK, 2019). Recognizing the unique impacts of climate change across Inuit
Nunangat, priorities include closing the infrastructure gap and reducing the
vulnerability of the food system (ITK, 2019).
As is the case with DRR, Indigenous and municipal governments are often best
placed to identify and respond to local adaptation priorities. Community
engagement processes can be used to determine key challenges and solutions and
involve individuals in community responses (FCM, 2021). All orders of government
also play important roles in motivating actions at the individual level through
policies and programs (Chapters 5 and 6).

2.3 Integrating Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate
Change Adaptation
The IPCC’s 2012 special report Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters
to Advance Climate Change Adaptation explores the closely intertwined nature
of adaptation and DRR (IPCC, 2012). The potential for adaptation investments
to reduce disaster risks and for disaster-related spending to advance adaptation
is well-recognized but can be challenging to achieve in practice (GCA, 2019).
Existing organizational structures and processes were not developed with this
integration in mind, and individual decision-making processes and cognitive
biases can interfere with efforts to advance both DRR and adaptation. However,
as this section demonstrates, if these challenges can be overcome, the rewards of
integration — in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness — can be considerable.

2.3.1 Organizational Impediments
Distinct governance mechanisms create barriers to integration
Barriers to integration include different legal, financial, and jurisdictional
structures and are compounded by issues of culture, values, and interests
(Nemakonde et al., 2017). Nemakonde et al. (2017) observe:
DRR and [adaptation] structures have largely developed in parallel, and as
a result they mostly operate in isolation. Practitioners addressing DRR and
[adaptation] are affiliated to separate organisations and institutions both
internationally and nationally. Particularly at (sic) national level, the traditional
division of responsibilities into discrete areas has contributed to the location
of DRR and [adaptation] in different ministries and administrative units.
At the federal level, adaptation efforts have been led by Environment and Climate
Change Canada (ECCC) and Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), while DRR activities
have been led through PS (NRCan, 2017; PS, 2019c). With these arrangements,
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funding programs rolled out from one of these domains are unlikely to incentivize
actions in the other domain without deliberate efforts (Birkmann & von Teichman,
2010). A pan-Canadian audit of FPT governments found “limited coordination
[which] led to an ad hoc response to climate change,” creating the risk of gaps,
duplication, or conflict across policies (OAG, 2018). These findings are not limited
to Canada; they are well established in Europe and the United States (Amaratunga
et al., 2017). Albris et al. (2020) observe that challenges also arise for academics
and practitioners working separately on DRR and adaptation, owing to a lack of
common engagement opportunities. Established legal mandates for emergency
management may further impede integration, as agencies responsible for DRR
are often compelled to focus on nearer-term disaster response and recovery rather
than longer-term risk-reduction efforts (Amaratunga et al., 2017).

Reliance on different sources of data, definitions, and
information impedes communication and interoperability
Differences in the ways that related concepts and terminology are defined and
used are one factor contributing to a lack of effective integration between
adaptation and DRR (Birkmann et al., 2009). In the climate change community,
mitigation is widely used to refer to the reduction of GHG emissions, while in the
DRR community, mitigation refers to proactive DRR measures (BCMOTI et al.,
2014a). Experiences with climate change vulnerability risk assessments reveal
that engineers and climate scientists often use the same language somewhat
differently and may not share the same understanding of terms such as climate,
data, vulnerability, and adaptation, among others (BCMOTI et al., 2014a).
Birkmann and von Teichman (2010) observe that, “in general, only weak links exist
between the different types of knowledge, data and work applied by climate and
risk scientists and practitioners, which hinders straightforward communication,
collaboration and joint programming.” Legal and organizational barriers to
information sharing further impede integration (Amaratunga et al., 2017).

Adaptation and DRR activities often function at different scopes
and scales, complicating integration efforts
Kelman et al. (2017) argue that there are differences in the time scale and the
nature of the society–environment interactions in these concepts. DRR considers
both long and short time frames, though, in practice, preparedness and response
tend to be better resourced, and immediate demands are prioritized relative to
longer-term prevention and mitigation activities (see Chapter 5). In contrast,
adaptation tends to prioritize long-term trends and actions (Kelman et al., 2017).
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In addition, DRR efforts may focus on building the capabilities needed to address
a range of disaster risks — some of which are not influenced by climate change
(Amaratunga et al., 2017; Chmutina et al., 2017). Conversely, adaptation efforts
encompass several disaster risks alongside risks and opportunities associated
with more gradual shifts that play out over longer time frames.

2.3.2 Motivating Factors for Adaptation and DRR
Understanding what motivates protective actions for DRR and
adaptation is key to building resilience
Several sociopsychological theories exist to explain individual protective behaviours.
In the context of flooding, the protection motivation theory characterizes adaptive
responses as a function of individual appraisals of flood risks and individual ability
to cope (Grothmann & Reusswig, 2006; Kuhlicke et al., 2020). The protective action
decision model — a model built around individual responses to environmental risks
— posits that in order to pursue a risk-reduction action, individuals must first
receive, absorb, and comprehend risk information (Lindell & Perry, 2012). At this
point, an individual will consider whether they need to pay attention to a threat,
take action in response, and, from there, consider and select among the response
options. Other models also consider perceived responsibility, social norms, and the
elements needed to turn individual plans into actions (Kuhlicke et al., 2020).
Risk perception plays a key role in shaping individual responses; as described by
Agrawal (2018), “[w]hen a person is exposed to a risk, they do not respond to that
risk directly; rather they respond to their own perception of that risk.” Perceptions
are a function of past experience, social context, and advice received from
authorities and peers (Agrawal, 2018). The connection between previous disaster
experience and risk perception is complex: in some circumstances, past experience
can bring about a sense of powerlessness, while in others, it can build a sense of
personal efficacy (McGee et al., 2009). Threat immediacy can elicit action; when it
comes to pursuing measures to protect against future theoretical disaster risks, the
lack of immediacy can lead to procrastination (Lindell & Perry, 2012).
Perceptions of hazard mitigation measures are also important for determining
individual responses. Hazard adjustment measures are assessed based on
characteristics related to the hazard (i.e., how effective is this measure in
providing protection) and the resources required (e.g., cost, effort) (Lindell et al.,
2009). In addition, recognizing that individuals face a wide set of risks and
concerns, McCaffrey et al. (2020) note that actions that offer a range of benefits
may receive greater take-up. For instance, wildfire risk mitigation measures such
as watering grass, clearing gutters, and installing double-paned windows may be
pursued for reasons unrelated to wildfire risk management (McGee, 2005).
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Furthermore, decision-making about risk is dependent on social processes and
values (Etkin & Ho, 2007). Social learning that occurs from observing behaviours
of others can provide important cues and motivate individual protective actions,
and community-level collective action provides an important complement to
household-level measures. Community cohesion is a key contributor to wildfire
preparedness; this cohesion enables learning, supports collective actions that
reduce community-level risks, and promotes attachment to place, which in turn
motivates protective measures (Prior & Eriksen, 2013). Prior and Eriksen (2013)
propose that “paying greater attention to social attitudes, beliefs, values and
emotions concerning the environment, and how these are influenced, could
inform more effective and lasting solutions to intractable environmental
problems that are socially derived.”
Lindell and Perry (2012) argue that communications need to address all elements
of the protective action decision model in order to motivate immediate actions in
response to the message. When some elements are ignored, those on the receiving
end of the communications are more likely to seek out further information and
delay actions (Lindell & Perry, 2012). McCaffrey (2015) notes that local context is
another important element of effective communication, shaping how recipients
interpret and act on the information being communicated.
Lieske et al. (2014) identify the following features of risk communication that are
needed to inspire action: trust in the authorities producing the communication
materials; description of specific effective response strategies; emphasis on the
efficacy of response options; and appropriate incentives to motivate action. In the
context of flood risk communication, MacKinnon et al. (2018) identify five key
lessons for effective communications: (1) listening to the intended audience,
(2) localizing both risks and solutions, (3) linking between specific actions
and broader goals, (4) leaning on communities to assume responsibility, and
(5) learning about the success of various strategies. Interactive communications
processes are also important for bringing about behaviour change (Steelman &
McCaffrey, 2013; McCaffrey et al., 2020).
Education is necessary but not sufficient for behaviour change (Luna, 2017). The
importance of education is recognized in the Sendai Framework, the Sustainable
Development Goals, and the Paris Agreement (Luna, 2017). Sections 4.3 and 5.3
identify key capabilities to be strengthened to enhance disaster resilience in a
changing climate, and formal education offers one means of building the requisite
skills. Lund University in Sweden appears to be the first to offer a master’s degree
that has an explicit joint focus on disaster risk management and adaptation (Lund
University, n.d.).
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Cognitive biases common to DRR and adaptation reinforce the
value of taking an integrated approach
Cognitive biases and human behaviour can impede increased resilience, as beliefs,
norms, and values can all heavily influence risk awareness and choice of action,
even in the face of clear evidence. Kahneman (2011) outlined two decision-making
systems that work in tandem to guide human decision-making. System one
“thinks fast” to make simple decisions based on instinct, while system two
“thinks slow” to make complex decisions in a more deliberate way. Meyer and
Kunreuther (2017) note that “as efficient as these intertwined systems may be for
navigating the vast majority of situations we confront on a day-to-day basis, they
perform very poorly when dealing with problems that are unfamiliar, complex,
and temporally distant.” Unfortunately, this is exactly the case when it comes to
preparing for and preventing disasters — low-probability, high-impact events
that are poorly understood. These biases become increasingly problematic in the
face of mounting disaster risks in a changing climate. The biases that can
influence DRR and adaptation are wide-ranging.
Myopia: The human propensity to sacrifice future well-being in favour of
immediate gains is well-documented (O’Donoghue & Rabin, 1999). Given that
investments in resilience require people to incur near-term costs for unknown
future benefits, myopia undermines a range of actions that could increase welfare
over the long term (Linnemayr et al., 2016). This bias
is particularly problematic in a changing climate
where “myopic forecasts do not incorporate the
emerging (but ambiguous) information being
“Defaulting to
the status quo
is particularly
problematic in a
changing climate
where past choices
have left society
increasingly illequipped to face
future hazards.”

generated by climate science” (Kahn, 2015).
“Hyperbolic discounting” — wherein individuals
would generally favour spending tomorrow over
spending today, leading to procrastination in
resilience investments — is a distinct challenge that
can contribute to the same kinds of choices (Ainslie &
Haslam, 1992; Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017).
Inertia: Investments in disaster prevention and
mitigation tend not to be a default course of action
and instead require a deliberate choice (Meyer &
Kunreuther, 2017). Defaulting to the status quo is

particularly problematic in a changing climate where past choices have left
society increasingly ill-equipped to face future hazards. Loss aversion compounds
this problem: people suffer more from losses than they benefit from gains and are
thus reluctant to part with money for investments in resilience that may not reap
a reward (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
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Optimism: Motivated reasoning leads individuals to imagine the scenarios that
they want to see come about (Kunda, 1990). The availability bias, wherein
individuals base risk assessments on how readily they can call to mind similar
events, tends to reinforce this belief, as most of the events they can recall
happened to others (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). This bias may be particularly
limiting in a changing climate as “we are constantly confronted with new
extremes” (Hill & Martinez-Diaz, 2020). Finally, the compounding bias leads
people to focus on the risk of an event at a specific point in time rather than
the risk that the event will occur at some point over a longer period of time
(Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017).
Governments and other decision-makers can establish policies and programs, but
unless they factor in the social context in which these policies and programs roll
out, they will not be as effective (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). When policy-makers
recognize and confront these biases — which themselves manifest across society,
from the household to the organizational to the political level — they can foster
conditions for all of society to engage and participate in preventing and preparing
for disasters (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). For instance, capitalizing on the salience
of recent disasters can be an effective strategy for encouraging long-term
resilience investments, particularly when authorities highlight increasing risks
due to climate change. The success of Nova Scotia’s municipalities in advancing
adaptation has been partially attributed to the 2003 experience of Hurricane Juan,
which raised the profile of these types of risks and underscored the need for
action (Vogel et al., 2020). Explaining risks with deliberate language and changing
insurance program design are among the interventions that can help overcome
these biases (Sections 4.2.3 and 5.3.2).

2.3.3 The Value of an Integrated Approach
Efficiency: DRR and adaptation share much common ground,
and integrated approaches can stretch scarce resources
DRR and adaptation share many goals and activities. They both involve preparing
communities for weather events, assessing and managing weather-related risks,
designing and locating buildings and infrastructure in ways that reduce risk,
enhancing community capacity to manage risks, and recovering from disasters
in ways that build resilience. They both also benefit from some of the same
information and share similar tools and approaches (e.g., downscaled climate
projections, vulnerability assessments). An integrated approach could provide
efficiencies by pooling rather than duplicating resources and efforts (IPCC, 2012;
Howes et al., 2013).
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One example of an integrated approach that could provide significant benefits
to both communities is shared risk assessments. Currently, the division of
responsibilities across institutions can lead to separate DRR and adaptationrelated risk assessments being conducted on the same hazard (Amaratunga et al.,
2017). Risk assessments that include climate projections, such as shifting
hazards and recurrence intervals, will provide better information for a range
of applications, including designing critical infrastructure (Section 4.2.4).
Recognizing climate change as one of many disaster risk factors acknowledges
the central role of vulnerability in shaping risks and factors in how adaptive
capacities may improve or degrade over time. This approach can support the more
effective use of scarce resources (Eyzaguirre et al., 2018).
Shared learning can provide efficiencies and improve overall performance.
The adaptation community has focused more upstream on prevention and risk
reduction and could potentially offer lessons to DRR practitioners who have
historically focused more on preparedness, response, and recovery (Eyzaguirre
et al., 2018). Both communities have used data but typically at different scales:
the traditional reliance of the DRR community on historical data could inform
the interpretation of long-term trends, whereas the modelling tools developed
in climate science are needed to inform future scenarios (Eyzaguirre et al., 2018).
Natural Resources Canada coordinates the Climate Change Adaptation Platform,
which works with a range of groups to disseminate tools and information to
support adaptation (NRCan, 2020a). One of the products that has been developed
under this platform is a collection of best practices for cities adapting to extreme
rainfall, salient for both DRR and adaptation communities (Kovacs et al., 2014).

Effectiveness: Coherent DRR and adaptation investments and
policies can be mutually reinforcing
When DRR and adaptation policies are created in isolation, conflicting incentives and
directions may emerge (U.S. National Research Council, 2012). DRR and adaptation
programs may not maximize overall resilience and, at worst, can work at cross
purposes. In the United States, hospitals designed to be resilient to extreme weather
events failed to appropriately prepare for flood risks. Backup generators were
installed to maintain hospital functioning in the event of a power outage, but these
generators could not operate due to basement flooding during Hurricane Sandy
(Evans & Carlson, 2012). In the case of New York University’s Langone Medical Center,
the fuel source for the generators was required by code to be kept at the building’s
lowest level (Klinenberg, 2015). Failure to adequately account for flood risk — which
is expected to increase in a changing climate — undermined the value of the DRR
measures implemented. A recent study found that 8% of Canada’s healthcare centres
are at risk of flooding in the event of a 1-in-100-year flood (CICC, 2021). When
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planning and development controls hinge on floodplain mapping that is based on
historical conditions, communities may continue to invest in the development of
buildings and infrastructure in locations that will become increasingly flood-prone
in a changing climate. Maladaptation is also a concern; in addressing one risk,
maladaptive actions inadvertently exacerbate another one (Noble et al., 2014). For
instance, flood protection measures based on the current climate may create a sense
of safety and lead to further development and exposure of people and assets in floodprone areas, even though those defences may be inadequate in a future climate.
In contrast, when working together, the adaptation and DRR communities can
build overall resilience. The Global Commission on Adaptation identified disaster
risk management as one of six key areas in which adaptation actions needed to
be accelerated (GCA, 2019). In 2013, the U.S. city of Baltimore initiated a climate
change-informed disaster preparedness and planning project to improve resilience
across risks, factoring the role of climate change into heat waves, sea levels,
precipitation, and flooding (City of Baltimore, 2018). The city’s plans focus on
preventative measures, noting that they are likely to be less costly than recovery
spending. The city reports on progress each year with the ability to make revisions
based on lessons as hazards unfold over time; responsibility ultimately lies with the
climate and resilience planner. Moving forward, the city plans to integrate humancaused hazards alongside natural hazards to provide a more comprehensive plan
(City of Baltimore, 2018). On a smaller scale, the city of Castlegar, British Columbia,
undertook a study to understand how climate change could influence demands on
the city’s stormwater infrastructure (Kovacs et al., 2014). Considering the changes
underway in surrounding watersheds and climate projections, the study identified
components of the city’s stormwater infrastructure that were likely to be most
vulnerable. A couple of years later, following heavy rain, the city decided to make
investments in stormwater infrastructure improvements, and this study provided
important support to decision-makers (Kovacs et al., 2014).

2.4 Conclusion
Integrating DRR and adaptation presents its challenges: distinct governance
mechanisms, terminology, and time scales all complicate progress. In addition,
decision-makers are prone to maintain current practices, discount future risks,
and postpone investments in future safety for a host of reasons. Notwithstanding
these challenges, trends in climate change and disaster risks underscore the
stakes involved and the corresponding importance of pursuing a wide range of
measures to enhance resilience. Moreover, integrated responses are likely to be
more efficient and effective, thereby stretching limited resources further. The
next chapter describes key integrated actions that can reduce hazards, exposure,
and vulnerability, and, ultimately, disaster risk.
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Chapter Findings
•

Disaster risks can be reduced through actions that temper the hazard,
lessen the exposure, and reduce the vulnerability of people and
structures. Risks are best mitigated when communities and individuals
collaborate to pursue a wide range of complementary actions. No one
strategy offers a solution to all risks.

•

Implementation of nature-based solutions is key to reducing disaster
risk. Enhancing forest fuel management, developing green infrastructure
in cities, and conserving ecosystems that buffer the effects of hazards
all enhance resilience and offer numerous co-benefits for human and
ecosystem health.

•

Avoiding exposure to hazards will become increasingly necessary in a
changing climate. Forward-looking zoning and land-use planning, as well
as carefully constructed planned retreat strategies, offer solutions for
minimizing the exposure of populations and infrastructure.

•

Designing codes and standards so that structures and infrastructure
systems can withstand future climate stresses is critical for ensuring the
resilience of the built environment.

•

Ensuring equitable access to temperature-controlled areas during
extreme temperatures and building redundancies into critical
infrastructure systems help to reduce social vulnerability to hazards.

T

here are a number of key opportunities for enhancing resilience through the
integration of adaptation and DRR. Recognizing that risk is a function of
hazard, exposure, and vulnerability, this chapter explores tangible actions

that can be pursued by governments, organizations, businesses, and individuals
to address each of these three components of risk. Many of the interventions
considered are long-established components of DRR, but their potential contribution
needs to be re-examined in light of climate change. The activities identified in
this chapter are supported by adequate and accessible information (Chapter 4),
appropriate funding (Chapter 5), and clear rules and accountabilities (Chapter 6).

3.1 Reducing Hazards
Some hazards, such as wildfires and heat waves, have the potential to be
tempered by proactive interventions. Most notably, this includes fire prevention
through fuel management, as well as reducing high temperatures in urban areas
through urban greening.
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Wildfire hazards can be effectively managed through a
combination of mitigation measures and controlled burning
Wildfires can be mitigated through a variety of strategies, one of which is
encouraging and incentivizing communities to take action to reduce their fire risk
(Sankey, 2018). Small-scale activities, such as clearing away ground litter, removing
dead or dying trees, pruning and thinning vegetation, and planting fire-resistant
tree species, can all contribute to reducing the spread of wildfires (FireSmart
Canada, 2018). Living firebreaks are another tool, where strips of fire-resistant
trees and vegetation are planted on the outskirts of communities to prevent the
spread of fires (Curran et al., 2018). However, widespread implementation of these
interventions is stymied by a lack of risk knowledge by property owners and is
further hindered by the absence of regulatory enforcement of mitigation activities
in most provinces (Lindsay, 2018; Tymstra et al., 2020). Widespread communication
initiatives such as the FireSmart program are necessary to inform and involve those
living in the wildland–urban interface about the actions required to minimize their
risks in these hazardous areas (Kovacs, 2018). Further discussion of social learning
and community cohesion for wildfire preparedness can be found in Section 2.3.2.
Human-caused fires can be ignited through contact with broken power lines or
along railways, especially during particularly dry and hot weather conditions.
Vegetation growing along transmission corridors can interfere with power lines,
and windstorms can further cause tree branches and other debris to damage
or bring down power infrastructure (Feltmate et al., 2020). These types of fires have
led to lawsuits against utility providers, some of whom have been found criminally
liable for fires sparked by their electrical lines (Oritz, 2019). One method of
mitigating the fire risks created by damaged infrastructure is through preemptively cutting power to at-risk areas, effectively removing the ignition source
even if lines are downed or damaged. California power provider San Diego Gas &
Electric employs an in-house meteorology team to forecast fire danger and has built
a network of weather stations to provide data across the service area (SDG&E, 2020).
San Diego Gas & Electric considers current and historical weather conditions,
a vegetation risk index, and information from first responders and other field
observations to inform decisions around pre-emptive shut-offs (SDG&E, 2020).
However, power shut-offs are not without controversy; shut-offs by Pacific Gas and
Electric in 2019 were criticized for a lack of clear communication on the specific
timing and locations where power would be unavailable, compounded by a website
crash during some of the outages (St. John, 2019; Ho, 2020).
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Courtesy of Parks Canada

Figure 3.1

Managing Vegetation with Fire, Pukaskwa National
Park, Ontario

Another effective strategy for reducing wildfire hazards is to fight fire with fire
by allowing more managed wildfire5 onto the landscape to reduce the fuel load
and promoting prescribed burns6 and fuel management near human settlements
and valuable infrastructure (Bowman et al., 2020; Tymstra et al., 2020). Studies
have demonstrated that the frequency of wildfires can be reduced by the limited
fuel load following a fire (Krawchuk et al., 2006). Although managed wildfire and
5

Instead of being wholly suppressed, some wildfires can be carefully monitored and allowed to burn in
order to reduce fuel loads, especially in areas where risk to human settlements is low.

6

Prescribed or controlled burning involves intentional fire-setting under controlled conditions to reduce
fuel in fire-prone areas.
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prescribed burning are recognized as effective and successful strategies for
reducing wildfire impacts, implementation is not without risk. Weather conditions
conducive to wildfire ignitions are becoming more severe, shrinking the window
of opportunity for prescribed burning (Bowman et al., 2020; Whitman, 2020).
Additionally, losing control of prescribed fires can pose a significant threat to
nearby communities and infrastructure (Whitman, 2020). Smoke pollution from
large-scale prescribed burning initiatives can cause significant health impacts,
including hospitalization and death (Bowman et al., 2020). Many areas are also too
densely populated to provide adequate space for fires to burn without abutting
against communities or structures with value (Johnston & Flannigan, 2018).
Collaborations with Indigenous groups can be useful as a means of improving the
uptake and use of managed fires (FireSmart Canada, 2020). Indigenous groups
have expertise in cultural burning practices that have historically been ignored
and inhibited by colonization and government regulations and legislation around
fire suppression. First Nations, such as the Shackan Indian Band have successfully
conducted cultural burns through collaboration with the First Nations’ Emergency
Services Society and the BC Wildfire Service (FireSmart BC, n.d.). Indigenous
and Local Knowledge (ILK) has been used to decide when best to conduct burns
throughout the year and to choose optimal locations for ensuring safe and
successful burns. The application of such knowledge and its outcome acts as
a positive example for revitalizing cultural burning in other First Nations
communities in British Columbia (FNESS, 2021; FireSmart BC, n.d.). Recognizing
Indigenous ways of knowing and expertise in fire management can reduce
wildfire risk while offering other ecological and cultural benefits, such as
supporting fisheries, reducing pests, improving berry patches, and encouraging
the growth of medicinal plants (FireSmart Canada, 2020). In certain situations,
this knowledge has been lost, but some Indigenous communities are bringing in
experts from elsewhere to help return burning to the landscape (GVS, n.d.). Other
fuel reduction practices, such as clearing brush and deadfall are actively being
conducted by many Indigenous communities and have been successful in limiting
fire extent in emergency situations (Christianson et al., 2014; FireSmart Canada,
2020; PAGC, 2020). Fuel reduction programs offer benefits beyond risk reduction:
“community members [are engaged] through the recruitment and training of
local Indigenous fuel management crews, thereby providing economic benefits
and career opportunities to families and communities, and potentially in other
industries as well” (FireSmart Canada, 2020). Local support, collaboration, and
capacity development can include the training and recruitment of Indigenous
forestry professionals and resource managers, Indigenous wildfire managers,
ILK liaisons, Indigenous equipment operators, and Indigenous wildfire
firefighters (FireSmart Canada, 2020).
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Urban greening can reduce extreme heat in cities
Increasing urbanization combined with climate change has resulted in increased
exposure to heat extremes (Jia et al., 2019). The construction and expansion of
urban centres, and in particular the use of non-reflective and heat-absorbing
construction materials paired with reduced vegetation, has resulted in increased
temperatures (McKeown, 2015). High temperatures have been the cause of
detrimental health effects and mortality, especially for socially vulnerable
populations (McKeown, 2015). Careful design and construction of urban centres
can mitigate extreme temperatures felt on the ground and within buildings
(NRDC, 2012). Urban greening, which involves expanding tree coverage in cities,
is one effective way of reducing the urban heat island effect7 (Sanusi et al., 2016).
Tree canopy, in particular, can provide shade, lowering the ambient air temperature,
as well as the temperature of asphalt, exterior walls, and rooftops (Glick, 2020).
In recognition of these benefits, several Canadian cities have created tree-planting
programs, including Hamilton, Kelowna, and London (ICF, 2018). Similarly, Toronto
provides a number of community grants and incentives to promote the planting
of trees on both private and public land (City of Toronto, 2021a, 2021b). Enhancing
urban forests is a valuable strategy for adapting to climate change; however,
the effects of climate change on trees themselves warrant consideration as well
(Ordóñez & Duinker, 2014). Including urban forests in vulnerability assessments
can ensure their significance in urban decision-making and increase the chances
of success for addressing high temperatures in cities (Ordóñez & Duinker, 2014).
Green urban infrastructures provide a number of benefits, including moderating
heat islands. Experiments have demonstrated that green rooftop temperatures
are 30°C to 40°C lower than roof temperatures prior to green roof installation
(Liu & Bass, 2005). Air temperatures above green roofs are also affected, measuring
4°C cooler than non-vegetated rooftops (U.S. DoE, 2004). If scaled up, green roofs
could affect city-wide temperatures; modelling has found that if 50% of roofs in
Toronto were vegetated, air temperatures would be reduced by 0.1°C to 0.8°C, and
a further 2°C if roofs were irrigated (Liu & Bass, 2005).

3.2 Reducing Exposure to Hazards
Reducing exposure is integral to limiting the impacts of hazards on communities.
Proactive and reactive strategies effectively minimize exposure and
include measures such as effective land-use planning, planned retreat, and
protective infrastructure.

7

The urban heat island effect is “a phenomenon where the impervious materials of urban construction
absorb, store, and release heat energy” (Vargo et al., 2016).
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3.2.1 Proactive Strategies
Effective planning, zoning, and land use are key tools for keeping
people and assets away from hazards
Controlling and limiting development in hazardous areas is important and
depends on strong regulation and enforcement by municipal or regional
governments to prevent construction and development (King et al., 2016; AIDR,
2020). For example, the 2013 Calgary floods would have been much worse if the
city had not already been avoiding floodway development by severely restricting
new residential and business development in the 1-in-100-year floodway
(Doberstein et al., 2019). Strict new zoning laws in Toronto in the wake of 1954’s
Hurricane Hazel prevented development in riverine floodplains, resulting in
minimal damage when rivers burst their banks during Hurricane Isabel in 2003
(Kelman, 2020). Beyond flooding, strict development laws can restrict or prohibit
construction and expansion into the wildland–urban interface, providing local
authorities with the power to severely limit exposure to fires in these zones
(Kovacs, 2018).
In contrast, a lack of sufficient land-use planning and zoning can increase
exposure to floods, as has been the case in Houston, Texas. The city’s population
has increased by 40% since 1990, and the resulting development has led to
the widespread paving over of absorbent prairie ecosystems and increased
development within floodplains (Shaw et al., 2016; Kelman, 2020). Impermeable
surfaces and changes to natural drainage have caused rainwater to exceed the
capacity of existing bayous, urban drainage systems, and reservoirs, leading
to the extensive and repeated flooding of many areas that were not previously
considered at risk as they fall outside the 100-year floodplain. Even within the
floodplain, increased development has been permitted despite the known risk
(Shaw et al., 2016). A lack of strict land-use planning and zoning has resulted in
Houston experiencing more urban flooding than any other area in the United
States in the last four decades (Shaw et al., 2016).
Preventing development in hazardous zones can coincide with the protection and
conservation of natural areas, thereby providing numerous co-benefits for the
natural environment (IISD, 2021). As an example, wetlands can enhance resilience
by providing a buffer from storm surges while removing contaminants and
providing habitats for wildlife (Lempert et al., 2018). Conservation initiatives
contribute to the protection of ecosystem biodiversity, the enhancement of carbon
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sequestration, and the promotion of recreation and human health (IISD, 2021;
Mitchell et al., 2021). Preventing development in floodplains or on coasts can be
achieved by declaring wetlands as protected spaces, as was done in New Brunswick
in 2002 (Gov. of NB, 2002). The New Brunswick Wetlands Conservation Policy aims
to conserve provincially significant wetlands, which include all coastal marshes
(Gov. of NB, 2002). Coastal marshes stabilize shorelines, provide protection from
flooding and storm surges, reduce erosion, enhance biodiversity, and provide
recreational and cultural services (ICF, 2018). During Hurricane Sandy in 2012,
coastal wetlands prevented an estimated US$625 million in flood damages
(Narayan et al., 2017). Coastal ecosystems might also be able to self-adjust in
response to sea-level rise (Spalding et al., 2014). Zoning in Toronto floodplains
promoted the creation of multiple parks and green spaces, providing natural and
recreational benefits to the population (Kelman, 2020). These types of initiatives are
often categorized as nature-based solutions (NBSs)8; see Figure 3.2 for examples.
Forward-thinking land-use planning and zoning also contribute to the concept of
sustainability. Indeed, “land use planning to reduce natural hazards is ultimately
and fundamentally about promoting a more sustainable human settlement pattern
and about living more lightly and sustainably on the earth” (Beatley, 1998). By
promoting and pursuing sustainable land use, Canada works towards addressing
select Sustainable Development Goals, particularly goals 13 and 15 (UN, 2015).9
Although avoidance approaches are largely successful at reducing exposure, they
can sometimes be impractical or unachievable due to opposing but legitimate
social pressures, such as urbanization and population growth, which increase
the demand for land (King et al., 2016). In addition, municipal governments
responsible for zoning laws may have difficulty enforcing them due to a lack
of resources and capacity or when faced with pressure from property developers
to increase the expansion of communities (Burby, 1998). Furthermore, adaptive
zoning depends on up-to-date and comprehensive hazard mapping, which can be
expensive and takes time to develop (King et al., 2016). In these types of situations,
it is important to consider a suite of complementary risk mitigation options,
including hard and soft defences, updated building codes, and building retrofits
to improve the resilience of physical structures.

8

This report uses NBSs to refer to both naturally occurring systems (such as wetlands) and to approaches
designed and constructed to mimic natural processes.

9

Sustainable Development Goal 13 is to “Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts”
and Goal 15 is to “Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss”
(UN, 2015).
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Figure 3.2 Nature-based Solutions for Reducing Hazards
and Exposure
Examples of nature-based climate solutions in Canada. Upper image: salt marsh and
dune system protecting the coast of Prince Edward Island. Lower image: green roof
on the Vancouver Convention Centre, British Columbia.
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3.2.2 Reactive Strategies
Planned retreat can play an important role in relocating people
and assets away from areas that are most exposed to hazards
Once infrastructure and populations are settled in hazardous areas, reducing
exposure becomes much more difficult and expensive (King et al., 2016; AIDR,
2020). The policy option of planned retreat (also known as managed retreat),
primarily implemented through the process of government buy-outs of homes
and buildings in high-risk flooding areas, can be effective at reducing exposure
(Thistlethwaite et al., 2020). In Australia, devastating wildfires in 2009 prompted
the State of Victoria to buy back more than 100 destroyed properties and require
special permits for new buildings in high-risk areas (Slezak, 2013). One of the
most often-cited examples of a successful planned retreat in Canada occurred in
the aftermath of Hurricane Hazel, where the Government of Ontario purchased
over 200 homes and properties damaged during the flooding in Toronto
(Thistlethwaite et al., 2020). Flooded areas were converted into greenspace that
persists to this day (Kelman, 2020). The retreat and subsequent rezoning strategy
employed in floodplains throughout the Greater Toronto Area has significantly
reduced the flood risk; however, the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
estimates that at least 8,000 properties are still at considerable risk from flooding,
and further retreat may be required to manage flooding in a changing climate
(Doberstein et al., 2019; TRCA, n.d.).
The design of any planned retreat program requires careful consideration in terms
of timing, compensation, and where communities can best be relocated. Programs
that are designed to engage meaningfully with stakeholders in advance of a
disaster have greater success in convincing communities to consider planned
retreat (Binder & Greer, 2016). Conversations about planned retreat in the
immediate aftermath of a disaster are not appropriate; it is an emotionally fraught
period in people’s lives, as their homes and livelihoods have been destroyed or
damaged (Flavelle, 2020; Tait, 2020; Thistlethwaite et al., 2020). Planned retreat is
often viewed as a last resort akin to defeat or failure and is resisted for those and
many other reasons, including high upfront costs, people’s connection to place,
and the loss of culture and community (Binder et al., 2015; Flavelle, 2020).
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Indigenous Peoples may be especially wary of retreat due to the colonial legacy
of stolen land and the relocation of communities against their will (Yellow Old
Woman-Munro et al., 2021). Therefore, public dialogues about planned retreat
options are recommended to gain public support and design a program that will
suit the needs of the community (Binder & Greer, 2016). Should planned retreat be
a viable option for a community, it is crucial to consider where these displaced
populations would resettle in advance of potential disasters to protect the ongoing
health of those affected (Saunders-Hastings et al., 2020) (Box 3.1).
Adequate compensation is an equally important consideration for planned retreat
to succeed. In the wake of Hurricane Sandy, at one community-led meeting on
Staten Island, almost all residents indicated they would be interested in leaving
if they could secure a fair price for their homes and a guarantee that the area
would not be redeveloped (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). Following the flooding
of the Mississippi River in 1993, various counties in Iowa designed programs for
buy‑outs of at-risk properties; the counties of Cherokee and Ames relocated
populations into safer parts of the city and created green space buffers to act
as floodplains (Siders, 2013). These programs were deemed to have successful
results because the residents were offered pre-flood market values for their
homes, with additional incentives if residents relocated within the city (Siders,
2013). In contrast, the Government of Quebec offered to buy out flood-damaged
homes at a cap of $200,000 in 2019, causing backlash and resistance, as
homeowners perceived their homes to be worth more than was offered and
because the offer would not allow them to purchase equivalent homes elsewhere
in the area (Breummer, 2019; Thistlethwaite et al., 2020).
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Box 3.1

The Relocation of Lake St. Martin
First Nation

The ongoing displacement of the Lake St. Martin First Nation serves
to emphasize the importance of culturally appropriate and respectful
plans for both evacuation and relocation. In 2011, flooding destroyed all
housing and infrastructure and forced the evacuation and displacement
of the Lake St. Martin First Nation in Manitoba (Ballard & Thompson,
2013). Their traditional lands were flooded as a result of the decision to
divert excess water away from Lake Winnipeg and into Lake St. Martin,
which prioritized property owners and farmers along the Fairford River
and Lake Manitoba (Galloway, 2012). This decision was out of the hands
of the First Nation, which was further ignored when the time came to
choose a relocation site; the site the Nation requested was not selected,
and instead a remote parcel of land adjacent to the original, floodedout reserve was chosen, even though it held similar risk of flooding
(Galloway, 2012; Thompson et al., 2014). Nine years later, some residents
had still not been able to return to their homes, and a lawsuit was
launched against the federal government for stopping evacuee benefits
before providing safe and secure housing (Malone, 2020; Unger, 2020).
Thompson et al. (2014) summarize the situation:
Institutional and policy barriers, stemming from jurisdictional
issues, as well as racism, [have] interfered with needed services
and joint decision-making on water management and land for
their new community. Policies regarding water management,
post-evacuation services, and community redevelopment have
not provided a voice for [First Nations] to ensure their needs are
met in a respectful and culturally appropriate way. In partnership
with [First Nations], inclusive policies and procedures must be
developed to prevent and mitigate future impacts of natural
disasters and displacement.
This experience highlights the negative consequences that can arise
when relocation is poorly executed.
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The Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk in Northwest Territories is actively incorporating
planned retreat into their adaptation strategy to accommodate the coastal erosion
and permafrost degradation that is threatening physical infrastructure and the
economic and physical health of the community (Andrachuk & Smit, 2012;
Saunders-Hastings et al., 2020). Although the local community has been a leader
in relocation discussions from the outset, persistent challenges related to funding
and a lack of technical expertise in the community have been barriers to finding
suitable relocation areas and the implementation of retreat (Saunders-Hastings
et al., 2020). This underscores the need for financial and technical support from
the territorial and federal governments to make progress on the next phases of
the retreat strategy.

Built and natural protective infrastructure can reduce exposure
at the community level
In many situations where planned retreat is not a feasible strategy, reducing
exposure through protective strategies becomes critical. For example, protecting
populations and physical infrastructure from coastal and riverine flooding has
traditionally involved the use of hard infrastructure such as sea walls, dikes,
levees, and berms. Communities in British Columbia’s Lower Mainland are
protected from flooding by a system of more than 600 kilometres of dikes, which
have been essential in preventing damage to critical infrastructure, housing, and
several hundred thousand inhabitants (Gov. of BC, n.d.-b). Such dikes, however,
are increasingly vulnerable to failure due to climate change, which is introducing
new stresses to infrastructure that may not be accounted for in existing design
practices (IPCC, 2012; SCC, 2019b). In the Fraser River Delta, 71% of dikes were
determined to be vulnerable to overtopping, and if no changes are made to the
current system, future damage estimates range from $24 billion for coastal
flooding to $32 billion for riverine flooding (FBC, 2016). One way to improve flood
protection infrastructure is to make sure it can be resized during subsequent
infrastructure replacement and renewal cycles (Moudrak & Feltmate, 2020). In the
Netherlands, dikes have been raised to accommodate the most likely amounts of
sea-level rise; however, if seas rise higher than expected, the foundations of these
dikes are strong enough to accommodate extra height (Hill & Martinez-Diaz,
2020). Ensuring that building codes and standards are updated to reflect expected
future climate conditions is another way to promote continuous improvement of
structures when being repaired and retrofitted (Hill & Martinez-Diaz, 2020).
The rejuvenation of natural wetlands, floodplains, beaches, and coasts offers an
alternative solution to traditional hard barriers, such as sea walls and dikes. NBSs
are increasingly being recognized for their potential to reduce exposure to the
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impacts of climate change while also supporting other co-benefits (OECD, 2020a;
Stafford et al., 2021) (Section 3.2.1). Some NBSs are also examples of safe-to-fail
systems; green spaces along rivers can safely flood in the event of heavy rainfall,
resulting in minimal repairs (Wharton, 2015). In some other situations, hybrid
grey–green10 approaches offer the best solutions. For example, fortified dunes
feature natural sands and grasses combined with riprap rock to help prevent
erosion and flooding (ICF, 2018). Offshore protections such as barrier islands can
also be maintained and used to complement structures such as dikes and have
been suggested for parts of the Vancouver area (Delcan, 2012). Dikes are being
installed near Sackville, New Brunswick, while the Tantramar salt marshes
are being restored simultaneously (Molnar et al., 2021). This fusion of strategies
can help to increase the resilience of both natural systems and traditional
infrastructure to more severe events and garner increased support from
professional communities more familiar with engineered approaches (ICF, 2018).
Protective infrastructure should be used with caution, however. When these
defensive structures are in place, they can instill a false sense of security in
populations protected by them (Kelman, 2020). Believing themselves to be
immune to hazards, residents may become complacent and not take actions
to manage vulnerability. Instead of solely relying on one type of risk mitigation —
in this case, protection — communities and individuals need to actively pursue
diverse and complementary avenues, such as flood-proofing homes, owning
insurance, and updating emergency plans (Doberstein et al., 2019; Kelman, 2020).

3.3 Reducing Vulnerability to Hazards
The concept of vulnerability has been studied and defined in many different ways
by a wide variety of professions and disciplines with a long history of research in
disaster studies (Hewitt, 1983; Blaikie et al., 1994; Cutter, 1996). For this report, the
Panel has chosen to keep to the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
(UNDRR, 2016) definition provided in Box 1.1 and to consider susceptibility and
lack of capacity as components of vulnerability. Vulnerability is comprised of
many dimensions, including physical (referring to buildings and infrastructure),
social, economic, cultural, and environmental, and it is important to recognize
that vulnerability is both created and reduced through human choices (Birkmann
et al., 2013; Kelman, 2020). When considering the integration of adaptation and
DRR, the majority of interventions address physical or social vulnerabilities.

10 Grey infrastructure refers to conventional structural approaches (often including grey materials such
as concrete).
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3.3.1 Physical Vulnerability
Disasters damage individual homes and buildings; large-scale community
infrastructure, such as roads and power lines; and the very structures designed
to defend against hazards, such as dikes, berms, and dams. Physical vulnerability
is increased through poor building and infrastructure design, lax regulation,
and codes and standards that do not consider the changing climate. Addressing
physical vulnerability is one of the key places where adaptation can be integrated
with DRR.

Codes and standards that integrate future climate change can
significantly enhance the resilience of new structures
Codes and standards have a significant impact on all phases of building and
infrastructure life cycles and are therefore a crucial entry point for the
incorporation of adaptation. Traditionally, infrastructure standards are built upon
historical estimates of a relatively stable climate; however, climate change is
rendering these assumptions invalid (SCC, 2019b). Outdated infrastructure design
standards contribute to a diminished capacity to manage risk, especially flooding
(Thistlethwaite & Henstra, 2017). By incorporating projections for future climate
conditions, codes and standards increase the resilience of new physical structures
and reduce the need for costly future retrofits (Section 5.2.1). Ongoing maintenance
of structures can also extend their expected service life (SCC & Manifest Climate,
2021). The value of climate-adjusted codes and standards is well-recognized through
ongoing funding; the 2021 federal budget committed $11.7 million over five years
to support the renewal of the Standards to Support Resilience in Infrastructure
Program (GC, 2021c). Standards and building codes are most effective when paired
with strong enforcement and training (Eyzaguirre et al., 2018).
Work is already underway to develop standards that address existing and
anticipated climate-related hazards for a variety of building and infrastructure
types. The Northern Infrastructure Standardization Initiative supports
geotechnical site investigations for building foundations in permafrost regions
while accounting for future climate conditions (SCC, 2018). Other similar standards
can be developed to address increased infrastructure vulnerability to climate
change across Canada. A national standard for managing stormwater systems is
under development by the Standards Council of Canada (SCC, 2019b), and the Bureau
de normalisation du Québec has issued standards relating to reducing heat islands
in populated areas (BNQ, 2013; SCC, 2019b). A national standard for flood resilience
has been suggested by Moudrak and Feltmate (2017) to help municipalities,
homeowners, builders, and developers comprehend the expected design and
construction requirements for more flood-resistant infrastructure.
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Further development and revision of standards can be aided by guidelines created by
the International Organization for Standardization, which provides a methodology
for standards committees and developers to integrate climate change (ISO, 2020). The
Standards Council of Canada has also released a document to guide the integration
of adaptation into standards that are currently under development or revision (SCC &
Manifest Climate, 2021). This guidance provides a step-by-step process for activities
such as gathering relevant climate data, defining the climatic conditions that
will likely affect the standard, assessing climate impacts for each life cycle stage,
and completing climate risk assessments (SCC & Manifest Climate, 2021). Beyond
accounting for climate change, codes and standards can additionally improve
resilience by promoting equity (RNPN et al., 2021). The Standards Council of Canada
has recognized this and has developed a strategy to incorporate the principles of
Gender-based Analysis Plus (GBA+) into standards development (SCC, 2019a).

Many construction and maintenance strategies can reduce
vulnerability at the property level
At the scale of individual homes, activities such as clearing gutters of debris,
extending downspouts and sump pump discharge pipes, installing and maintaining
backwater valves, and landscaping to maintain a positive grade all contribute to
lessening physical vulnerability to floods (Moudrak & Feltmate, 2020). Buildings
are more resilient when they use materials capable of withstanding prolonged
contact with flood waters, and the use of landscaping features such as green roofs,
vegetated channels (bioswales), and rain gardens can further contain stormwater
and minimize runoff (Moudrak & Feltmate, 2020). To minimize vulnerability to
wildfires, property owners can ensure that roofs and siding are well rated for fire
resistance, vents are constructed of non-combustible materials, and windows are
tempered (FireSmart Canada, 2018). Installation of inexpensive roof clips (also
known as hurricane ties) has been recommended for reducing the risk of roof
damage during high wind speeds, such as those experienced in Dufferin County
during tornados (Darwish, 2018).
Large commercial and residential towers are also at risk from hazards but can be
built and retrofitted to reduce vulnerability to hazards such as flooding or heat
waves. For example, backup generators can be onsite at all times to provide power
to at least one elevator, as well as sump pumps and fire alarm systems (Moudrak &
Feltmate, 2020). Elevators can also be equipped with water sensors to prevent them
from travelling to flooded floors (Moudrak & Feltmate, 2020). The implementation
of these strategies depends on sufficient awareness of risk and of options available
for mitigating it. Financial supports and incentives can also increase the uptake of
these solutions, such as through subsidies or insurance (MPA, 2019).
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Community-level infrastructure improvements are key to
reducing vulnerability
At community or city scales, emphasis is on improving the resilience of existing
infrastructure and avoiding exacerbating existing vulnerabilities through new
construction. Significant portions of Canada’s infrastructure are in poor or very
poor condition, requiring either immediate or near-term replacement and repair
(CIRC, 2019). Urban drainage systems are under increasing stress due to severe
rainfall events (CIRC, 2019; Moudrak & Feltmate, 2019). Recommendations
to reduce the risk of flooding include ensuring that stormwater and sanitation
sewers are fully separated, keeping maintenance hole covers away from low-lying
areas, and disconnecting discharges from downspouts and sump pumps from
sanitary sewers (Moudrak & Feltmate, 2020). To reduce the risk of wildfires and
to prevent power outages, some utility companies are exploring hardening their
transmission systems through the use of covered
conductors, falling conductor protection, enhanced
vegetation management, and shifting some lines
underground (SDG&E, 2020).
“Existing
vulnerabilities
are exacerbated
and compounded
by disasters and
climate change.”

These conventional approaches can be complemented
by green infrastructure as well. Green roofs,
permeable pavement, and rainwater harvesting can
all reduce stormwater runoff (TRCA, 2010). Green
approaches can also be less expensive than
conventional grey structures. For example, permeable,
green surfaces on streets and alleyways in Portland,
Oregon, have been estimated to be three to six times

more cost effective for stormwater management than alternative infrastructure
options (Foster et al., 2011). In that case, US$8 million in green infrastructure
investments such as permeable street surfaces and rain barrels have saved an
estimated US$250 million in avoided hard infrastructure costs (Foster et al., 2011).

3.3.2 Social Vulnerability
Social vulnerability encompasses characteristics of individuals, including health,
age, and gender, as well as societal aspects, including demography, economics,
and cultural norms (Kelman, 2020). Existing vulnerabilities are exacerbated and
compounded by disasters and climate change. For example, persons with mental
or physical disabilities have extended recovery times following a disaster, and
they may lack sufficient resources to adequately address their everyday needs and
to adapt and be resilient to climate change (Etkin, 2010; Gaskin et al., 2017).
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The key interventions needed to address social vulnerability are generic and
include measures such as strong social safety nets, access to health services,
and community cohesion. Progress on improving these measures in the short
term will additionally work towards enhancing resilience to hazards in the
future (Kelman et al., 2017). Furthermore, adaptation and DRR initiatives should
complement existing efforts to address social inequity and reduce vulnerability
(Brown et al., 2021). Ensuring that those most vulnerable to climate-related
hazards are provided with the opportunity to participate in knowledge generation
and decision-making is a critical aspect of improving resilience (Section 6.1).
For the most part, broad interventions to address social vulnerability are beyond
the scope of this assessment, but the Panel identified a few targeted actions.

Public access to cooled areas can save lives during extreme
heat events
Heat waves are projected to increase in the future and have also occurred frequently
in previous years. Winnipeg, Ottawa, Halifax, Toronto, Vancouver, and Montréal
have all been affected, with significant death tolls as a result (PCC, 2019). Heat
waves pose particularly high risks to vulnerable populations such as the elderly,
those experiencing homelessness, individuals with mobility issues, the socially
isolated, or those with impaired health (HC, 2011; Watts et al., 2015; PCC, 2019). In
areas with significant wildfire activity, poor air quality due to smoke combined
with extreme heat results in especially dangerous conditions for vulnerable
populations who often have to choose between experiencing high indoor
temperatures and difficulty breathing outdoors (Ball, 2021). In Toronto, locations
with high vulnerability to heat stress coincide with clusters of apartment buildings
constructed prior to 1986 (McKeown, 2015). These buildings largely lack air
conditioning for individual units, making their residents increasingly vulnerable as
climate change and the urban heat island effects intensify. Proposed solutions
include installing insulating blinds, adding grates to existing windows to allow
them to open wider, coating roofs with reflective material, and conducting major
retrofits, such as adding new roof and wall insulation, installing cladding,
and replacing windows with more energy-efficient models (McKeown, 2015).
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Furthermore, cooling centres within buildings have been recommended to
provide space for occupants to escape the heat (McKeown, 2015). The provision of
cooled areas has been shown to significantly reduce mortality to heat waves; in
1999, the City of Chicago proactively opened cooling centres and issued a heat
warning, resulting in a mortality rate drop of over 80% in comparison to an
earlier heat wave in 1995 (Palecki et al., 2001). Some of these proposed solutions
are considered to be “deep retrofits” and have largely been passed over due to
their extremely high costs (MPA, 2019). Policy changes and access to funding can
help to encourage these actions, which in turn can produce co-benefits, such as
reduced water and energy usage (MPA, 2019).
In addition, both hot and cold temperature extremes have significant impacts on
homeless communities. Many regions provide specialized cold-weather supports;
however, there is also a need to extend these programs to account for heat waves
(Hazlewood, 2020). Public spaces with air conditioning are vital and can be
supplemented with widespread cooling centres to specifically provide this service
(Moon & Wallace, 2018). The City of Vancouver has recognized the importance
of providing cooler areas for especially vulnerable populations, such as in the
Downtown Eastside, and is planning on implementing increased tree cover
in addition to opening air-conditioned community centres during heat waves
(VBPR, 2019). If successful, this approach could be expanded to other locations to
create a cooling network in tandem with increased tree planting (McKeown, 2015).

Building redundancies into supply chains and infrastructure
systems can minimize service outages and reduce the
vulnerability of isolated communities
Many natural hazards have the potential to damage critical infrastructure, such
as power generation, potable water, and wastewater systems. Decentralizing
these systems and building in redundancies can reduce catastrophic impacts
on populations. The City of Vancouver has proposed the use of green water
infrastructure11 to support seismic resilience in particular, though the same
lessons apply to climate change-affected hazards such as floods and fires (City
of Vancouver, 2019). By decentralizing drainage systems, a single point of failure
will not affect the entire system (City of Vancouver, 2019). In 2021, storms in
Texas highlighted the vulnerability of a largely unconnected power system when
the state was unable to bring in electricity from other parts of the country due to
the lack of interconnectedness (Meyer, 2021).

11 A mix of engineered and ecosystem-based practices for the protection and restoration of the natural
water system, including the harvest and reuse of rainwater.
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Northern and remote communities are especially vulnerable to disruptions or
failures in critical infrastructure and transportation networks, as climate change
affects permafrost, snowfall, and snowmelt (Vodden & Cunsolo, 2021). Shifting
ground due to permafrost thaw has been increasingly destabilizing building
foundations and causing high maintenance costs for linear structures such as
roads, railways, and airport runways (GRID-Arendal, 2020). In remote regions, the
provision of essential services is much more difficult, and a lack of reliable access,
in turn, can exacerbate existing vulnerabilities. For example, in 2017, the only
railway line connecting the remote town of Churchill to southern Manitoba was
washed out and damaged in several places due to intense spring flooding (MacLean,
2017; Malone, 2018). Although the flooding did not affect the town directly, it had
a huge impact on the livelihoods and health of the residents of Churchill. This rail
line was the only way that fuel and food were being brought to the town, and
Churchill itself further acted as a distribution centre for other communities in the
North (Galloway, 2018; Hansen, 2018). In the aftermath, commodities had to be
brought in by sea or air at hugely inflated prices, driving many residents to move
away (Malone, 2018). The economy of Churchill was additionally affected through
the cessation of tourism, which many residents depended on for their livelihoods
(Malone, 2018). Although the railway has since been repaired, it remains vulnerable
to climate change, as large portions of it sit on permafrost, which is thawing at
increased rates (MacLean, 2017). These types of critical supply chain disruptions
further exacerbate the existing food insecurity experienced by many Indigenous
communities in the North; affordable and nutritious market foods are already
lacking due to the cost of transport, and the range and distribution of country foods
are being affected by climate change (ITK, 2019).
The issue of access is common to many remote and northern communities. In the
event of a disaster, a community’s ability to receive aid or evacuate is drastically
reduced when there are no built-in redundancies. Potential solutions to these
problems include altering transportation routes, updating infrastructure,
modifying seasonal shipping times, and connecting communities to a central
grid (Vodden & Cunsolo, 2021). However, implementing these actions is expensive,
and communities may not have the resources to enact them. Support from FPT
governments in the form of regionally relevant climate information, technical
expertise, and funding is therefore critical to address limited local government
capacity (Vodden & Cunsolo, 2021).
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3.4 Conclusion
At the individual, neighbourhood, community, city, or regional scale, the
interventions identified in this chapter work to lessen hazard, exposure, and
vulnerability in a changing climate. These approaches do not exist in a vacuum;
they are rooted in up-to-date, relevant, and accessible information, adequate
funding, and comprehensive insurance policies. Decision-makers at all
jurisdictions need to coordinate their actions, with FPT governments supporting
and recognizing the capabilities of municipal and Indigenous governments.
Ensuring that those most affected by climate change and disasters have a voice
at the table is critical to fostering whole-of-society resilience, as is recognizing
the role that private institutions, planners, researchers, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), and others play.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the relationships among all of these aspects, showing how
the different elements of the report connect. Effective DRR and adaptation both
depend on (i) information that is available, accessible, and applicable to a range of
decision-making contexts, and (ii) funding, investment, and insurance programs
and policies that motivate the appropriate actions. Appropriate governance
structures are then called for to integrate DRR and adaptation, including wholeof-society, bottom-up processes alongside top-down government mandates.
All of these elements come together to bring about the range of actions described
throughout this chapter to reduce hazards, exposure, and vulnerability in a
changing climate.
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Figure 3.3		Conceptual Framework for Improving Disaster Resilience
Through the Integration of DRR and Adaptation
There is an opportunity to enhance disaster resilience through the integration of DRR and
adaptation. In particular, information resources, funding programs, investment choices,
and insurance offerings that factor in climate change alongside other DRR considerations
will contribute to more effective decision-making. Integration requires systems to
operationalize these tools and interventions through whole-of-society engagement, local
leadership, and well-enforced legislation.
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Chapter Findings
•

A variety of well-developed climate models, web portals, and climate
services are available to inform appropriate decision-making. Some
degree of uncertainty in this information is inevitable; however, that
is not an adequate reason for deferring action on climate-adapted
decision-making.

•

Improving the quality and availability of climate and disaster data is
important. In particular, localized, high-resolution data that is applicable
to specific decision contexts is largely absent, and the understanding
of extremes is relatively weak.

•

The Canadian Disaster Database is insufficient as a national resource
for DRR and adaptation practitioners. In order to better serve
these communities, data regarding exposure and vulnerability to
climate hazards as well as impacts must be up-to-date, consistent,
and comprehensive.

•

Recognizing the value of ILK and actively engaging with Indigenous
knowledge holders is critical in the effective reduction of risk. Indigenous
knowledge holders contribute to resilience through their understanding
of local risk and community strengths.

•

Knowledge brokers, such as regional climate services and consultants,
are critical in ensuring that information is effectively communicated and
applied to analysis in ways that are most useful for decision-makers.
Enabling a meaningful, two-way relationship between information providers
and users is required for the effective integration of DRR and adaptation.

W

hen it comes to understanding disaster risks in a changing climate,
decision-makers need information about hazards, exposure, and
vulnerability. Information types vary and include historical data,

trends, and projections, and they encompass economic, demographic, social,
environmental, and physical dimensions (Eyzaguirre et al., 2018). This information
must be packaged in ways that prove useful, and decision-makers must learn to
make the most of the available information resources. Users of climate information
are diverse, with variable expertise, needs, and levels of trust (Bauer & Smith,
2015). These users include journalists, farmers, policy-makers, engineers,
business executives, planners, community organizations, investors, and many
others (Bauer & Smith, 2015; Engineers Canada, 2019).
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Information is an essential component of risk-aware behaviour and decisionmaking in both DRR and adaptation (IPCC, 2012; Eyzaguirre et al., 2018). Without
the integration of information resources, efforts to advance adaptation and DRR
can be ineffective. When planning and development controls hinge on historically
based floodplain mapping, it allows for assets to be built in places that will be
increasingly exposed to hazards in a changing climate (Thistlethwaite & Henstra,
2017). Similarly, climate change is altering the operating environments for
infrastructure and has the potential to be ignored when designs are based on
historical climate ranges alone (Swiss Re & GIF, 2021). Equally, integrated risk
assessments, which combine multiple approaches and sources in a consistent and
organized manner, are essential for guiding investments in resilience (TBS, 2016).
At the strategic level, DRR and adaptation are both informed by the outputs of risk
assessments, and their integration can be enhanced by explicitly including
climate change in assessments of disaster risks (EEA, 2017; Eyzaguirre et al., 2018).
This chapter explores barriers to the integration of DRR and adaptation due to
the availability, accessibility, and applicability of information and identifies
promising approaches to enhancing integration. It concludes by identifying some
of the key capabilities that could be further developed to enhance the use of
information in fostering disaster resilience.

4.1 Existing Barriers and Incentives
It is not sufficient for information to exist; it also needs to be accessible and
presented in ways that are conducive to informing choices. This section outlines
the impediments of availability, accessibility, and applicability, clarifying the
barriers that currently inhibit greater reliance on information for
decision-making.

4.1.1

Availability of Information

Fundamental uncertainties limit the nature and reliability of some
kinds of information
There are significant gaps in historical data on disasters and climatic conditions,
and while additional research can provide greater insights into the past, some
fundamental uncertainties will remain. Gaps in weather data persist, particularly
in relation to extreme values (ECO, 2018). Datasets describing climate extremes are
limited, even in many non-remote, southern regions of Canada where, for example,
extreme rainfall records are lacking. There have been significant changes in Canada’s
official climate data networks since the 1990s, with a general decline in the number
of data stations and an increase in the amount of missing data from the remaining
observation stations (ECO, 2018). Quality control of archived climate data also creates
challenges owing to factors such as automated gauges, measurement difficulties
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brought on by wind speed, and variability across measurement devices (Goodison
et al., 1998; Mekis et al., 2018). These challenges can impact the design of future
Canadian infrastructure assets since codes and standards may be compromised if
the data available on extreme events is insufficient (BCMOTI et al., 2014b).
Shifting climate conditions and the corresponding impacts are subject to high
levels of uncertainty, which limit the nature and reliability of the information
available to decision-makers. This uncertainty stems from variability in the
natural climate, unknown future emission trajectories, and model uncertainties
(Cannon et al., 2020; Fiedler et al., 2021). The ability of climate models to provide
insights into relatively rare and extreme events remains inadequate due in large
part to a lack of long-term observations and model simulations (Fiedler et al.,
2021). Other factors further heighten uncertainty, including long time horizons,
the variability of climate impacts across locations, the inherent complexity of the
climate system, and the interconnectedness of climate change consequences (U.S.
National Research Council, 2009). In this context, decision-making becomes more
complex, and historical best practices become obsolete (Roy et al., 2017). Lemos
and Rood (2010) identify an uncertainty fallacy, which they define as “a belief that
the systematic reduction of uncertainty in climate projections is required in order
for the projections to be used by decision makers.” In this context, uncertainty
can be misused to justify postponing action.

Key knowledge gaps include hazard maps, downscaled climate
projections, disaster data, the performance of nature-based
solutions, economic analysis, and risk assessment
As practitioners work to devise strategies for enhancing resilience, they encounter
significant barriers to accurately understanding the risk landscape. This in turn
hinders their ability to effectively analyze strategies to address these risks. Flood
maps are one prominent example of an important information deficit; in Canada,
these maps are often out of date, reflecting past climate conditions and land uses
(Sandink et al., 2010; Parsons & BCREA, 2015). A lack of information on whether a
property has previously been flooded or qualified for an insurance claim, as well
as out-of-date floodplain maps, contribute to a lack of understanding of flood
risk in many regions (Conservation Ontario, 2013; Noël, 2013; Thistlethwaite &
Henstra, 2017). Furthermore, incentives to update floodplain maps are limited
since structures built in a location recognized or zoned as a flood risk area prior
to construction are ineligible for relief under the federal Disaster Financial
Assistance Arrangements program (PS, 2007). A lack of high-quality flood
mapping was identified by the insurance industry as a barrier to offering flood
insurance, and the completion of flood maps was included in the 2019 mandate
letters to the Federal Ministers of Environment and Climate Change and of
Natural Resources (Sandink et al., 2010; PMO, 2019b, 2019c).
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Although climate data created by general circulation models are widely accessible,
they often exist at too coarse a spatial resolution (on the order of hundreds of
kilometres) to be beneficial to practitioners at the local or community level
(Wang, 2016; Cannon et al., 2020). A lack of downscaled climate projections, which
reflect higher-resolution data and smaller geographic scales, can impede efforts
to incorporate future climate projections into DRR (Birkmann & von Teichman,
2010). Fiedler et al. (2021) argue that “[c]alls for the integration of climate science
into risk disclosure and decision-making across many levels of economic activity
[have] leap-frogged the current capabilities of climate science and climate models
by at least a decade.” Furthermore, there is a lack of information regarding the
severity of and trends in disasters worldwide. For
example, Bowman (2018) notes how little certainty
exists in the realm of wildfire trends; the lack of a
global database for mapping and monitoring fires
“This uncertainty,
however, ought not
to stand in the way of
decision-making, as
much of the existing
information can
be effectively and
appropriately utilized.”

severely constrains the ability of researchers and
practitioners to understand wildfire severity and
trends. The Panel notes that although there has been
much investment in improving the availability and
accuracy of climate data, some degree of uncertainty
is inevitable. This uncertainty, however, ought not to
stand in the way of decision-making, as much of the
existing information can be effectively and
appropriately utilized. What remains missing,
however, is information at a high enough resolution

to help decision-makers in specific, localized contexts. This challenge is
exacerbated by the rarity of extreme events (Fiedler et al., 2021).
The nation’s main source of historical data on disasters, the Canadian Disaster
Database (CDD), also suffers from severe limitations. The CDD is populated using
a wide range of data sources, resulting in variable data reliability (King-Scobie,
2019). The ability to conduct comparative analyses using CDD data is impaired by
“differences in jurisdictional responsibilities, the type of data that is available,
and how it is collected and used over time” (PS, 2019a). The use of a single entry
for each disaster fails to provide information at the community level (KingScobie, 2019). Furthermore, cost and loss data presented in the CDD are not
reported consistently, and it may take many years before they are finalized (PS,
2019a). Finally, data are not always updated in a timely manner nor is the database
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comprehensive (PS, 2019a). The Government of Canada’s Policy on Service and
Digital and the Treasury Board Secretariat’s (TBS) Standard on Geospatial Data
highlight the deficiencies in the CDD’s data, as they both emphasize the need for
interoperability in data sets (TBS, 2012, 2020). The Policy on Service and Digital
outlines responsibilities associated with the open and strategic management of
information, including the establishment of program-wide information and data
standards and the promotion of data management that enables interoperability,
analysis, and decision-making (TBS, 2020). The Panel notes that these deficiencies
could be overcome by placing higher priority on keeping the CDD up-to-date
with as much detail as possible, as well as by establishing reporting guidelines.
By ensuring that the information is timely, comprehensive, accurate, and
comparable, the CDD can become a valuable asset in the effective integration
of DRR and adaptation.
Performance data is also lacking for NBSs, which can be subject to large
uncertainties in terms of the time scale, nature of benefits, and their efficacy under
climate change and extreme events (ECCC, 2020a). NBSs are generally deployed in
an ad hoc manner, resulting in sparse and case-specific performance data that may
be collected inconsistently and at a variety of time scales (Bush & Doyon, 2019;
OECD, 2020a). This uncertainty can deter their further use and leads decisionmakers, planners, and engineers to favour traditional grey infrastructure due to its
familiarity in terms of compliance and permitting (OECD, 2020a). Research has been
undertaken within the last decade to find innovative solutions for harnessing the
benefits of existing ecosystems and investing in green infrastructure that mimics
natural functions in a way that attempts to limit the possibilities of maladaptation,
although large-scale deployment has not yet been achieved (Glick, 2020).
More broadly, a lack of economic analysis that offers clarity on the relative costs
and benefits of adaptation investments compromises the efficiency of decisions
(Arent et al., 2014; Eyzaguirre & Warren, 2014; CCA, 2019b; Sawyer, 2020). While it
is generally recognized that the costs of inaction often exceed those of proactive
adaptation measures (e.g., NRTEE, 2011; Lempert et al., 2018), the information
needed to establish a business case for adaptation investments is often unavailable.
The benefits of these investments in adaptation are not immediately apparent
since they are the savings associated with the avoidance of a negative outcome
that did not come to pass. As a result, it can be tempting to prioritize investments
that produce short-term, tangible benefits (Roy et al., 2017).
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4.1.2 Accessibility of Information
Decision-makers are not always aware of or have access to
existing information
The 2007 Emergency Management Act obliges PS to prepare emergency management
plans for all identified risks (GC, 2007). A national All-Hazards Risk Assessment
(AHRA) is one mode through which this information is gathered. According to PS
(2012), “the AHRA process is meant to create a multi-dimensional, high-level view of
risks faced by Canadians, while bringing diverse risks from various sources into the
same high-level view.” While the methodology for conducting the AHRA has been
made public, Canadians currently lack access to the national risk assessment on
national security grounds (OECD, 2017a). Accordingly, the distribution of Canada’s
AHRA is limited to senior federal officials responsible for emergency management.
The lack of an accessible AHRA is problematic and puts Canada in a weak position
relative to many other OECD countries. For example, in Norway, the public
accessibility of the country’s National Risk Assessment has led to an ongoing
evaluation process that is informed by all relevant sectors to refine risk scenarios
and incorporate new knowledge. The OECD describes national risk assessments as
“an essential tool for supporting a country’s overall resilience” (OECD, 2017a).
The potential for enhanced integration of DRR and adaptation through risk
assessments is further limited by the five-year time horizon applied to the
AHRA (PS, 2012). By limiting the time frame to five years, the AHRA excludes
consideration of the long-term impacts of climate change and gradual socioeconomic developments. The methodological guidance for conducting the AHRA
emphasizes the importance of assessing the likelihood of risk scenarios based on
historical data, further undermining the ability to integrate climate change (PS,
2012). It is crucial to incorporate new climate models and methods to help improve
the robustness of assessments and the resulting strategies for managing climaterelated risks (Eyzaguirre et al., 2018). Finally, the impacts of compound extremes
(the occurrence of simultaneous events) and the risks associated with cascading
infrastructure failures are generally not reflected in current risk management
(Lall et al., 2018). Where these interconnections are poorly understood, risks are
likely to be underestimated (CCC, 2016).
At the individual or household level, information needs to be conveyed in an
accessible way, starting with the awareness that a risk exists and then followed
up with a clear definition of roles, responsibilities, and accessible strategies to
manage the risk (St Amour-Gomes et al., 2018). A 2016 survey found that only 6%
of Canadians living in a designated flood risk area were even aware of their risk
(Thistlethwaite et al., 2017). Providing guidance to individuals on how best to use
available information through social activities, such as youth education programs
and open houses at community emergency management facilities, is one way to
increase the accessibility of information (FEMA, 2011).
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Underreliance on Indigenous and Local Knowledge undermines
disaster resilience
Globally, ILK is seldom included in DRR (Kenney & Phibbs, 2015). Addressing
this deficit is not a simple matter of contacting Indigenous Peoples and asking
for their input; rather than relying on such an extractive approach, different ways
of knowing should be considered from the outset in conceptualizing risk and
resilience. In the Panel’s view, the recognition of Indigenous knowledge as a distinct
methodological approach rather than as means of supplementing current practices
provides DRR practitioners with an understanding of conservation and protection
that is deeply connected to stewardship and community. For example, in interviews
with Métis firefighters, it was found that by respecting and returning to ILK
practices, many individuals viewed their work as a means of appreciating and
preserving the balance of nature, protecting not only the land and communities
upon it but also the identities embedded within the associated space (Mauro, 2020).
Furthermore, many Indigenous communities are reluctant to share knowledge with
governments and other settler systems they mistrust (Thomassin et al., 2019). There
are concerns around the appropriation of knowledge by researchers based on
colonial research practices and the potential loss of intellectual property, therefore
the sharing of this knowledge by Indigenous Peoples should not be assumed (Spak,
2005; Scott et al., 2012). Moreover, it is important to recognize that even when ILK
is willingly shared, it cannot always be bridged with other sources of knowledge.
Fundamental differences among various knowledge systems exist and can create
an additional barrier to the effective compilation of information (CCA, 2019a).
In the case of British Columbia’s 2017 flood and wildfire season, one study noted that
knowledge was offered by Indigenous communities about local roads, watercourses,
and weather patterns in relation to flooding and wildfire events, but this
information was seldom used (Abbott & Chapman, 2018). Surveys of Indigenous
communities in British Columbia have repeatedly brought up the need for better
planning and the incorporation of cultural considerations and knowledge into
response coordination (Abbott & Chapman, 2018). In the same study, frontline
responders also noted the challenges in attempting to understand and incorporate
Indigenous knowledge during emergency responses. These results highlight the
need to begin relationship-building and cooperation channels early, sustain contact,
build trust, and create local networks that actively monitor and report on
environmental changes before emergencies and disasters occur (Abbott & Chapman,
2018; Manrique et al., 2018). Failure to acknowledge the relevance of ILK to DRR
entrenches patterns of racialized disadvantage and marginalization, increasing
future vulnerabilities (Howitt et al., 2012). The underrepresentation of Indigenous
Peoples in firefighting has been identified as one manifestation of this, where
technical and post-secondary education requirements appear to be privileged over
land-based, lived fire experience (FireSmart Canada, 2020).
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4.1.3 Application of Information
A disconnect exists between information providers and
decision‑makers
Weaver et al. (2013) observe that “information may be scientifically relevant without
being decision-relevant.” Climate scientists may not have a good understanding of
the needs or level of knowledge of some users (Porter & Dessai, 2017). An analysis
of the development of climate projections developed by the United Kingdom’s
Met Office found that scientists generally expected users to have a requisite
understanding or at least be able to make an effort to develop that understanding.
These scientists also did not see it as their role to develop a detailed appreciation of
user needs and instead saw this as the role of intermediaries. Interviews with climate
scientists suggested they “are often aware of different users, with different needs,
but feel unable to respond to them due to a lack of institutional rewards and priorities
or due to the practical difficulties involved in satisfying the different needs of
different users” (Porter & Dessai, 2017). This issue extends to decision-support tools
as well, with some tools being ineffective due to a weak understanding of user needs,
priorities, and capacities (U.S. National Research Council, 2010). Co-development
of tools is called for to foster a greater sense of mobilization, engagement, and
ownership among these groups (U.S. National Research Council, 2009).
Nationally, the variety of approaches, scales, and methodologies employed in risk
assessments makes it difficult for stakeholders to compare hazards, vulnerabilities,
and exposures between jurisdictions, and to guide appropriate responses to hazards
(Henstra, 2017; Tymstra et al., 2020). Pulling these disparate sources together is
complicated by reliance on different formats, definitions, and scales, both within
and among the various subject fields or organizations that comprise DRR and
adaptation (Bauer & Smith, 2015). This lack of interoperability — a key barrier
identified by those working to transfer climate knowledge between parties —
is the inevitable consequence of siloed approaches to research and programming
and limits effective coordination among DRR stakeholders and policy-makers
(Bauer & Smith, 2015; Henstra, 2017).
This disconnect between information providers and decision-makers also extends
to the ways in which available information is accessed and used. As Bauer and
Smith (2015) note, “[i]t is increasingly the case that what [decision-makers] need
is already out there in the ‘sea of information’ but [the issue is that it] cannot be
found.” As such, guidance is required to help decision-makers recognize the most
relevant sources of information for their particular needs (Bauer & Smith, 2015).
Decision-making is most effective when users are aware of how to adapt to the
strengths of the data that are currently available, as well as to the limitations of
what can reasonably be made available in the future by information providers.
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4.2 Promising Approaches
Several strategies exist to address some of the barriers and challenges outlined
above. Promising approaches include making strategic investments to expand the
existing knowledge base, meaningfully and actively engaging with Indigenous
Peoples and their knowledge systems, improving strategies for decision-making
under uncertainty, integrating climate projections into risk assessments, and
better connecting information with decision-makers.

4.2.1 Improving Current Sources of Information
Enhancing the availability of information necessary for
integrated risk assessments will improve the quality of decisions
A reliable, consistent, and complete set of disaster data is crucial for understanding
and managing disaster trends (RCNNDA, 2020). Eyzaguirre et al. (2018) recommend
that the CDD be enriched through actions such as “improved reporting, data
access, tracking of issues, accountability, ability to provide policy guidance,
cost accounting, [and] types and consistency of climate events.” Given the social
and economic impacts of disasters in Canada, the Panel notes that a highly
sophisticated tracking system — along the lines of that developed by Johns Hopkins
University to track the COVID-19 pandemic (JHCRC, 2021) — is warranted. Enhanced
and consistent collection of disaster data could help inform risk assessments and
monitor the results of DRR investments (OECD, 2016a). In the United States, the
National Centers for Environment Information tracks and assesses climate events
that have significant social and economic impacts (NCEI, 2021). Its Billion Dollar
Weather and Climate Disasters database integrates data from both public and
private sectors, providing users with a comprehensive and consistent record of
disasters with costs equalling or exceeding $1 billion in damages. Disaster data is
available dating back to 1980, allowing decision-makers to track and compare
financial losses associated with temperature and precipitation trends and extremes
(NCEI, 2021). The Government of Japan collects data on all water-related disasters,
both in the immediate aftermath and in an annual survey of local governments that
dates back to 1961 (Amano, 2013; OECD, 2016a). Collection of this data is mandated
under the country’s statistics act, and the methodology enables the consistent and
comparable collection of information across the country. Data on damages to
households, public infrastructure, and public services are all compiled and
published (Amano, 2013).
Existing information gaps can be filled strategically based on the needs of users. The
need for enhanced weather monitoring, particularly in Northern Canada, is widely
recognized (ECO, 2018; Mekis et al., 2018; ECCC, 2020a). Enhanced public involvement
is one avenue for gathering necessary data. Municipalities could strengthen their
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understanding of flood risks (while at the same time fostering community
awareness) by eliciting community input. Another mode of public participation is
citizen science initiatives where local observations can be logged and shared with
municipalities, be it through photos of flood damage, water level monitoring, or
other real-time observations (Henstra & Thistlethwaite, 2017). In North Carolina,
the iFlood program includes an app for public reporting of flood images and
locations and is intended to help researchers at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution improve its flood modelling (WHOI, 2021). Similarly, Vancouver’s
VanConnect app can be used by residents to report non-emergency flooding in public
spaces as well as to receive up-to-date news and emergency information (City of
Vancouver, n.d.-a, n.d.-b). By uploading a photo and description of the issue as well
as GPS coordinates, residents using the app can request services from the city at
any time (City of Vancouver, n.d.-a). The Inuit Field Training Program, run by ECCC
in partnership with the community of Coral Harbour, is another example of an
effective citizen science initiative that works to build the capacity of local youth
to conduct environmental monitoring (ECCC, 2019b).

Courtesy of Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC)

Figure 4.1

Students Participating in the Inuit Field Training Program
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Another way to fill information gaps is through the creation of monitoring
networks. In British Columbia, the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium has begun
collecting and streamlining information from a network of province-wide
observation stations (PCIC, n.d.). The data gathered from each observation
station is uploaded into a provincial climate data set, providing users with a
comprehensive set of weather and climate observations in an accessible and
interactive format (PCIC, n.d.). At the national level, ECCC’s Network of Networks
initiative is being developed to strengthen Canada’s capacity to monitor severe
weather and climate events (ECCC, 2018a). In order to do so, the initiative seeks
to expand the ECCC’s current climate and weather database by incorporating data
from observation stations in other networks operated at the regional, provincial,
and territorial levels, ultimately improving access to relevant weather and climate
data for decision-makers (ECCC, 2019a). In the Panel’s view, the collection of such
data, especially as it relates to extremes, can enhance the integration of DRR and
adaptation as it aids in supporting informed decision-making processes related to
future adaptation processes and practices.
Indices have the potential to provide simple, accessible information to a range of
decision-makers. The U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency has developed
a National Risk Index, which offers a web-based interactive map providing locallevel information on 18 natural hazards, including coastal flooding, heat waves,
hurricanes, and forest fires (FEMA, 2020). Risk is assessed based on the likelihood
and consequence of a hazard unfolding (reflected in expected annual monetary
loss), social vulnerability, and community resilience (FEMA, 2020). To date, this
index only captures climate change insofar as it incorporates the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s sea-level rise projections
(Frank, 2020). FEMA (2020) identifies the following uses for this index:
update emergency operations plans; enhance hazard mitigation plans;
prioritize and allocate resources; identify the need for more refined risk
assessments; encourage community-level risk communication and
engagement; educate homeowners and renters; support enhanced codes
and standards; inform long-term community recovery.
Damage curves12 that support calculations of impacts of hazard events are also
needed for quantitative risk assessment (Lyle & Hund, 2017). More specifically,
Lyle and Hund (2017) call for the development of “the building blocks of natural
hazard risk assessment,” namely:
1.	A standardized, complete, and accessible set of hazard maps, starting
with flood hazard.

12 Damage curves express the scale of damage relative to the scale of the hazard.
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2.	A standardized, complete, and accessible set of vulnerability
information collected at a fine (property-level) scale.
3.	Locally relevant and up-to-date fragility/damage curves. At first,
focused on empirical-based flood damage curves.

4.2.2 Engaging with Indigenous and Local Knowledge
Indigenous and Local Knowledge can enhance community
disaster resilience when accessed in respectful ways
ILK has an important role to play in improving the understanding of risks and
actions that can enhance resilience, especially at the local level. In the words of
the UN Human Rights Council (2014), “Indigenous communities hold time-tested
knowledge and coping practices developed through their intimate connection
with their natural surroundings that make them resilient to climate-related
natural hazards and disasters. This knowledge is a living practice, which can
adapt in response to changing circumstances.”
These worldviews represent sources of community-wide resilience and should be
recognized by other actors involved in DRR throughout the process of engagement
and relationship-building (Marteleira, 2017). For example, traditional approaches
to fire planning and ignition can reduce the risk of “bad fires” (FireSmart Canada,
2020). In British Columbia, First Nations approaches to fuel management could play
a role in reducing wildfire risk (Abbott & Chapman, 2018). When Indigenous fire
stewardship is factored into planning alongside Western science, considerations of
culture, health, ILK, inherent rights, respect, responsibility, and stewardship can
be braided into the overall approach (FireSmart Canada, 2020).
Applying ILK to integrate DRR and adaptation can provide a range of benefits,
including community empowerment, effective implementation through plans
tailored to the local context, and an ability to reach community members and
raise awareness through informal means and lessons that can be adapted to apply
to other communities facing similar risks or with similar geographies (UNISDR,
2008). “Translating scientific information and Traditional Knowledge into action”
is one of the five key measures to build resilience identified in the Pan-Canadian
Framework (GC, 2016). Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami has also highlighted the
importance of integrating Inuit knowledge into climate policies (ITK, 2016).
The Indigenous Community-Based Climate Monitoring Program funds
community-led monitoring of the climate and the impacts of climate change
and is intended to help bridge various sources of knowledge, including ILK, so
they can be used together to inform decisions (CIRNAC, 2019). The long history
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of environmental observation and natural resource management practised by
Indigenous communities can offer key place-based insights on climate change
impacts to decision-makers (Vodden & Cunsolo, 2021). Community-based
monitoring can additionally elevate the role of Indigenous communities in
environmental governance and be applied to assert Indigenous sovereignty and
jurisdiction, but it risks falling short when the ultimate decision-making
authority — and thus, the power to change a situation — is not shared (Wilson
et al., 2018; Reed et al., 2020).
The Xwisten First Nation worked with the First Nations’ Emergency Services
Society to develop a fire management framework that incorporates cultural
burning practices and placed ILK alongside prescribed burning science in an effort
to manage climate change impacts and reduce fire risk (Xwisten Nation et al.,
2020). In this instance, community engagement, revitalization of cultural
practices, enhanced food production, and risk reduction were all positive
outcomes of this undertaking (Xwisten Nation et al., 2020).
Additionally, it is important to recognize the value of protecting and preserving
places of cultural and historical significance that are threatened by climaterelated hazards. Fort Conger in Nunavut, alongside other heritage sites in the
Arctic, has experienced significant damage due to increased freeze–thaw cycles;
changes in ice, snow, and water accumulation; and increased levels of fungi and
rot due to the warming Arctic temperatures (Dawson, 2016). By actively preserving
cultural heritage sites like Fort Conger, decision-makers can invest in DRR practices
that further support ILK and increase community resilience in alignment with the
Sendai Framework (UNISDR, 2015; UNDRR, 2017).

4.2.3 Informing Decisions Under Uncertainty
Choices about reducing disaster risks are subject to a range of significant
uncertainties: alongside the changing climate, socio-economic trajectories, landuse choices, and resource use are also major sources of uncertainty (Weaver et al.,
2013). The presence of significant uncertainty can be particularly problematic
when decision-making is taking place under a predict-then-act model focused
on seeking robust solutions (Lemos & Rood, 2010; Weaver et al., 2013). This latter
approach could use scenario analysis to identify solutions that perform well under
a range of possible futures (Weaver et al., 2013). Pursuing no-regrets options that
provide gains under all scenarios and/or offer sufficient co-benefits to be worthy
of the investment (Section 3.2.1) are other approaches to navigating decisionmaking under uncertainty (Lemos & Rood, 2010).
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Risk communication at the community level needs to be explicit
in its statement of uncertainty
There is a tendency to overlook likelihood information that falls below a threshold
of concern, and when there is uncertainty about likelihood, this vagueness can
lead individuals to discard low-risk events entirely (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017).
Framing is one element of this. Uncertainty can make risk information difficult to
interpret. For instance, an individual may dismiss a 1-in-100-year flood event as a
remote possibility but react very differently to hearing that there is a 63% chance
of such a flood occurring over the course of the next 100 years, or being told that
the chances of such a flood occurring over the course of a 25-year period are
greater than 1-in-5 (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). All of these statements are based
on the same underlying data, but their meanings will be interpreted differently.
Framing risks in an honest way that includes the worst-case scenario while
providing opportunities for action can also motivate investments in resilience
(Kunreuther, 2015; Gneezy et al., 2020).

4.2.4 Integrating Climate Projections in Risk Assessments
All-Hazard Risk Assessments that incorporate climate
projections offer the most tangible expression of integration
Integrated risk assessments acknowledge and incorporate information on various
elements of risk, such as the probability and severity of impacts, considerations
for multiple hazards occurring both simultaneously and separately, and
interdependencies that may result in the potential for cascading risks (EEA, 2017).
Lyle and Hund (2017) underscore the importance of quantitative risk assessments
as “invaluable in understanding the tradeoffs between mitigation actions
(including no action) and allow[ing] for more transparent and robust decisionmaking for risk reduction” however, they also note that, in Canada, these types
of assessments are few and far between. Information deficits and a lack of
professional capacity are the two biggest barriers to moving forward on this
front (Lyle & Hund, 2017).
British Columbia’s recent province-wide climate risk assessment investigates
15 risk events that could become increasingly likely by mid-century in a changing
climate (MECCS, 2019). The assessment considered a wide array of consequences
to natural systems, human health, the economy, and communities. Although
expansive in its assessment of climate-related disasters, it did not integrate certain
critical disaster risks, such as those relating to earthquakes (MECCS, 2019), and
as a result, does not allow decision-makers to assess the resources warranted by
climate-related risks relative to other risks facing the province. The value of this
assessment is further limited by the lack of integration between the province’s
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climate risk assessment and Emergency Management BC’s Hazard, Risk and
Vulnerability Analysis tool. Despite acknowledging the importance of climate
change to hazards, risk, and vulnerability, the Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability
tool does not consider climate change a risk in itself, nor does it incorporate the
results of the climate risk assessment into its analysis (EMBC, 2020).
The United Kingdom undertakes a climate change risk assessment on a five-year
cycle (CCC, 2021). Mandated under the Climate Change Act 2008, this assessment
considers risks and opportunities associated with a changing climate and advises
on the urgency of action to manage these. This analysis factors in anticipated
changes in the future climate, socio-economic developments, interactions among
risks, indirect and distributional impacts, institutional barriers, and adaptive
capacity (CCC, 2021). Despite these strengths, the United Kingdom’s climate
change risk assessment does not consider the procedures and practices involved
in DRR, focusing almost entirely on adaptation.
In the United States, the First Street Foundation created a national flood risk
assessment that integrates climate projections (First Street Foundation, 2020b).
Available down to the individual property level across the United States, this tool
offers new insights about flood-related risks that could come about through
pluvial, river, and coastal flooding associated with tides and storm surges. This
analysis extends out to 2050, using global climate models to inform expected
flood risks over time. It also reveals many previously unidentified flood risks and,
in aggregate, suggests that previous analyses underestimated risks. Covering
142 million properties overall, the model finds that 21.8 million properties are
currently at risk of flooding, but that the number of properties at risk will grow
by 7.7% to 23.5 million by 2050 in a changing climate (First Street Foundation,
2020a, 2020b).
Another important consideration for integrating DRR and adaptation through
AHRAs is the extent to which vulnerability analyses are incorporated into their
overarching methodology. In the Panel’s view, DRR and adaptation practitioners
can utilize tools such as the Gender-based Analysis Plus (GBA+) framework or
Participatory Capacity and Vulnerability Analysis frameworks to incorporate
critical information that may otherwise be overlooked in traditional risk
assessments. By ensuring that AHRAs are informed by an active understanding of
vulnerability, decision-makers can identify structural inequalities that entrench
risk while enhancing community understanding of hazards and the factors that
increase vulnerability to those hazards (Oxfam, 2010, 2013).
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4.2.5 Connecting Information with Decision-Makers
Fit-for-purpose tools can help decision-makers access and apply
information to enhance disaster resilience
The Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) and the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) are considered two of the main
generators of global climate scenario data. The CORDEX uses dynamic and
statistical downscaling techniques to provide researchers and decision-makers
with the high-resolution climate information needed for risk assessment and
action in support of adaptation (Giorgi et al., 2009; WCRP CORDEX, n.d.-a, n.d.-b).
The CMIP compiles modelling data in a standardized format, allowing researchers
to assess model performance while analyzing “past, present, and future climate
changes arising from natural, unforced variability or in response to changes in
radiative forcing in a multi-model context” (WCRP, 2017). CMIP data and the
corresponding analyses are publicly available and form the basis for many climate
assessments and negotiations (Carlson et al., 2017).
A web portal that integrates multiple types and sources of information and
provides a user-friendly and interactive interface around the themes relevant to
decision-makers could enhance the value of information resources that do exist
(U.S. National Research Council, 2010). The Climate Atlas of Canada is one such
tool that incorporates data alongside maps and stories to paint a more fulsome
picture of the risks associated with climate change (Climate Atlas of Canada, n.d.).
Interactive maps show how select climate variables are expected to change over
time across the country. Data on a range of variables, including hot days and
heavy precipitation, can be downloaded at the local level. Videos and articles build
further understanding through profiling adaptation efforts unfolding across the
country (Climate Atlas of Canada, n.d.).
Interactive story maps are another web-based tool for climate data
communication. For example, the story maps used by the City of Calgary allow
individuals and businesses to research the flood risk of their homes, workplaces,
and frequently travelled routes in an easy and accessible manner (City of Calgary,
n.d.). Each colour on the map indicates a different likelihood of flooding based
on the calculated percent chance of natural conditions producing overflow of the
river within a given time period (City of Calgary, n.d.).
When it comes to putting risk information in the hands of households, accessibility,
consistency, salience, action orientation, and multiple communication formats
can all help (Coppola & Maloney, 2017). Mandatory hazard disclosures can improve
awareness of risks facing a property, including flood risks (Thistlethwaite &
Henstra, 2017). These kinds of disclosures are fundamental for informed individual
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decision-making, yet they are underutilized by governments for fear of property
depreciation and legal liability (Press, 2017; Thistlethwaite & Henstra, 2017).
Creating a legal requirement for the disclosure of flood risks at the time of home
purchase could foster greater risk awareness (Thistlethwaite & Henstra, 2017). The
time of home purchase is a key opportunity to create awareness through real estate
agents and home inspectors (St Amour-Gomes et al., 2018). For example, Edmonton
offers flood assessments to homeowners free of charge (Feltmate & Moudrak, 2021).
In the United States, the online real estate marketplace Trulia overlays sales
properties on maps that show the history of floods, wildfires, and other natural
hazards in the area (Hill & Martinez-Diaz, 2020). In Miami-Dade County, Florida,
properties located in high flood-risk zones must clearly disclose these risks to
prospective buyers (Miami-Dade County, 2021).
Intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves provide essential information to
decision-makers planning water-related infrastructure and managing watersheds
(ICLR & FIDS, 2021). IDF curves require continual updating in order to accurately
adjust for the anticipated impacts of climate change (Schardong et al., 2020).
Western University has developed an online tool that can be used to generate
up-to-date IDF curves pulling from ECCC rain monitoring data and allows for
scenario analysis to capture uncertainty (ICLR & FIDS, 2021). Considerable
uncertainty exists in regard to updated IDF curves (Cook et al., 2020). Guidance,
including modelling guidelines set by state and local agencies or, in the absence
of guidelines, the inclusion of transparent uncertainty metrics, can help decisionmakers integrate IDF curves into the planning process (Cook et al., 2020).
Climate data and information must also be packaged in a way that supports
informed decision-making on behalf of lenders, investors, and underwriters.
Investors, for example, are aware of the need for and benefit of climate scenario
analyses but lack the appropriate guidance regarding how best to use them in
practice to effectively advance the use of forward-looking industry assessments
(Pinchot, 2019).

Engineering guidelines that integrate adaptation enable better
design and improve the long-term safety of physical assets
Engineers require detailed guidelines and best practices to incorporate climatic
uncertainty into infrastructure development (Roy et al., 2017). British Columbia’s
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has issued a technical document
detailing high-level guidance for consulting with climate data providers and
resources (Roy et al., 2017; Gov. of BC, 2019). Engineers Canada (2018) has released
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a national guideline to inform engineering professionals on the relevance of
integrating adaptation into their practice. This guideline includes information on
best practices, guiding principles, and how to produce a clear record of outcomes
for infrastructure and buildings (Engineers Canada, 2018). Another valuable tool is
the Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC) Protocol,
which reviews historical climate information and projects “the nature, severity,
and probability of future climate changes and events” (PIEVC, n.d.). This type of
information can provide estimates of climate-related impacts on infrastructure,
including which components are deemed to be at higher risk, helping engineers
make more informed decisions and design adjustments (PIEVC, n.d.). Similarly, in
2019, the Ontario First Nations Technical Services Corporation published the First
Nations Infrastructure Resilience Toolkit, which is intended to support engineers
in the design of climate-resilient infrastructure (OFNTSC, 2020). It incorporates
ILK with climate data to help First Nations communities develop risk management
measures to identify and address climate change risks to existing infrastructure.
The Toolkit was developed based on the experience of First Nations communities
with the PIEVC Protocol, recognizing that the inclusion of unique, communitybased processes fosters greater understanding and acceptance of outcomes
(Stantec, 2019).

Presenting disaster risks as an economic and financial issue,
including through corporate disclosures, can raise awareness
and prompt action
Public companies and investors struggle to understand and value shifting
corporate risk profiles in a changing climate, tending to discount climate-related
risks as too uncertain and temporally distant to value (TCFD, 2017). There is
increasing attention paid to the role financing could play in encouraging
resilience to climate change and other disaster risks (Section 5.2.1). According
to the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), “[o]ne of the
essential functions of financial markets is to price risk to support informed,
efficient capital-allocation decisions” (TCFD, 2017). These disclosures could also
be of value to securities commissions, central banks, credit rating agencies,
and boards of directors (Bolton et al., 2020; Feltmate et al., 2020). In particular,
when a board of directors is made aware of material risk, management may be
incentivized or even required to act appropriately, thus spurring on adaptive
action (Feltmate et al., 2020).
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Ouranos, a not-for-profit organization dedicated to climate change modelling,
undertook a tailored cost-benefit analysis of the various adaptation options
available to address coastal erosion (and the related risk of damages from sudden
collapses along coastal cliffs) along the waterfront in Percé, Quebec. Planned
retreat and beach nourishment were identified as the most cost-effective options
for different sections of the coastline (Circé et al., 2016). The research underscored
the importance of tourism to the town and demonstrated the value of relying on
an NBS for protection (Circé et al., 2016). Motivated by the results of this analysis,
the town revamped its shoreline, making space for the beach as a tool to build
resilience (Marché Municipal, 2019). The beach was redesigned to dissipate waves
before they reached the town. The town was ultimately rewarded with a national
urban design award for this work (Marché Municipal, 2019).

Knowledge brokers are valuable intermediaries that can
enable two-way communication between researchers and
information users
The importance of boundary organizations that work between experts and
information users is well-recognized and called for to reconcile different
perspectives and requirements between those groups (Cash et al., 2003; Bauer &
Smith, 2015; Hill & Martinez-Diaz, 2020). Information is most helpful for guiding
decision-making when it is viewed as salient, credible, and legitimate. Cash et al.
(2003) unpack these three terms as follows:
[C]redibility involves the scientific adequacy of the technical evidence
and arguments. Salience deals with the relevance of the assessment
to the needs of decision makers. Legitimacy reflects the perception that
the production of information and technology has been respectful of
stakeholders’ divergent values and beliefs, unbiased in its conduct, and
fair in its treatment of opposing views and interests.
Mediation also plays a key role in addressing fundamental “tradeoffs among
salience, credibility, and legitimacy” by establishing the nature of and rules
for engagement between the scientists and decision-makers (Cash et al., 2003).
However, such undertakings face significant challenges: scientists may be
uncomfortable with this work or even opposed to it, and decision-makers and
other information users such as investors or lenders may lack confidence that
such a process will yield useful results (Cash et al., 2003). Climate services are
expanding in response to these needs (Box 4.1).
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Box 4.1 Climate Services
The U.S. National Research Council (2010) identifies the following core
climate service functions:
•

A user-centred focus that responds to the decision-making needs of
government and other actors at national, regional, and local scales;

•

Research on user needs, response options, effective information
delivery mechanisms, and processes for sustained interaction
with multiple stakeholders;

•

Enhanced observations and analyses designed specifically to
provide timely, credible, authoritative, relevant, and regionally
useful information on climate change and vulnerability, and
effectiveness of responses;

•

Trustworthy and timely climate modelling and research to support
federal decision-making about limiting emissions and adaptation;

•

A central and accessible web portal of information that includes
a system for sharing response strategies and access to decisionsupport tools;

•

Capacity building and training for linking knowledge to action
across the nation; and

•

An international information component.

The resulting climate information then needs to be linked to other types
of data that reflect physical assets, population characteristics, economic
considerations and other variables to provide a picture of vulnerability
and exposure alongside climate-related hazards (U.S. National Research
Council, 2009).
Launched in 2018, ECCC’s Canadian Centre for Climate Services was
established to build resilience across Canada by providing access to
climate information that can support decision-making and help build
capacity across the system (GC, 2020). Regional climate change
organizations, including Ouranos, the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium,
the Prairie Climate Centre, and ClimateWest, offer climate information
on a regional basis alongside other country-wide databases, including
Climate Data Canada, the Climate Change Hazards Information Portal, and
the Canadian Climate Data and Scenarios Portal. The Panel observed that
demand for these services is building as a wider group of decision-makers
seeks to understand the implications of climate change for their business.
However, until data on disaster and climate risks is tied to existing
decision-making processes, this kind of information will be underutilized.
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Successful translation needs to go both ways, however, with researchers needing
to find ways of incorporating and respecting place-based knowledge in scientific
research. Knowledge brokers13 can help overcome challenges associated with
different cultures and uses of technical language among researchers and
practitioners, institutional reward systems that do not encourage collaboration
and research dissemination, and a lack of upstream engagement of practitioners
in research planning (Fothergill, 2000). Trust also affects what information
decision-makers use, requiring confidence in sources and in those interpreting
and applying the information (Bauer & Smith, 2015). The U.S. National Research
Council (2010) emphasizes the importance of the process as well as the product,
highlighting that partnerships among information producers and users can
build trust. Research by Fothergill (2000) has further demonstrated that the
development of interpersonal relationships, sustained communication, and
the desire for further professional integration moving forward are critical in
narrowing the gap between researchers and practitioners. Knowledge brokers
have the ability to address this deficiency.

4.3 Capabilities
In order to help decision-makers integrate DRR and adaptation, key informationrelated capabilities can be developed. These capabilities include enhancing sectorspecific abilities and utilizing knowledge brokers as a means of effective risk
communication between sectors.

4.3.1 Strengthening Capabilities in Regulated Professions
There is scope for enhancing the consideration of disaster resilience in several
regulated professions, including engineering, planning, landscape architecture,
and accounting. Engineers Canada developed the PIEVC Protocol, an asset-specific
engineering risk assessment tool used to consider climate risks, as well as the
Infrastructure Resilience Professional designation, which requires “training in
asset management, risk management, the PIEVC Protocol, climate science, and
climate change law” (Engineers Canada, 2019, n.d.). Engineers Canada no longer
runs these programs (Engineers Canada, 2019), which, in the Panel’s view, leaves
a potential blind spot in the clear standardization of climate risk in Canada as,
without independent engineering oversight, the PIEVC Protocol can no longer be
considered an independent framework. The future of the PIEVC Protocol is thus
uncertain despite its early value to the engineering sector as a reputable and
predictable tool to apply to assessments of climate change impacts on critical
13 For the purpose of this report, knowledge brokers are understood as “those people, organisations or
initiatives that use climate related information to facilitate the transfer of climate knowledge from one
person or organisation to another” (Bauer & Smith, 2015).
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public infrastructure. Although there are several related frameworks, such as
ISO Standards and Envision, the Panel believes that they do not serve the same
ultimate purpose, and as a result, there remains a gap in the Canadian industry
in this important space, which could be addressed by a standard-setting
organization, an industry organization, or regulators.
The Canadian Institute of Planners has developed a model standard of practice
that establishes expectations for considering climate change in planning work
and provides a framework for conducting the necessary analysis (CIP, n.d.). The
Canadian Society of Landscape Architects has developed a series of four primer
manuals that provide guidance on the development of resilient communities
informed by climate science (CSLA, 2018). The primer manuals also provide
extensive reference materials intended to support informed decisions within
the field (CSLA, 2018). Additionally, Chartered Professional Accountants Canada
has developed guidance for accountants on supporting their clients in adapting
to climate change (CPA, 2016).

4.3.2 Knowledge Brokers
Abundant scientific information is available to proceed with integrated DRR and
adaptation initiatives. What is lacking, however, is the effective communication
required to facilitate this integration (Section 2.3.2). Although publicly accessible
data portals exist, the information available is often packaged in ways that
obstruct communication and collaboration among climate and risk scientists and
practitioners (Birkmann & von Teichman, 2010). In the Panel’s view, knowledge
brokers play a critical role in making that information accessible, relevant, and
trusted, especially as demand for climate change and adaptation data increases.
In particular, the release of the TCFD recommendations has increased business
demand for appropriately scaled information about future climate at the level of
business decision-making (Fiedler et al., 2021). Moving forward, businesses will
require the support of climate service providers to help them locate and interpret
existing climate information (Fiedler et al., 2021). Furthermore, increased
utilization of up-to-date climate data has been observed, with the recognition
that most municipalities seek information packaged in ways that reflect
“local examples (i.e., case studies), funding, and technology and design
alternatives” (FCM et al., 2019). The capacity to meet these demands is ramping
up over time, but the Panel did not identify any data that quantified the scale
of demand or supply.
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4.4 Key Opportunities for Integration
Information is an essential ingredient for the successful integration of DRR and
adaptation. Decision-makers require accurate and up-to-date information on
hazards, exposure, and vulnerability to effectively understand and address
disaster risks in a changing climate as well as to guide resource allocation
decisions in ways that most effectively manage a wide range of disaster risks. In
order to facilitate this, three key practices stand out as effective opportunities for
integration. The first is increasing the availability and accessibility of information
for decision-makers. Through processes and practices, such as fit-for-purpose
tools, regular updating of data portals, and AHRAs, decision-makers will be
equipped with the information that they require regarding both climate change
and disaster risks. This will allow decision-makers to effectively integrate the
consideration of different hazards as well as climate projections into decisions
moving forward. Second, priority must be given to effective and broad-reaching
risk communication. Moving beyond simply making risk visible to creating
an active process for raising awareness and sharing knowledge can enable
decision-makers to address the various needs of communities in a timely and
comprehensive manner. These needs, which are often the result of various
overlapping risk and vulnerability factors, highlight how interconnected the
impacts of disaster risks and climate change are and how pivotal the integration
of these considerations and approaches are for effective decision-making
practices. Of critical importance to risk communication is the recognition and
incorporation of ILK. Lastly, to effectively integrate DRR and adaptation, it is
important to develop and support professional capabilities. Knowledge brokers
can help decision-makers better understand and apply the information available
to them by facilitating effective and meaningful communication among all parties
involved. Ultimately, as the Panel underscores in Chapters 5 and 6, decisionmakers need to be encouraged and even compelled to factor climate information
into their planning and actions.
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Chapter Findings
•

Insurance programs can drive changes in behaviour and encourage
resilient reconstruction when they feature expanded coverage that
includes more assets and hazard types, risk-based pricing that
discourages people from living in the most exposed areas, policy
terms that support rebuilding better and in less exposed locations,
and eligibility requirements that drive risk mitigation by establishing
minimum standards for coverage.

•

Investments in prevention are often more cost effective than recovery
spending. Putting Canada’s disaster relief programs on sustainable
footing requires governments to shift spending from recovery to
prevention. Public investments maximize their impact when they focus
on those most at risk, including through support for strategic retreat
(when warranted) and expanded insurance coverage.

•

Financial disclosures of disaster risks will support investor engagement
and appropriate corporate risk management.

P

roblems of inadequate insurance coverage are longstanding and drive up
the costs of disaster recovery for taxpayers and households. Growing
disaster risks in a changing climate create even greater financial exposure

to uninsured losses, thus enhancing the importance of expanding insurance
coverage. Failure to appreciate the impact of climate change on future disaster
risks will lead to underinvestment in disaster resilience among private and
public actors alike. When public funding for adaptation and DRR is fragmented,
programming can be inefficient and may not be sufficiently flexible to meet the
needs of funding recipients.
In the face of these challenges, there are several financial levers that can motivate
(or discourage) disaster resilience. Insurance can encourage spending on
protective measures and also provide a financial backstop in the event of a
disaster. Scrutiny of disaster risks by investors can motivate firms to manage
these risks more carefully. Public sector spending and funding programs can be
fine-tuned to incentivize measures to build disaster resilience. This chapter
explores the barriers and opportunities for integrating adaptation and DRR in
insurance, investing, and public sector spending.
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5.1 Existing Barriers and Incentives
Underinvestment in disaster prevention coupled with incoherent or poorly
designed DRR and adaptation policies and programs significantly impede
the integration of these two fields. This section identifies how these barriers
manifest themselves, pulling in evidence from Canada and abroad.

5.1.1

Underinvestment in Disaster Mitigation and Insurance

Inadequate insurance coverage is a long-standing risk for
households, companies, and governments
Swiss Re reports that of US$80.5 billion in total disaster losses reported in North
America in 2018, only US$52.9 billion was insured (Swiss Re, 2019). Analysis of
“The Beast,” the major 2016 wildfire in the Fort McMurray area (Figure 5.1), found
that over 25% of the losses were uninsured (Munich Re, 2017). While some level of
self-insurance is rational, much of this protection gap can be attributed to a lack
of risk awareness among consumers (Holzheu & Turner, 2018; Swiss Re, 2019).
Consumers may not be aware they face certain risks, may assume coverage is
provided through existing insurance, or may deem the risk too remote and the
cost too high to justify purchasing insurance. In some instances, reluctance on the
part of insurers to offer certain coverage can also play a role (Holzheu & Turner,
2018; Swiss Re, 2019). In Canada, overland floods tend not to be covered in home
insurance policies (ICLR, 2021). While this coverage has become increasingly
available in recent years, as of 2021, only one insurer offers coverage for overland
flooding in high-risk areas (ICLR, 2021). Similarly, saltwater coastal flood
protection is only offered by one insurer (ICLR, 2021). Protection for households
and infrastructure exposed to permafrost thaw is also a key gap in the north,
where there is uncertainty about the applicability of existing home insurance
coverage to this emerging hazard (Eisenberg, 2018; Tsui, 2021). Underinsurance
creates large liabilities for governments who ultimately bear many of these costs;
not only must they rebuild public infrastructure, but they are also called upon to
provide relief to individuals and businesses (Swiss Re, 2018; OECD & The World
Bank, 2019).
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The Canadian Press / Jonathan Hayward

Figure 5.1

Wildfire outside of Fort McMurray, Alberta, 2016

The challenges on First Nations reserves may be more acute. Many reserves face
elevated wildfire and/or flood risks due to remoteness and limited access to
emergency services, yet access to mainstream insurance products can be limited
(Norbury, 2013; Puxley, 2015; FireSmart Canada, 2020). Reserve lands are
community-owned, and thus home insurance tends to be negotiated at the
community rather than the household level (Norbury, 2013). Long-standing issues
with substandard housing and inadequate firefighting services discourage
insurers from offering coverage and drive up prices when it is offered (Norbury,
2013). A 2011 federal report found that only 56% of First Nations communities have
adequate fire insurance (Puxley, 2015).
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Moral hazard and adverse selection can undermine the value of
insurance for motivating investments in protection
When individuals perceive disasters to be the responsibility of the state, they are
less likely to take the initiative to reduce their own vulnerability (Terpstra &
Gutteling, 2008). Furthermore, trust in institutions may reduce the propensity of
people to reduce their risk at a household level, creating a moral hazard (PenningRowsell, 2019). It is noteworthy, however, that research shows only a modest
negative effect of public relief on insurance coverage (Kousky et al., 2018).
Although citizens expect governments to plan and be prepared for emergencies,
the inherently diffuse costs and benefits of DRR impede public mobilization or
lobbying in support of or against policies in the field (Henstra, 2013).
Moral hazard creates problematic incentives for people living in hazard-prone
areas. Termed the Samaritan’s dilemma (Buchanan, 1975), individuals who have
reason to expect relief may thus choose to assume additional risk. When the state
bears some of the costs of reconstruction, individuals are more likely to rebuild
in exposed locations. As a result, the casualties and costs of the next disaster are
higher than they would otherwise be (Shughart, 2011). In addition, the expectation
that public assistance will be forthcoming reduces reliance on private insurance
(Henstra & Thistlethwaite, 2017; Kousky et al., 2018).
Adverse selection further exacerbates the insurance challenge, as customers
facing the greatest risks are most likely to seek out coverage (Lamond & PenningRowsell, 2014). This can discourage insurers from offering coverage and lead to
low program uptake. Adverse selection is a common challenge for flood insurance
programs and can lead to increasingly unaffordable premiums for customers and
untenable economics for underwriters (Lamond & Penning-Rowsell, 2014) (Box 5.1).

A host of cognitive biases lead to underinvestment in disaster
mitigation and insurance
In addition to the general challenge of myopia described in Section 2.3.2, Meyer
and Kunreuther (2017) identify “two forces that, acting in tandem, make
investments in protective action difficult to sustain.” First, while individuals
retain some details of past disasters in long-term memories, the emotional
impact tends to fade relatively quickly. It is often this emotional drive that would
cause households to take action to protect against future disasters. Second,
protective actions do not tend to generate positive reinforcements. Unless a future
disaster should arise, the choice to purchase flood insurance year after year will
not create any sense of reward (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). Empirical research
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bears this out. In a U.S. study, Gallagher (2014) found that insurance purchase
rates jump immediately following a flood and then gradually taper back to the
pre-flood baseline. Similarly, reductions in housing prices that immediately
follow a flood tend to be relatively short-lived (Eves, 2002; Beltrán et al., 2019).
Moreover, homeowners do not reliably install their storm shutters in the face
of a hurricane warning: the knowledge that installing the shutters is the right
thing to do is in conflict with the instinct that they will probably not be needed
(an instinct reinforced by past experience) (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). In
addition, near-miss events are routinely misinterpreted as indicators of resilience.
When a natural hazard unfolds but the consequences are minor, complacency
increases. Dillon et al. (2011) find that households that experience near misses
with hurricanes are less likely than others to purchase protective flood insurance
or evacuate in the event of a hurricane.
When faced with uncertainty, individuals look to their peers for cues about how to
respond. This herding instinct often serves people well but fails in an information
vacuum (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). Lo (2013) found that the decision to purchase
flood insurance was not tied to flood risks but was highly tied to an individual’s
belief about the social norm for purchasing insurance.
These individual biases influence the politics of disaster spending and can favour
problematic approaches to managing disaster risks. For instance, nearsightedness
also manifests itself at the political and bureaucratic levels. Despite the significant
benefits of disaster preparedness spending, there is little political reward (Healy &
Malhotra, 2009). In contrast, spending on disaster relief is heavily rewarded at
election time. This incentivizes decision-makers to focus on the here and now
rather than distant and unlikely events (Healy & Malhotra, 2009). These challenges
become increasingly acute in a changing climate, where the need for adaptation is
widely recognized but these biases are standing in the way of meaningful action
(Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017).

5.1.2 Weaknesses in Policy and Program Design
Fragmentation across funding programs reduces resource
efficiency and interferes with the integration of climate change
adaptation and DRR
The Government of Canada runs numerous adaptation and DRR funding programs
aimed at different constituencies, risks, and scales (PS, 2017b, 2019b; GC, 2019a;
INFC, 2019a). This fragmentation creates significant administrative burdens for
prospective participants who need to navigate this complex set of offerings and
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can reinforce and even necessitate counterproductive silos that impede efforts to
integrate responses to DRR and adaptation (M. Redfern, personal communication,
2020). Misaligned eligibility criteria and program administration timing can impede
integration (PS, 2020c). In some instances, demonstrating that climate change is the
cause of an adverse event is highly challenging (Section 2.2.1) and can interfere with
good projects being funded (M. Redfern, personal communication, 2020).
Some existing DRR programs have been criticized for their narrow scope. PS’s
National Disaster Mitigation Program has a budget of $225 million to cost-share
investments to reduce flood risks through risk assessment, flood mapping,
mitigation planning, and mitigation projects from 2015 to 2022 (PS, 2021). As the
emphasis on all-hazards risk reduction grows, the National Disaster Mitigation
Program has been criticized for ignoring the interplay among hazards and
focusing only on flooding; provincial and territorial recipients indicated that an
all-hazards program would be preferable (PS, 2020c). Tight eligibility criteria may
restrict the ability of program administrators and recipients to develop projects
that accommodate all future climate-related hazards (PS, 2020c).
When it comes to selecting the most important prevention and mitigation
investments, communities understand their own needs best (INAC, 2017). Current
centrally developed programs risk tying the hands of communities through
program eligibility criteria, timelines, and centralized control over the types of
projects that can be pursued. A 2017 evaluation of Indigenous Services Canada’s
Emergency Management Assistance Program (EMAP) identified this weakness
and noted that First Nations communities wanted to be engaged in DRR in ways
that develop their own capacity and self-reliance (INAC, 2017).

Recovery programs often support rebuilding in hazard-prone areas
After a disaster occurs, PS’s Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements program
provides financial assistance to provinces and territories for response and
recovery, covering certain governmental and individual costs not already covered
through insurance or existing programs (PS, 2019b). This program has paid out
over $5 billion since 1970 on a cost-shared basis, with the vast majority of these
funds allocated to the recovery of public infrastructure (around 70% of funds)
(IBC, 2019; PS, 2019b). Similarly, Indigenous Services Canada’s EMAP provides
support to First Nations communities across the four components of emergency
management (prevention and mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery)
(ISC, 2019b). Between 2005 and 2018, this program disbursed almost $1 billion in
funds, predominantly for response and recovery (ISC, 2019a) (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 Emergency Management Assistance Program Costs
Reimbursed by Spending Area (2005 to 2019 Totals)
The largest share of EMAP expenditures is allocated to response, followed by recovery
and forest fire suppression. Preparedness and mitigation spending is the smallest area
of expenditure.

This type of relief does not have any stipulations for municipalities or
homeowners to rebuild outside of high-hazard areas or with increased riskreduction measures (Thistlethwaite & Henstra, 2017). The fact that assistance is
not risk-adjusted limits incentives for municipalities to mitigate risk (especially
from flooding), knowing that any significant damage will be covered by the
province (Thistlethwaite & Henstra, 2017).
The challenge of rebuilding in hazard-prone areas has been long recognized.
Following Calgary’s 2013 flood — which was, at the time, Canada’s most
expensive disaster — a voluntary buyout was offered to some residential property
owners to avoid rebuilding expensive housing in the floodplain (Cryderman, 2013;
Swiss Re, 2016). However, less than a third of eligible households chose to relocate,
citing lower-than-market-value buyout offers or a preference to live with the risk
and stay in their homes (Markusoff, 2018). Many instead received government
financial support to rebuild in place, with the proviso that these homes would
not be eligible for assistance in the event of future flooding (Cryderman, 2013;
Markusoff, 2018). More recently, the Government of Quebec offered a buyout to
some homeowners impacted by flooding (Boudreault, 2021).
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Funding uncertainty and delays in resource flows may preclude building forward
better, even when there is a desire to do so. For instance, EMAP generally issues
reimbursements based on receipts after expenditures have been made. Delays
in receiving reimbursement have been identified as a significant shortcoming
by program recipients, in some instances even driving First Nations communities
to rely on high-interest loans to allow for reconstruction to occur before receiving
reimbursement (INAC, 2017). While expenditures to reduce the vulnerability of
infrastructure to future disasters may be eligible expenses, this determination
is made on a case-by-case basis (ISC, 2020). Uncertainty about eligible expenditures
may deter relocation when this is warranted; in one case, relocation was considered
eligible, but expenditures related to installing a septic system, which was an
element of this relocation, were not eligible (INAC, 2017).

Insurance contracts can interfere with rebuilding in ways that
enhance resilience in a future climate
In Canada, home insurance generally offers payouts to replace existing structures
at the same location. This approach may discourage relocation to less exposed
areas and may also interfere with rebuilding structures with more resilient
materials (Malik, 2020). Policies may only offer the full replacement cost value of
a home if it is rebuilt in the same location (even if that happens to be a floodplain)
or may insist on rebuilding with the same non-fire-resistant materials in a fireprone area (Northcross, 2019; Malik, 2020). Policies often do not even cover the
additional costs of replacing a structure to meet the latest building code, let alone
the full suite of measures that could make a structure fully adapted to a changing
climate (Northcross, 2019; Virani Law, 2019). In California, without special
coverage, homes at the wildland–urban interface will not have coverage to rebuild
to new fire-resistant standards (Northcross, 2019). Northcross (2019) further
observes: “at the same time that homeowner’s insurance is inadequate to fund
rebuilding to the resilience required by climate change, the state’s insurance
providers may not be able to sustain coverage at the current inadequate levels.”

5.2 Promising Approaches
5.2.1 Incentivizing the Mitigation of Disaster Risk in
a Changing Climate
An analysis of several elements of the National Research Council of Canada’s
Climate Resilient Buildings and Core Public Infrastructure Initiative estimates the
anticipated savings for each dollar spent on several different mitigation measures:
interventions that reduce basement flood risks in residential buildings are
estimated to provide a benefit–cost ratio of 11:1 (that is, $11 in savings for each
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dollar spent); enhanced construction standards at the wildland–urban interface
yield a 6:1 ratio, and highway bridge design modifications yield a 9:1 ratio
(Porter & Scawthorn, 2020). In the United States, Healy and Malhotra (2009)
estimated that $1 spent on preparedness saves $15 in future damages and notes
that this kind of spending has the potential to offer near-term returns to elected
officials, as $7 of these savings is achieved within a single election cycle. Recent
U.S. analysis found the benefit–cost ratio of adopting up-to-date model building
codes was 6:1 for riverine flood hazards and 10:1 for wind hazards (Porter et al.,
2019). Select retrofits to the existing residential building stock offered a benefit–
cost ratio of 6:1 for riverine flooding and wind hazards. The considerable benefits
offered by these interventions include those associated with avoided property
damage, supplemental living costs and business disruptions, and economic
representations of loss of life and health consequences (Porter et al., 2019). While
the resources required to prevent and mitigate disaster risks in a changing
climate are recognized to be far lower than those required to recover from
disasters after the fact, they are nonetheless considerable (Porter & Scawthorn,
2020). This once again underscores the need for deep reductions in GHG emissions
going forward, which “is necessary to keep the cost of climate change adaptation
under control” (Kovacs et al., 2021).
In his former role as the governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney referred
to the “tragedy of the horizon,” observing a mismatch between political and
business decision-making time horizons and the time scales of climate change
(Carney, 2015). The Panel underscores that valuing investments in prevention and
freeing up the requisite financial resources are essential to minimizing losses
over time. In fact, these risk-reduction investments may become essential for
maintaining the sustainability and affordability of insurance in a changing
climate (Golnaraghi et al., 2016).

Investors can reward and even compel risk reduction
The TCFD argues that publicly traded companies should be disclosing material
climate change and disaster-related risks to shareholders in the same way as
other material financial risks (TCFD, 2017). This disclosure should include the
governance and oversight of these risks; potential impacts on the business
and the resilience of the organizations’ strategy; plans to identify, assess, and
manage these risks; and corresponding measures and targets (TCFD, 2017). While
the TCFD focused on risks associated with transitioning to a low-carbon economy,
physical risks of climate change impacts were also considered (TCFD, 2017). In
particular, the TCFD identifies impacts on production capacity, workforce, early
asset retirement, and increased operating costs as potential financial impacts
stemming from the physical risks of climate change (TCFD, 2017). The Office of
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the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Canada identified four mechanisms
through which an extreme weather event could affect banks, insurers, and
pension plans: credit risks, the lower market value of investments, insurance
losses, and damage to operations/premises (OSFI, 2021).
The TCFD recommendations were endorsed by the federally commissioned Expert
Panel on Sustainable Finance and the Government of Canada (GC, 2019c, 2019d).
Given provincial and territorial jurisdiction over securities regulation, full
implementation of climate-reporting requirements will require close cooperation
between federal and provincial governments (GC, 2019c). The Government of Canada
is also working towards enhanced disclosures, in line with the TCFD, requiring
federal Crown corporations to disclose climate-related financial risks (GC, 2021c).
Investors are well placed to encourage enhanced corporate resilience by requiring
disclosure and allocating capital accordingly (TCFD, 2017). However, evidence to
date suggests that investors are not adequately valuing these kinds of risks (IMF,
2020). Frank et al. (2021) call for changes in public disaster relief spending in the
United States, in part:
to signal the market—to investors, municipalities, the credit rating
agencies and others that the assumption that all disaster costs will be
compensated is no longer robust. And once the market has that signal it
will respond quickly with its own powerful incentives—in the form of
insurance prices, bond ratings and prices, and flow of capital—that will
encourage safer behavior.
In one notable development, Canada’s eight largest pension plans, which
collectively represent $1.6 trillion in assets under management, have called for
enhanced environmental, social, and governance reporting, and the role climate
change can play in shaping corporate value is explicitly noted (Uebelein et al., 2020).
At the international level, Climate Action 100+ represents another promising
development, wherein a large group of investors is advocating for enhanced
corporate disclosures in line with the TCFD (Climate Action 100+, 2021a). As of
October 2021, this organization included 6,155 global investors representing
US$55 trillion in assets under management (Climate Action 100+, 2021b).
Feltmate et al. (2020) propose the use of industry-specific climate risk matrices
to support this kind of investor engagement. Such matrices identify the impacts
of key climate risks stemming from the main climate-related hazards, along with
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mitigation measures and questions that can be used to determine readiness.
With these matrices in hand, investors that lack specific climate-related expertise
will still be well-positioned to ask the necessary questions to assess corporate
understanding of and management plans relating to physical climate risks.
Feltmate et al. (2020) identify industry associations as best placed to identify these
top risks at the sector level.

Insurance policies can motivate and mandate enhanced resilience
When insurance premiums are risk-based, policy-holders receive a useful signal
about the risks they face as well as financial incentives that can motivate risk
reduction measures (Golnaraghi et al., 2016). While this makes intuitive sense,
empirical evidence on the impact of insurance pricing strategies on risk
mitigation spending is lacking (Kousky, 2019). In recent decades, catastrophe
models have been widely used in the insurance industry to manage large and
difficult-to-predict catastrophe risks; these models “inform risk pricing and
underwriting decisions, claims settlement processes, portfolio management,
calculating solvency, and other regulatory, rating agency and economic capital
requirements” (Golnaraghi et al., 2018). Golnaraghi et al. (2018) flag the potential
for catastrophe models to more accurately inform premium setting, clarify
reinsurance needs, and ultimately enable better integration of physical climate
risks into business decision-making models through the integration of up-todate climate science and modelling. These models can also inform governments
as they look to assess the benefits of a particular risk-reduction initiative (Cleary
et al., 2018).
A stronger form of suasion emerges when insurers establish policy eligibility
requirements. This has been the case for Canadian insurers that are increasingly
unwilling to insure homes with old knob-and-tube wiring (a well-recognized fire
hazard), causing widespread investments in upgrades (FSCO, 2005; ESA, n.d.).
In the context of climate-related property risks, some insurers are mandating
the installation of backwater valves in order to qualify to hold policies covering
basement flood damage (IBC, 2020b). These requirements need not only apply at
the household level. In the United Kingdom, local authorities must have adequate
flood defences to handle a 1-in-75-year flood in order for flood insurance to be
offered to the market (Bräuninger et al., 2011).
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Government programs can strategically fund disaster prevention
and mitigation activities
An essential element of public spending is on collective protective measures,
including firefighting, seawalls, urban drainage systems, and green infrastructure.
Many of the most important interventions to reduce risk need to be managed
through public institutions rather than at the household level: fire suppression,
fuel load management, urban drainage, and coastal defences are all examples
of this. Public wildfire protection costs have run between $800 million and
$1.4 billion per year over the last decade (NRCan, 2020b). Storm sewers and water
treatment facilities will be under increased pressure
in a changing climate, and a range of interventions
will be called for, including measures to reduce
runoff and expand drainage networks (Mailhot et al.,
“Many of the
most important
interventions to
reduce risk need to
be managed through
public institutions
rather than at the
household level: fire
suppression, fuel load
management, urban
drainage, and coastal
defences are all
examples of this.”

2008; Groupe Agéco, 2019). An analysis of Quebec’s
10 largest municipalities estimated that the
additional investment in storm sewers and water
treatment facilities necessitated by climate change
would be $141 million to $349 million per year over
the course of five years (Groupe Agéco, 2019). In
British Columbia, the costs of enhancing shoreline
flood protection measures along the coast of Metro
Vancouver and along a stretch of the Fraser River are
estimated to reach $9.5 billion by 2100 (Delcan, 2012).
This study considered structural and non-structural
interventions ranging from protective dikes through
to planned retreat and development controls and
identified what were likely to be the preferred options

for distinct stretches of shoreline (Delcan, 2012). At a macro level, the Insurance
Bureau of Canada and the Federation of Canadian Municipalities estimated that
an annual expenditure of $5.3 billion was needed to fund adaptation and DRR
across Canadian municipalities (IBC & FCM, 2020). The Municipal Natural Assets
Initiative offers one path forward, seeking to harness routine asset management
to finance the protection of natural assets to deliver sustainable municipal
services, including stormwater management and coastal protection (MNAI, 2021).
Beyond its responsibility for government-owned assets and infrastructure, the
federal government plays a key role in funding and motivating prevention and
mitigation investments. Infrastructure Canada’s Disaster Mitigation and
Adaptation Fund provides funding to large infrastructure construction projects
that are expected to reduce the impacts of natural hazards and extreme weather
in a changing climate (INFC, 2019a). This program runs from 2018 to 2034 with
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$3.4 billion in funding (INFC, 2019a, 2020b; GC, 2021c). The Inuvik Airport received
$16.5 million from this fund to pursue measures to slow permafrost thaw around
the airport runway; in this instance, gradual permafrost thaw can lead to sudden
damage to critical infrastructure with cascading consequences when access to
a community is severely limited (INFC, 2019c). Both this fund and PS’s National
Disaster Mitigation Program (Section 5.1.2) focus upstream on prevention,
mitigation, and preparedness. Provincial governments also disburse this type
of funding. For instance, disaster mitigation expenses are eligible as part of the
Government of Ontario’s $1 billion COVID-19 Resilience Infrastructure Stream
(Gov. of ON, 2020a).
Governments can also provide indirect support to disaster resilience by applying a
climate lens to a wide range of funding programs. Infrastructure Canada requires
applicants to complete a Climate Lens Assessment to access funds from the
Government of Canada for projects costing over $10 million and points to the
PIEVC Protocol as one methodology for supporting these assessments (INFC,
2019b). However, applicants have significant discretion in designing the
assessment and choosing the level of detail to provide (Li et al., 2019). This
allows users to reduce the assessment to a short document produced with limited
effort within the course of a few months, bypassing the value and opportunity
offered by a more in-depth, multi-stakeholder process that promotes a shared
understanding of climate risks and adaptation strategies, as is found in the full
PIEVC Protocol (Li et al., 2019). The federal government also operates as a lender
and has begun to factor climate change risks into loan programs. One COVID-19
loan program offering bridge financing to large employers requires recipients to
disclose climate-related risks on an annual basis (PMO, 2020).
Governments can additionally offer incentives to encourage household-level
investments. In response to local fire risk, Boulder, Colorado’s municipal government
established the Wildfire Partners program to coach homeowners on reducing
wildfire risks, to subsidize mitigation investments, and to improve home insurability
(Wildfire Partners, n.d.). Community engagement and the public signalling of
behaviour change through visible signals such as yard signs have been identified
as important features of the program (Boulder County, 2016; Byerly et al., 2020).
When it comes to selecting the most pressing areas for government disaster
resilience investments, Hill and Martinez-Diaz (2020) note that beyond the
aggregate expected returns, there is an important equity dimension to consider.
Factoring in welfare losses can provide additional insights, as “helping a poor
family prevent the loss of a dollar has larger benefits in terms of hardship and
suffering avoided than does sparing a rich family the loss of that same dollar”
(Hill & Martinez-Diaz, 2020).
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5.2.2 Expansion of Insurance Coverage
Expanded insurance coverage could be encouraged and
compelled by insurers, lenders, and governments when warranted
Although risk can be greatly reduced with proper physical and societal measures
in place, residual risk remains. Thoughtfully designed insurance is an effective
method of risk sharing, which is critical to building disaster resilience in a
changing climate (Swiss Re, 2016). In the event that policy-holders misunderstand
their coverage, simply increasing awareness of gaps in coverage could motivate
greater uptake. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) surveyed member states and identified a wide range of education and
awareness initiatives undertaken by governments and the insurance industry but
noted that the performance of these initiatives is poorly understood (OECD, 2007).
Confronting some of the cognitive biases that limit current reliance on insurance
could also drive greater uptake. Offering an annual reward for the absence of an
insurance claim could counteract the tendency of homeowners to drop insurance
coverage over time. These rewards can help consumers perceive not using insurance
as a positive outcome rather than as evidence that they should not have purchased
the policy in the first place (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). The option to opt out rather
than in to flood insurance could be provided; evidence shows people are less likely
to opt out of such an option than they are to accept what is being offered (Meyer &
Kunreuther, 2017). Multi-year insurance contracts could reduce the likelihood of
individuals dropping their coverage and further motivate insurers to verify that
structures are being appropriately constructed and maintained (Kunreuther, 2015).
Product bundling as part of mortgages is another way to encourage greater uptake
(Holzheu & Turner, 2018).
Mandating various forms of disaster insurance as a condition of mortgages could
also offer some protection (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). Research in the aftermath
of Hurricane Harvey found that homeowners with existing flood insurance were
less likely to delay or default on mortgage payments relative to homeowners
without insurance (Kousky et al., 2020). In Canada, mortgage lenders already
require some forms of home insurance (IBC, 2020a); in the Panel’s view, adjusting
these requirements to ensure adequate protections from climate-related hazards
is increasingly warranted in the face of mounting disaster risks.
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Insurance may also be compelled for other reasons, including efforts to minimize
adverse selection, ensure financial viability, and enhance equity via crosssubsidization, but these efforts can run counter to risk-based price signalling
(A.M. Best Company Inc., 2016). Policy-makers are pulled in competing directions,
with the need to address genuine affordability challenges potentially undermining
the goal of reducing exposure (Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). Means-tested vouchers
that help cover the costs of flood insurance, funded from the general tax base,
are a promising approach to addressing equity concerns without undermining
the price signal of the insurance program (Kousky & Kunreuther, 2014). Funding
hazard mitigation through grants and loans can also play an important role in
enhancing resilience (Kousky & Kunreuther, 2014).

Novel and non-traditional insurance products can help bridge
current gaps in coverage
Climate change may increase some disaster risks to the extent that private
insurers are no longer willing to provide coverage (PRA, 2015). Lloyds (2014) found
that the damage caused by Hurricane Sandy’s storm surge was 30% more costly
than it would have been in the absence of the 20 centimetres of sea-level rise that
Lower Manhattan had already experienced by that time. More broadly, principles
of insurability may be undermined for some climate-related natural hazard risks.
Uncertainty, correlated losses across multiple policy-holders and types of
insurance, adverse selection, limited enrolment, and moral hazard could all
reduce the willingness of private insurers to offer such coverage in the absence
of public involvement (Golnaraghi et al., 2016). Public–private partnerships
can provide coverage in cases where the private sector deems the risk too great
or in cases where affordability considerations make a fully private approach
impractical (Box 5.1). These programs are already established for managing
flood risks in many jurisdictions. In fact, Canada is an outlier among the many
advanced economies offering some form of nationalized flood insurance (e.g., the
United Kingdom, France, Spain) (A.M. Best Company Inc., 2016). A review of
natural catastrophe schemes established across Europe observed the following
elements of success: mature insurance systems, government-insurance sector
collaboration, complementarity with private insurance offerings, controls to limit
adverse selection, and financial sustainability (A.M. Best Company Inc., 2016).
One noteworthy innovation in the United Kingdom’s Flood Re scheme is its timelimited nature, with the program established to support a transition over the
course of 25 years (Flood Re, 2018). The federal government is exploring options
for a national flood insurance program (PMO, 2019a; PS, 2020b).
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Box 5.1

Managing the Affordability of
Flood Insurance

Encouraging broader uptake of overland flood insurance is one strategy
for minimizing public expenditures on disaster relief and recovery.
However, managing the affordability of flood insurance in high-risk
areas is challenging, typically requiring both public and private sector
involvement. Flood insurance regimes involve a fundamental tension
between affordability and efficiency (IBC, 2019). If the price of coverage is
too high, property owners opt out because they are unwilling or unable to
purchase insurance. If the price of coverage is artificially lowered through
government subsidies or regulation however, it is not proportional to
the level of risk and expected losses. It thereby fails to fully incentivize
appropriate flood risk reductions and jeopardizes the sustainability of
coverage (IBC, 2019). Countries have taken different approaches to
managing this tension, including bundling flood insurance with home
insurance (Lamond & Penning-Rowsell, 2014; OECD, 2016b). This effectively
prevents homeowners from opting out, allowing insurers to offer coverage
at a lower cost by pooling risk.
In countries where flood insurance is optional, however, managing
affordability requires different approaches. In the United States, flood
insurance is optional but can be procured through the government-backed
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) in participating communities
(Kunreuther, 2015). The premiums collected under the NFIP, however, have
historically been insufficient to cover the costs of insured losses, leading
the program to become increasingly indebted. New legislation passed in
2012 would have required premiums more reflective of the underlying risk.
These changes were met with strong resistance from homeowners, who
argued that the proposed price increases were unjustified and unaffordable.
After widespread opposition, subsequent legislation in 2014 scaled back
the changes, instead mandating the development of a new affordability
framework for the program (Kunreuther, 2015). In the absence of effective
strategies for managing affordability, public opposition can prevent
attempts to achieve broader insurance coverage with premiums that
accurately reflect the underlying risk. One helpful innovation of the NFIP is
the Community Rating System, which uses insurance premium discounts
to encourage and reward municipal investments in flood management
(FEMA, 2021b). In 2021, the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency
introduced a new approach to risk rating that is intended to improve equity
by better reflecting real flood risks and the costs of rebuilding; the previous
approach saw lower-valued homes overpaying relative to higher-value
homes, which were underpaying (FEMA, 2021a).
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Parametric insurance policies, which make payouts based on thresholds such as
a specific rainfall measurement, have been identified as a strategy to motivate
prevention investments and have the additional benefit of being easier to
administer than standard indemnity-based policies that are issued based on
observed losses (Bräuninger et al., 2011). For instance, a policy could specify a
wind speed threshold that would trigger a pre-determined payout for a hurricane
irrespective of the damages actually incurred (Swiss Re, 2020). Catastrophe bonds
could also improve resilience by transferring risks from the public sector to
financial markets (Kovacs et al., 2021).

5.2.3 Building Forward Better in Recovery
Improving understanding of the value of resilience investments
going forward could encourage greater uptake
Building forward better is emphasized as an opportunity to make the most of
recovery efforts by reducing future risks while simultaneously rebuilding from
previous disasters (MREM, 2017). The Panel opted to use the expression building
forward better rather than the more widely used building back better to underscore
the need to build differently for a changing climate. Although the economics of
adaptation investments can be difficult to assess, generally speaking, the cost of
building something that is designed for the future climate from the outset is lower
than that of retrofitting existing structures (UNISDR, 2011; Carlson et al., 2021;
Kovacs et al., 2021). When it comes to infrastructure, building forward better
means designing to withstand anticipated, emerging climate shifts that will
change the operating environment conditions for an asset within the life of its
expected duty (Swiss Re & GIF, 2021). However, constraints in public procurement
processes that favour the lowest bid can make it difficult to operationalize this
approach (AAPPQ, 2018; PWGSC, 2020).

Public funding programs could be amended to enable building
forward better
The Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements program allows disaster
mitigation investments as part of repair and rebuilding: up to 15% of the full
expected cost of bringing an asset back to its pre-disaster level (PS, 2007). There
have been very few requests for mitigation funding from provinces and territories
(PS, 2017a), suggesting that more action is required to incentivize the uptake
of this element of the program. Moving forward, the federal government intends
to develop a plan to facilitate relocation for homeowners in the areas facing the
greatest flood risks and has convened a task force to work through options
(PMO, 2019a; PS, 2020b).
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This is already underway in the United States, with the Army Corps of Engineers
requiring relocation as a condition for federal flood protection funds in some
circumstances (Flavelle, 2020). This reflects their conclusion that paying for
relocation is, in some cases, less expensive than maintaining adequate flood
defences (Flavelle, 2020). The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
is offering several billions of dollars in funding to support disaster mitigation,
including through property buy-outs (HUD, 2019, 2021).

5.3 Capabilities
5.3.1 Catastrophe Modelling
Catastrophe models (Cat models) emerged in the insurance sector in the 1980s
as a tool to improve understanding of the risks of large and unpredictable losses
(Golnaraghi et al., 2018). These models are built from information about hazards,
exposure, vulnerability, and monetization of losses, and have the potential to
offer better disaster risk insights through the incorporation of climate projections.
As Cat models develop more sophisticated linkages to the most up-to-date global
climate models, they will become a more powerful tool for risk mitigation and
transfer. Golnaraghi et al. (2018) also point to Cat models as a tool to address the
recommendations of the TCFD to better incorporate climate risks in investment
choices. These models could also shed further light on poorly understood
interdependencies and the cascading effects of hazards, as well as the potential
for critical infrastructure failures. Developments that could advance the reliability
and impacts of Cat models include improved interoperability and standardization,
open-access formats, enhanced model valuation and management of uncertainty,
and closer attention to resourcing needs (Golnaraghi et al., 2018).

5.3.2 Choice Architecture
Cognitive biases can impede efforts to build resilience (Section 2.3.2). Recognizing
that decisions are partially a function of the way in which choices are presented,
Thaler and Sunstein (2008) proposed the concept of choice architecture, which
refers to “organizing the context in which people make decisions.” This concept
can be employed to motivate disaster resilience investments at the individual and
institutional levels. In their research on behavioural economics and disaster risks,
Meyer and Kunreuther (2017) remark on the vast array of biases that come together
to create “a perfect storm of potential decision errors,” but note that few policy
interventions seem to be designed with these biases in mind. The authors advocate
that policy-makers undertake behavioural risk audits to identify relevant biases,
how they impact beliefs, how these beliefs may manifest themselves in behaviours,
and potential policy remedies. For instance, making flood insurance part of a
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default home insurance package could accommodate the role that inertia
(i.e., the tendency to default to the status quo) plays in shaping decisions
(Meyer & Kunreuther, 2017). Capacity for this kind of work is growing (OECD,
2017b). Public sector attention to choice architecture originated in the United
Kingdom’s Behavioural Insights Team and has spread to many other countries
(OECD, 2017b). The Government of Canada established its Central Innovation
Hub in 2015, and similar initiatives exist at the provincial level through groups
such as British Columbia’s Behavioural Insights Group and Ontario’s Behavioural
Insights Unit (IOG, 2018; Gov. of ON, 2020b; Gov. of BC, n.d.-a).

5.3.3 Financial Disclosure
The Expert Panel on Sustainable Finance reported multiple barriers to
implementing the TCFD recommendations in Canada, including “cost and
capacity of smaller issuers to adopt [and] lack of knowledge support in the
professional ecosystem” (GC, 2019c). The Canadian Securities Administrators
have begun to advise on these disclosures, offering questions that can be used
by boards and management to prepare disclosures and guidance on determining
materiality (CSA, 2019). This enhanced guidance was prompted in part by the
Canadian Securities Administrators’ review of the disclosures of a sample of
78 TSX-listed companies, which revealed weak and incomparable disclosures
across many firms (CSA, 2019). The TCFD has also developed guidance on
integrating climate-related risks in existing risk management processes,
alongside advice and examples for including these risks in disclosures (TCFD,
2020). Scenario-based analysis offers a valuable tool for exploring the possible
financial consequences of disasters in a changing climate (Bolton et al., 2020).

5.4 Key Opportunities for Integration
Insurance policies, funding programs, and investment choices can all contribute
to the successful integration of DRR and adaptation. Insurance eligibility
requirements and coverage mandates can encourage policy-holders to take action
to mitigate disaster risks and provide greater financial stability when disasters
do unfold, which could become increasingly beneficial in a changing climate.
Applying a climate lens to infrastructure funding programs can support the
development of infrastructure that will be more resilient to extreme weather
in the future. Government relief programs that incentivize recipients to rebuild
in more resilient ways and locations can reduce the potential future payouts for
these programs. Ultimately, recognizing the value of mitigation investments and
shifting spending upstream will help minimize losses in a changing climate.
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Chapter Findings
•

A collaborative whole-of-society approach to decision-making offers
the long-term perspective necessary to advance DRR in a changing
climate. Additionally, whole-of-society approaches are successful in
securing legitimate and durable policy outcomes. This collaborative and
participatory style of governance facilitates the integration of adaptation
and DRR to enhance disaster resilience for all.

•

Local governments and Indigenous communities are best placed to
identify local vulnerabilities and implement the most appropriate actions
for realizing the integration of DRR and climate change adaptation. Higher
orders of government offer critical support by providing knowledge,
financing, regional coordination, and capacity building at the local level.

•

Recognizing the capacities and capabilities of Indigenous communities
and supporting self-governance reduces jurisdictional conflicts and
enhances community resilience to natural hazards.

•

Sufficient and widespread focus on disaster prevention and mitigation
will only come about when governments mandate it. Requiring
adherence to codes and standards that incorporate climate change
adaptation is an important step for reducing the vulnerability of the
built environment to future hazards.

T

he actions required to enhance disaster resilience in a changing climate
are well understood (Chapter 3), as are the enabling roles of information,
financing, and insurance (Chapters 4 and 5). Ultimately, however,

leadership, role clarity, and accountability are necessary to bring about the
integration of DRR and adaptation practices. These actions need to be assigned
to a responsible party that has adequate capacity to fulfill its role.
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Improving disaster resilience in a changing climate requires engagement from
all levels of society, including individuals, the private sector, and governments
operating at all levels. The Panel observes that top-down decision-making alone
is not fit-for-purpose to increase disaster resilience. No one group has all the
money, knowledge, or authority needed to centrally
coordinate this charge. Figure 6.1 presents the groups
identified throughout this report working on DRR and
adaptation. This conceptual map highlights the volume,
“No one group
has all the money,
knowledge, or
authority needed to
centrally coordinate
this charge.”

range, and operating scales of these actors, who are
additionally connected to health, economic
development, environmental management, security,
and other aspects of resilience. There are no clear —
or even desirable — boundaries to be drawn around
this diverse group of actors; confronting the inevitable
governance and coordination challenges associated
with such a complex landscape will be critical to

making progress. This chapter identifies how whole-of-society approaches can play
an important role in DRR and adaptation and offer strategies to motivate action and
create accountability.

6.1 Building Effective Coalitions for Enhancing
Disaster Resilience
This section explores the various ways effective coalitions can enhance disaster
resilience. This includes whole-of-society approaches, Indigenous selfgovernance, local leadership, and inter- and intra-organizational collaboration.

6.1.1

Whole-of-Society Approaches

Prevention, mitigation, preparedness, and recovery planning
benefit from whole-of-society engagement
The inherent complexity and wide-reaching effects of both DRR and adaptation
necessitate a flexible and diverse approach to the management of risks in a
changing climate. In the Panel’s experience, highly structured command-andcontrol decision-making can be an effective strategy for minimizing confusion and
ensuring rapid response during an emergency. However, the inherently longer-term
nature of adaptation activities — as well as prevention, mitigation, preparedness,
and recovery within DRR — lend themselves to a more collaborative and
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participatory style of decision-making. Whole-of-society approaches promote
the participation of many stakeholders in decision-making processes to ensure
a balanced and representative mix of individuals and groups (Hewitt et al., 2017).
Incorporating a diverse range of perspectives and ensuring that interactions are
respectful and that everyone’s opinions are heard and valued are key tenets of
a whole-of-society approach (Hewitt et al., 2017). Indeed, “[c]ollaboration that is
inclusive, transparent, and incorporates diverse perspectives, from the initial
planning phases right through to adaptation implementation, enhances outcomes
for all” (Brown et al., 2021).
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, DRR and adaptation implicate a wide range of
stakeholders, including individuals; homeowners and renters; governments;
Indigenous communities and organizations; emergency response organizations;
and professionals, such as planners, developers, builders, engineers, academics,
and actors in real estate. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs), philanthropic
organizations, and the private sector also play important roles in risk reduction
and adaptation (Delica-Willison et al., 2017). For example, a partnership between
the World Wildlife Fund and the insurer RSA Canada is collaborating with local
communities to advance adaptation planning and establish natural infrastructure
while simultaneously re-establishing ecosystem function in the St. John
watershed (RSA Canada, 2021).
The importance of whole-of-society approaches to building disaster resilience is
well-recognized and has been highlighted as a component of decision-making in
infrastructure resilience, sustainable development, adaptation, and DRR (UNISDR,
2015; UNCCS, 2017; GC, 2019b; Brown et al., 2021; IISD, 2021). The UN Sustainable
Development Goals reference participatory and inclusive planning and decisionmaking (Goals 11 and 16) and, the Sendai Framework also explicitly discusses the
inclusion of multiple stakeholders in strategies to reduce risk while simultaneously
drawing attention to the importance of regulation and coordination from higher
orders of government (UN, 2015; UNISDR, 2015). In step with the international
community, FPT governments have recognized the importance of a whole-ofsociety approach and an emphasis on resilience for the success of DRR (UNISDR,
2015; MREM, 2017). This approach is intended to foster DRR efforts that are
collaborative, inclusive, and accessible, paying particular attention to the groups
disproportionately impacted by disasters (UNISDR, 2015).
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The DRR and Climate Change Adaptation Landscape

The DRR and adaptation landscape is comprised of numerous actors operating at a variety
of scales and expertise levels. These actors occupy the public, private, and non-profit
sectors, and they all have a role to play in strengthening disaster resilience. Although this
figure presents a number of actors, it is not exhaustive and, furthermore, there may be
crossover between the various sectors for certain groups.
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While building inclusive partnerships can be challenging, the
rewards include more enduring and widely accepted outcomes
The involvement of multiple stakeholders in decision-making processes is not
without challenges. Inclusive and participatory processes often take longer than
top-down approaches (Hewitt et al., 2017), and defining problems, designing
measures of success, and reconciling diverse perspectives and interests can all
be substantive challenges for collaborative processes (Waardenburg et al., 2020).
Additionally, shifting away from centralized governance can pose significant
accountability problems (Koliba et al., 2011). If many actors are involved in
decision-making, it becomes more complex to consider who is accountable
and to whom (Bryson et al., 2006).
Despite these disadvantages, decisions made through whole-of-society
approaches pay off by achieving greater acceptance and increased legitimacy
while producing more durable policy options (Hewitt et al., 2017; Worte, 2017).
By helping to create and implement plans and policies, stakeholders have an
increased sense of ownership for these decisions (Worte, 2017). Furthermore,
whole-of-society governance provides an opportunity to incorporate the
perspectives of those disproportionally affected by disasters and provides
a greater avenue for representing their interests (UNISDR, 2015; Gaskin et al.,
2017; Craig et al., 2019). For example, certain populations, such as people with
disabilities, older individuals, and immigrants, are more vulnerable to heat waves;
ensuring equitable adaptation policies necessitates the involvement of these
and other vulnerable groups in decision-making (City of Montréal, 2015; Santé
Montréal, 2019; Spannagel, 2021). At the project level, local engagement, the
involvement of planners and developers, and capacity building can all contribute
to success (Taylor & Birkland, 2019).
Examples of whole-of-society governance approaches can be found in Canada and
abroad. Emergency Management Victoria (Australia) is legislated to develop and
oversee emergency management activities to effectively meet community needs
(EMV, 2018). They are moving away from command-and-control systems towards
a more holistic model that emphasizes community connection, capability, and
capacity. Integral to this approach is the recognition that resilience requires
adaptive measures to be enacted before an emergency happens (EMV, 2017, 2018).
Extensive community collaboration has resulted in an inclusive governance
process that seeks to incorporate both top-down and bottom-up approaches
(EMV, 2018). In Rotterdam, Netherlands, the construction of a flood-control dike
included extensive consultation with citizens throughout the planning and
construction process, as well as partnerships among the municipal government,
the project developer, and an NGO to help facilitate communication (Mees &
Driessen, 2019). This partnership resulted in the creation of a park on top of the
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dike, with citizens participating heavily in the design process (Mees & Driessen,
2019). Watershed stewardship groups in Saskatchewan act as a forum for multiple
stakeholders to discuss and collaboratively create tailored solutions for locationspecific water concerns (Sauchyn et al., 2020). These groups involve municipal
governments, local industries, and NGOs concerned with environmental issues
within a given region or watershed, all of whom participate in the design of action
plans to deal with water quality, droughts, and floods (Sauchyn et al., 2020).
Despite being widely viewed as both useful and politically feasible policy tools
for enhancing resilience, whole-of-society tools such as stakeholder engagement
and participation are still underutilized (Henstra & Thistlethwaite, 2017).
Municipalities have cited a lack of capacity and adequate resources to properly
undertake the time-consuming process of engagement, as well as low interest
among stakeholders in outreach activities (Henstra et al., 2020). In these
situations, incentives from FPT governments can help to facilitate stakeholder
engagement. In the case of the rooftop park in Rotterdam, the national
government agreed to subsidize the project if the municipality and project
developer involved local citizens in the project (Mees & Driessen, 2019). Boundary
organizations and NGOs can additionally help to identify and bring together
relevant stakeholders (Bednar et al., 2019).

Public risk awareness and engagement can help individuals and
communities take action to contribute to resilience
Public awareness and engagement about existing risks can help all actors in society
take action to contribute to resilience (MREM, 2017). Individuals and communities
can make significant strides to reduce their personal and property risks, and by doing
so, reduce the vulnerability of communities overall. Neighbourhood and community
groups can be set up to raise the profile of local risks, including vulnerability to
climate-related hazards. For example, CREW, an organization in Toronto, was formed
in response to extreme weather events in 2013 and involves a network of volunteers
in many communities across the city. The goal of CREW is to optimize resources and
provide resilience information, models, and toolkits to help communities prepare for
extreme weather events (CREW, n.d.-b). CREW’s Extreme Weather Volunteer Program
has built up volunteer teams for emergency aid and facilitated workshops, asset
mapping, and training sessions with the goal of building local leadership capacity
and enhancing resilience (CREW, n.d.-a). In the United States, the Community
Emergency Response Team program recruits and educates volunteers on basic
disaster preparedness and response (Ready, 2021). Beyond their work in emergencies,
Community Emergency Response Teams have been found to help build community
capacity to respond to disasters, as well as to enhance local connections and wellbeing (Flint & Stevenson, 2010). Municipalities can support these initiatives by
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providing guidance and funding; the City of Vancouver’s Resilient Neighbourhoods
Program has provided small bursaries and developed a toolkit to guide communitybased organizations in the creation of neighbourhood resilience teams, as well as to
assess community resilience and prepare for disasters (City of Vancouver, n.d.-c).
Outreach events and meetings are also avenues for community voices to be heard
by those making decisions. The Northwest Territories Association of Communities
organized a multi-stakeholder forum on climate change, bringing together
166 attendees from across the Northwest Territories with representation from
25 out of 33 communities (FCM, 2021). Representatives included Indigenous
communities, as well as territorial and federal governments alongside NGOs,
technical experts, researchers, funders, and catalyst organizations who support
community development. This meeting allowed communities to directly engage
with multiple orders of government and exchange up-to-date climate change
information with researchers. These discussions resulted in a climate change
strategy and action plan, along with several new projects and communication
tools that may have been out of reach for many communities with limited staff
and resources to work on adaptation (FCM, 2021).
Another tangible example of successful community involvement comes from
Seattle in the wake of the 2001 earthquake (Kelman, 2020). After a major earthquake
in 1949, the city began developing a culture of readiness — in 1971, Seattle started
offering free CPR lessons, resulting in early bystander interventions to save lives.
In 1997, the city joined Project Impact, a federal initiative to involve residents and
businesses in hazard preparedness. This program funded locally led activities to
drive down vulnerability, and it was used to incentivize earthquake retrofits for
homeowners and to upgrade public infrastructure. By encouraging public–private
partnerships and putting responsibility in the hands of locals, this initiative was
a major factor in the resilience of Seattle’s residents and built environment during
the 2001 earthquake (Kelman, 2020).

6.1.2 Indigenous Self-Governance
Promoting Indigenous self-governance reduces jurisdictional
conflicts and enhances community resilience to natural hazards
Jurisdictional conflicts and confusion can complicate DRR in Indigenous
communities (Section 2.1.2), and disaster response that does not consider selfdetermination in its implementation can cause further trauma and marginalization
among Indigenous groups (Yumagulova et al., 2019). This has led to increased
vulnerability and confusion during and after a disaster (Verhaeghe et al., 2019).
The 2017 fire season in British Columbia was devastating for many First Nations
communities (Abbott & Chapman, 2018). In the case of the Tsilhqot’in Nation,
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760,000 hectares of territory was razed by fires, and three of six Tsilhqot’in
communities were overtaken (Stacey, 2019). This particular case exemplifies the
potential for confusion and conflict over legal jurisdiction during the wildfire
response (Stacey, 2019; Verhaeghe et al., 2019). For example, the Tl’etinqox
community had developed comprehensive emergency plans reflective of their
traditional governance structures as a result of several previous culturally
inappropriate evacuations (Verhaeghe et al., 2019). When the fire hit, they chose
not to evacuate based on these emergency protocols (Verhaeghe et al., 2019).
Even though provincially mandated evacuation orders do not apply on reserve,
government authorities threatened to remove the community’s children if they
did not comply (Stacey, 2019; Verhaeghe et al., 2019).
To avoid repeating situations such as those discussed above and to reduce
vulnerability to future hazards, there is a need to recognize Indigenous legal
systems (Stacey, 2019). The Tsilhqot’in Nation has been a leader in this space: in
2014, Canadian courts recognized Aboriginal title for the first time, identifying
the Tsilhqot’in Nation as the rightful owners of the land under Canadian
law (Supreme Court of Canada, 2014). The work of the national Indigenous
organizations in Canada supports self-determination in advancing resilience:
•

The Assembly of First Nations is actively developing a First Nations Emergency
Strategy in recognition of the need for Indigenous leadership and culture in
disaster risk prevention and resilience (AFN, 2017).

•

Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami developed a climate change strategy that recognizes
the rights and contributions of Inuit to climate action in the North, with
explicit guidance on how partners can collaborate through existing
governance structures (ITK, 2019).

•

The Métis National Council is pursuing self-government agreements to advance
self-determination and is seeking partnerships and funding to ensure the
engagement of Métis communities in emergency management and addressing
climate change (MNC, 2019, 2021).

These and other initiatives, frameworks, and research programs demonstrate the
vital role that these organizations play in supporting local Indigenous leadership
and capacity building for resilience.
The importance of supporting the self-determination of Indigenous groups
cannot be overstated. As described by Yumagulova et al. (2021), “building
resilience in Indigenous communities in the face of climate change is
fundamentally about creating opportunities for self-determination and selfsufficiency.” For example, support for community organizations coordinated
and operated by Indigenous Peoples can foster culturally safe recovery and ensure
that the needs of the most vulnerable are met. Organizations such as the Dancing
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Deer Disaster Recovery Centre, run by the Siksika Nation, delivered services
to displaced First Nations in the wake of extensive flooding in 2013 to address
physical, mental, and social well-being (Yellow Old Woman-Munro et al., 2021).

To create meaningful and inclusive partnerships, Indigenous
participation needs to be embedded and supported from the
start of all decision-making processes, including those related
to disaster resilience
Top-down approaches for adaptation and DRR are often unsuccessful when they
fail to consider local needs and the potential for integrating Indigenous resources
and capacities is ignored (Delica-Willison et al., 2017; Abbott & Chapman, 2018;
Verhaeghe et al., 2019). For example, wildfires have resulted in frequent evacuations,
which in turn cause social disruptions, community fragmentation, physical and
mental health concerns, and economic difficulties (Sankey, 2018). Interviewees
from the 2018 House of Commons report on Fire Safety and Emergency Management
in Indigenous Communities pointed out that the social and cultural impacts of
evacuation can be much greater than the impact of the actual emergency, especially
if trauma counselling is inadequate (HoC, 2018). Indigenous groups understand
their own needs and are best placed to coordinate and direct local responses
to disasters (HoC, 2018). Murphy et al. (2017) provide the following example of
a successful initiative to mitigate some of these negative effects:
Tobique First Nation, NB [New Brunswick], has developed the Wampum
Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) Network. It is now shared
across several Maliseet communities. The Network was developed by an
Elder and residential school survivor who recognized that there were
unmet mental health needs during and after crises including suicides and
disasters. All individuals are trained in CISM protocols that are adapted
to Indigenous ways of knowing. For instance, when an incident occurs,
a smudging or other ceremony may be performed. Perhaps a sacred fire
will be lit where people can gather and team members attend as a
compassionate presence. With several teams now in place, the teams can
be invited in to respond to another’s crises. This is key for the impacted
community whose Network members may also be affected by the incident.
Community-based DRR plans build on ILK and capabilities and can clearly define
the role of external actors in an appropriate and complementary way. Respectful
communication, including training, education, and relationship-building
activities, needs to be ongoing and extend beyond the typical disaster seasons
(Verhaeghe et al., 2019). Engaging in annual table-top exercises for a variety of
disaster response scenarios with all relevant community and emergency response
participants has also been suggested to improve communication and test plan
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viability (Abbott & Chapman, 2018). Novel DRR or mutual aid agreements are a
step in this direction. In 2018, the Tsilhqot’in Nation, the federal government,
and the Government of British Columbia entered into a collaborative emergency
management agreement aiming to build effective partnerships and avoid a
repetition of the 2017 fire season events (Tsilhqot’in National Government et al.,
2018). A collection of recommendations was then produced by Tsilhqot’in Nation
to “support Indigenous peoples as true partners, experts, and government
authorities in emergency management” (Verhaeghe et al., 2019). This is just the
first step, however; detailed and community-specific agreements will need to be
negotiated to ensure agreement on roles and responsibilities for all aspects of DRR
(Verhaeghe et al., 2019).
DRR and adaptation plans developed within communities by trusted local
residents also tend to be more highly accepted and implemented. At the Peavine
Métis Settlement in Alberta, Christianson et al. (2014) found that when cultural
values were incorporated into the wildfire mitigation program, there was a higher
level of acceptance. The forestry coordinator who developed the plan was a
member of the community, and their process made sure to include specific
considerations for Elders and recreational areas in the plan, reflecting community
values and resulting in widespread community support (Christianson et al., 2014).
The process of creating plans promotes a sense of ownership and empowerment
and can elicit community support while reducing risks (Clark, 2017). Although
much of the work being done is around preparedness and response to hazards,
these strategies can be applied to prevention, mitigation, and recovery as well.
Communities that are empowered to make their own decisions can also take
actions to prevent disasters from occurring in the first place, as in the case of
Indigenous fire management (Section 3.1).

6.1.3 Local Leadership
Many risks are best managed at local and community scales, but
municipalities often lack the authority and resources to act
Impacts from natural hazards most often manifest at a local scale, which can refer
to communities, neighbourhoods, or municipalities. Local public officials generally
hold the greatest awareness of issues impacting their constituencies and can assess
the potential of various solutions for addressing them (Juillet, 2013).
While local communities and municipalities may be best positioned to assess and
understand their own risks and vulnerabilities, they often lack the mandate,
resources, and political will to enact changes (Brown et al., 2021). Municipal
authorities and the scope of their powers depend on what is granted by provinces
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and territories (Juillet, 2013). For example, cities that have designated floodplains
note that their designation is based on provincially established standards, and any
changes proposed by municipalities must be passed through the provincial
legislature first (Feltmate & Moudrak, 2021). In addition, although they are at the
forefront of disaster responses, municipalities have the weakest fiscal capacities
compared to all other orders of government. Their heavy reliance on property
taxes (rather than sales or income taxes) creates a pro-development incentive
(Henstra, 2013). Municipal councils, which hold the greatest responsibility for
land-use restrictions, can override their own bylaws to approve rebuilding or new
development in areas that are recognized as hazard-prone (Feltmate & Moudrak,
2016; Keller & McClearn, 2020). Additional pressures come from influential
stakeholder groups such as homeowner associations, lobbyists, and property
developers who have resisted measures such as regulating development and
making more space for natural processes when they interfere with development
plans (Bogdan et al., 2020). A survey-based study on adaptation initiatives around
the Bay of Fundy in Nova Scotia found that “limited staff time and expertise,
stretched budgets, and lack of jurisdictional authority” acted as barriers to
addressing climate change-related vulnerabilities (Shauffler, 2014). These barriers
are exacerbated for smaller municipalities that lack the same resources as some
larger cities (Raikes & McBean, 2017).

Higher orders of government can support local progress by
offering resources and a coordinated direction
Building adaptive capacity in local governments can be achieved through
the provision of social, technical, and financial support by higher orders of
government (Rutledge, 2017; UNCCS, 2017; Albright, 2019). Many municipalities
do not have the capacity to produce high-quality flood hazard maps adequate
for local decision-making; it has been suggested that more senior levels of
government assist municipalities by providing detailed and up-to-date flood
hazard information (Stevens & Hanschka, 2014). In Nova Scotia, the provincial
government mandated that municipalities had to complete adaptation plans to
access funds for infrastructure projects (Vogel et al., 2020). Municipalities were
aided through capacity-building support that included workshops, webinars, and
participatory adaptation research projects, along with a guidebook containing
baseline scientific information to act as a starting point for plans before
customization (Vogel et al., 2020). This support was viewed as instrumental to the
success of the initiative, and to date, 75% of coastal adaptation actions identified
through this program are either in progress or complete (Righter, 2021).
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Coordinating and operating measures for reducing the risks of regional
infrastructure failures is another important role for higher orders of government.
Large urban centres such as Vancouver depend on an intricate and interdependent
system of infrastructure, so in the event of a major disaster, there could be
cascading failures within critical systems such as power generation, water, and
healthcare (Chang et al., 2019a).
In the Netherlands, the Room for the River initiative offers another model of
involvement for central governments. The initiative was launched in 2006 to create
more space for rivers when the discharge of water from upstream became greater
than previously accounted for (Rijke et al., 2012). This project used a novel mix of
governance structures, which included centralized support with decentralized
decision-making (Rijke et al., 2012). The national government established a central
program office to provide support for regional project teams and to track progress
(Zevenbergena et al., 2015). For example, the program office acted as a base of expert
knowledge to be drawn upon by regional project teams when specific expertise was
required; if the relevant advice was missing, guidance on where to find it was
provided (Rijke et al., 2012). The program office would also provide guides and
handbooks for common issues to save time and effort (e.g., for conducting risk
assessments, placement of underground cables). Finally, should existing policy and
legislation stymy project progress, the program office could convene national policymakers and legislators to update or change laws. This system allowed for regional
and local offices to retain control of the design, planning, and implementation of
river modifications with the support of the national government (Rijke et al., 2012).
In the Panel’s view, a blend of governance approaches is necessary for enhancing
resilience to future disasters and climate change in Canada. While local leadership
is critical for creating and implementing suitable DRR and adaptation actions, FPT
governments also play a crucial role by providing an overarching policy direction,
ensuring regional cohesiveness, and enacting legislation to prompt local
governments to make progress on resilience (Oulahen et al., 2018). This combination
of governance approaches has been repeatedly recognized in various IPCC reports
as required for integrating adaptation into sustainable land and coastal
management, specifically citing “the advantages of centralised governance
(with coordination, stability, compliance) with those of more horizontal structures
(that allow flexibility, autonomy for local decision-making, multistakeholder
engagement, co-management)” (Hurlbert et al., 2019). The importance of local
decision-making is also recognized in the Sendai Framework, which emphasizes
the necessity of empowering local authorities and communities to address their
own risks through the provision of resources and regulations (UNISDR, 2015).
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6.1.4 Bridging Silos
Organizations and partnerships operating at a regional scale
offer opportunities for resource sharing and coordinated
regional planning
Natural hazards are not bound by political boundaries and frequently cross them to
encompass a greater area than is controlled by one political entity (Albright, 2019).
Jurisdictions must therefore be prepared to collaborate and communicate effectively
with neighbours and other levels of government. For example, large wildfires
can quickly overwhelm staff in Indigenous communities and exceed emergency
management equipment and supplies, making collaboration with nearby
communities on planning and preparedness crucial (FireSmart Canada, 2020).
This can take the form of mutual aid and service agreements, where resource
requirements and services can be shared among Indigenous communities. They can
also potentially involve nearby municipalities, emergency response organizations,
and even private companies (Murphy et al., 2017). These agreements encourage
a bottom-up approach to governance and planning where regions can collectively
organize resources. They can also involve joint requests for upgrading critical
infrastructure, addressing regional flooding or fire risks, joint training, sharing the
employment cost for a regional emergency management coordinator, coordinating
evacuation and education plans, and planning for cooperative reconstruction and
repair (Murphy et al., 2017).
The unique system of conservation authorities in Ontario has been cited as a
successful way of managing flood risk for an entire watershed (as summarized by
Shrubsole et al. (2003)). Conservation authorities are empowered to develop flood
maps and restrict development in high-risk areas and were highly successful
in facilitating widespread retreat in the wake of Hurricane Hazel (Henstra &
Thistlethwaite, 2017; Kelman, 2020). Conservation authorities reflect a whole-ofsociety approach, effectively engaging a variety of stakeholders and enabling
discourse and problem-solving among governments and other stakeholders
(Mitchell et al., 2014). This success has been attributed to a “collective mandate with
measurable objectives, articulated roles and responsibilities for all participants,
capacity to obtain financial and human resources, and capacity to influence
initiatives with implications for water security” (Pentland and Wood (2013) as cited
in Mitchell et al. (2014)). This system has been recognized internationally, with two
conservation authorities (Grand River and Simcoe Lake Region) receiving the Thiess
International Riverprize (Mitchell et al., 2014; IRF, 2021a, 2021b).
The Okanagan Basin Water Board, another example of a regional organization,
was established by the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia in 1970 to
manage critical water concerns at the watershed scale (OBWB, 2021a). Issues
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are considered jointly by three regional districts: the Okanagan Nation Alliance
(comprised of eight First Nation communities), the Water Supply Association
of BC, and the Okanagan Water Stewardship Council (a stakeholder group that
provides independent science-based advice on water issues) (OBWB, 2021a). The
Okanagan Basin Water Board supports multiple projects, including floodplain
mapping, hydrologic modelling, analysis of flood policy and planning tools, and
groundwater monitoring (OBWB, 2021b).
North Shore Emergency Management in Vancouver is using a coordinated regional
approach to create a comprehensive adaptation plan for sea-level rise (KWL,
2020). Key activities include flood mapping and risk assessment, and the overall
project objective is to “foster an understanding of the sea-level rise risk across the
North Shore, to establish a coordinated set of action areas to manage the risk and,
ultimately, to build adaptability and resilience to sea level rise in all three North
Shore municipalities, Squamish Nation, and the Port Authority” (KWL, 2020).
Another successful example of regional partnerships in British Columbia is the
Fraser Basin Council, which has been developing the Lower Mainland Flood
Management Strategy (FBC, n.d.). This strategy is a collaborative initiative among
the federal and provincial governments, Lower Mainland local governments, First
Nations, NGOs, and the private sector (FBC, n.d.). The collaborative nature of the
Lower Mainland Flood Management Strategy allows participants to come together
to share information, work to fill knowledge gaps, build consensus on flood
management strategies, and share costs (FBC, n.d.).
Pre-existing regional partnerships can save time and effort by serving as the
governance body for new climate-adapted DRR initiatives. Irrigation districts in
the Prairie provinces are one such example: they were developed to manage local
water for irrigation but are now involved in participatory scenario exercises
to prepare for droughts as well as excess moisture events (Sauchyn et al., 2020).
It has been suggested that organizations such as the Prairie Provinces Water
Board be repurposed with a greater mandate to coordinate a regional approach
to flood risk management, while still recognizing an overarching policy vision
from the federal government (Morrison et al., 2018).

Individuals or groups focusing on resilience can break down
institutional silos and drive resilience activities at local and
regional levels
Currently, roles and responsibilities for certain aspects of adaptation and DRR
remain unclear both within and among orders of government, and there is the
potential for jurisdictional gaps or overlaps. For example, a study by Morrison
et al. (2018) on the Prairie provinces found that holistic flood risk management
involves several different policy areas that are housed within different
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departments. A lack of coordinating strategies or actors specifically responsible
for flood risk management resulted in mismatched policies and difficulty going
beyond standard preparedness and response activities (Morrison et al., 2018). For
this study of flood risk management, actors at all three orders of government as
well as academics, NGOs, and other stakeholders were interviewed. The study
found that the responsibility for coordinating action was rarely assigned to
any order of government (Morrison et al., 2018).
Another study of multi-level governance for
adaptation in British Columbia had similar
conclusions and additionally noted that within the
“Resilience strategies
do not only address
adaptation and
DRR, they also often
recognize equity as
a key component of
resilient futures.”

province, “no single ministry has the mandate to take
a leadership and coordination role, which creates
ambiguity about who is accountable and how to
coordinate decision-making” (Oulahen et al., 2018).
These impediments can be addressed through the
appointment of individuals or creation of offices
whose job is to drive resilience efforts within an entire
city or region. Individuals such as chief resilience
officers can link up capabilities by connecting

governments, academics, and professionals and developing a common language
for resilience that can be understood by all parties involved (Hill & Martinez-Diaz,
2020). The role of the chief resilience officer was originally created and funded
through the Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities initiative, and is
currently supported by the Resilient Cities Network (RCN, 2021). The position
is intended to coordinate a city’s resilience efforts and facilitate collaboration
among internal departments as well as with communities and other stakeholders
(Berkowitz, 2014). The Resilient Cities Network is comprised of 97 of the former
participants in the 100 Resilient Cities program, of which 83 have institutionalized
chief resilience officers. As of 2018, this initiative has led to the release of 40 city
resilience strategies, many of which are being implemented (Martin-Moreau &
Ménascé, 2018). Other cities have created entire offices to deal with resilience
planning, as is the case with Montréal’s Office of Ecological Transition and
Resilience (Cloutier et al., 2020). This office supports the ongoing implementation
of Montréal’s resilience strategy and coordinates with other operational units to
advance work in GHG emission reduction, social capital, carbon neutrality,
adaptation, and the protection of the natural environment (Cloutier et al., 2020).
Resilience strategies do not only address adaptation and DRR, they also often
recognize equity as a key component of resilient futures. In the process of creating
Toronto’s Resilience Strategy, public consultations highlighted that “things like
a lack of affordable and stable housing, a lack of reliable transit, concern about
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community safety and loss of life, and discrimination in finding employment”
all affected citizens’ capacity to be resilient (City of Toronto, 2019). Actions such
as providing affordable housing to marginalized and underserved populations
reduce vulnerability and exposure to hazards and work to enhance the resilience
of these populations. Additionally, housing designed and constructed to withstand
a variety of conditions expected in a changing climate will be most effective at
protecting citizens who need it most (RNPN et al., 2021).

The inclusion of land-use planners in DRR efforts can promote
long-term thinking and provide a clear place for the integration
of adaptation
In shifting the focus of governments and DRR actors towards preparedness and
mitigation, there is a significant role to be played by land-use and transportation
planners, designers, and engineers (Marten et al., 2019; Schwab, 2019). Growing
populations, increasing demand for space, and shifting hazards all contribute to
the need to be forward-thinking, not just in terms of how the climate will change
but also in terms of how social conditions will evolve (Chang et al., 2019b). Landuse planners can contribute significantly to conversations and decisions around
hazard mitigation and can provide expertise that is not traditionally held by
DRR professionals (Schwab, 2019). Some municipalities, such as Baltimore and
New York City, are already beginning to recognize the connections between
development decisions and DRR. Baltimore’s integrated climate adaptation
and local hazard mitigation plan was created with extensive involvement of
city and community planners, who collaborated with emergency management
professionals and sustainability specialists (City of Baltimore, 2018). New York
City’s post-Hurricane Sandy resilience planning recognizes that neighbourhood
reconstruction and development needs to address local trends in development,
specifically in the context of planned density (NYCDCP, 2020). Certain
neighbourhoods are able to maintain planned density with climate-resilient
retrofits, while other higher-risk areas may have to limit density through zoning
and buy-outs to reduce exposure to future sea-level rise (NYCDCP, 2020).

6.2 Compelling Action to Improve Disaster Resilience
Governments can mandate the prioritization of prevention
and mitigation activities at the individual, organizational, and
municipal levels through legislation and regulation
Emergency management legislation at the provincial and territorial levels almost
exclusively focuses on preparedness and response at the expense of the other
stages (OAGO, 2017; Lindsay, 2018). In the Panel’s view, this focus on preparedness
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and response interferes with the inclusion of many adaptation activities, which
often have the greatest effect on prevention, mitigation, and recovery initiatives.
For the most part, the same local officials who hold power and responsibility for
preparedness and response also hold the legal tools necessary for improvements
to prevention, such as zoning and development regulation (Lindsay, 2018).
However, municipalities often do not have adequate incentives or resources
for reconciling these activities. In addition to financial support (Section 5.2.1)
and access to appropriate information (Section 4.2.5), municipal governments can
use relevant provincial legislation to mandate the inclusion of prevention and
mitigation tools, largely through land-use planning (Lindsay, 2018). The following
examples provide some models for how legislation could be implemented:
•

In Quebec, the Act Respecting Land Use Planning and Development requires
municipalities to develop plans that identify zones where land-use restrictions
are necessary for public safety. These plans must be regularly updated and
filed with regional and provincial authorities (Gov. of QC, 1979). The Act
requires municipalities to then establish appropriate controls to mitigate
hazards. Municipalities that fail to act upon these findings may also find their
requests for post-disaster financial aid denied — for instance, if they
knowingly allowed unrestricted development on hazardous land (Gov. of QC,
2021). These regulations are a powerful tool for undertaking mitigation
activities (Lindsay, 2018).

•

Once enacted, Nova Scotia’s Coastal Protection Act will protect natural
environments and limit construction and development in areas susceptible
to sea-level rise and coastal flooding (Gov. of NS, 2019b). Proposed regulations
include the creation of a Coastal Protection Zone, the development of new
restrictions to coastal construction, and the enaction of setbacks for municipal
building permits (Gov. of NS, 2021). To support the development of legislation,
the government of Nova Scotia consulted with municipalities, First Nations
interest groups, landowners, and other stakeholders, including professional
associations, NGOs, tourism organizations, fisheries, and agriculture groups
(Gov. of NS, 2019a).

•

British Columbia’s modernization of its emergency management legislation
(to be introduced in 2022) is expected to reflect the priorities of global
initiatives such as the Sendai Framework and the UN Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples, as well as lessons learned from COVID-19 and the 2017
and 2018 experiences with floods and wildfires (Gov. of BC, 2021). Importantly,
all four phases of emergency management are to be addressed, and
consultation with a wide range of stakeholders is ongoing (Gov. of BC, 2021).
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Another solution is to explicitly create adaptation and resilience plans with an
implementation focus (as opposed to focusing exclusively on planning) (Brown
et al., 2021). Complementary to this is the concept of mainstreaming, which
involves the application of a climate change lens to all relevant policy decisionmaking (Lempert et al., 2018) and has widespread traction in the adaptation
community (Field et al., 2014). When mainstreaming occurs, adaptation is
proactive, as the changing climate is factored into routine decisions (Field et al.,
2014). Both Vancouver and Surrey have been mainstreaming adaptation into
policies with the help of dedicated staff to drive interdepartmental coordination
(Oulahen et al., 2018). Further methods of compelling action to improve disaster
resilience are mandatory and novel types of insurance (Section 5.2.2).

Requiring adherence to codes and standards that incorporate
climate change adaptation is an important step for reducing the
vulnerability of the built environment
Sections 3.3.1 and 4.2.5 discussed the importance of accounting for climate change
in the development and updating of codes and standards for physical structures.
Although there is progress on creating these standards, to realize their full
potential, they must be invoked through legislation and regulation. For example,
the National Plumbing Code of Canada requires that every new home have a
backwater valve installed in both storm and sanitary sewers (NRC, 2015; Feltmate
& Moudrak, 2021). However, since the National Plumbing Code is voluntary (as are
the other national model codes, e.g., the National Building Code), provinces and
territories ultimately decide which components of the code to integrate in their
jurisdictions (Arsenault, 2019). Some provinces make backwater valves optional
rather than mandatory, and the decision then comes down to the municipality,
which can enforce an applicable bylaw (Feltmate & Moudrak, 2021). Requiring
and enforcing codes at the municipal level is important for enhancing the
resilience of individual homes and structures. However, strict enforcement
through inspections, penalties, and the prosecution of law-breakers all take
significant resources, leading governments to choose alternative tools for
promoting compliance, such as recommendations, guidelines, and best practices
(Quigley et al., 2017). Although it may be less politically attractive, the Panel
believes that exercising regulatory authority to achieve progress on both DRR
and adaptation may become necessary to improve resilience.
Most design standards do not yet consider climate change impacts, though this
is beginning to change (INFC, 2019d). Making codes that require increased
consideration of climate change and disaster impacts compulsory is a powerful
opportunity to achieve resilience in the building stock, though their adoption
can also be encouraged through financial incentives (Section 5.2.1). In British
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Columbia, the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure requires that climate
change impacts be considered in the development of transportation infrastructure
and provides the relevant guidance to do so (BCMOTI, 2019). In a municipal
example, in 2014, the City of Vancouver mandated that minimum flood
construction levels add one extra metre to account for projected sea-level rise
by 2100 (City of Vancouver, 2014).
Municipalities also have a role to play in setting standards and bylaws to improve
the resilience of structures. Provincial and territorial governments “assign
responsibility to municipal officials to issue building permits, inspect the design
and construction of new or altered buildings, and otherwise ensure compliance
with the provincial building code and town by-laws” (Kovacs, 2010). Toronto has
successfully used bylaws to reduce the impacts of climate change on physical
infrastructure (Section 3.1). Bylaws can also be applied to setbacks or zoning, such
as in the case of the Mill Creek Floodplain Bylaw in Kelowna, British Columbia.
The bylaw concerns the position, design, and construction of buildings in the
floodplain and stipulates a minimum setback distance and minimum elevations
above groundwater level for buildings (City of Kelowna, 2010).

Holding institutions accountable for progress on advancing
disaster resilience will promote sustained attention and effort
Disasters related to natural hazards are often described as “Acts of God” —
situations that no one could have prevented. In these situations, nature is perceived
to be at fault, and the most common reaction is to demand compensation from
governments or insurers and then rebuild (Lavell & Maskrey, 2014). Increased
global focus on climate change exacerbates this thinking; climate change is blamed
for the impacts of hazards, distracting from pre-existing vulnerabilities stemming
from decisions that put people in harm’s way in the first place (Kelman et al., 2017).
This framing is starkly different from what are considered “human-caused
disasters,” such as transportation failures where there is a public outcry for
accountability (Quigley et al., 2017). In the case of disasters such as floods and fires,
governments are often lauded for their preparedness and response activities
without accounting for the lack of prevention and mitigation activities that could
have prevented the disaster in the first place (Quigley et al., 2017). This framing does
not adequately hold decision-makers to account for actions that resulted in the
exposure and vulnerability of populations and infrastructure (Kelman, 2020). For
instance, following the damage to Fort McMurray in 2016, reconstruction was
allowed in the floodway, even though it was not eligible for flood insurance (Bogdan
et al., 2020). When an ice jam in 2020 caused widespread flooding again, framing it
as an Act of God absolved the government of responsibility to restrict development
or enhance flood mitigation measures (Bogdan et al., 2020).
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Some are already starting to hold decision-makers accountable through lawsuits,
making reference to the damage incurred through infrastructure neglect and
deficient planning. Class-action lawsuits in Mississauga and Thunder Bay in
Ontario have blamed municipal authorities for the flooding of residential
properties (Clay, 2012; CBC News, 2013). This has also happened in Laval and
Sainte-Marthe-sur-le-Lac in Quebec (Bogdan et al., 2020; Giroux, 2020). The
threat of future legal action may incentivize decision-makers to proactively
reduce risk and promote resilience (Hill & Martinez-Diaz, 2020).
Another way to increase accountability is through public audits, which can
provide external stakeholders with information on the activities of governments
and decision-makers (Quigley et al., 2017). In contrast to “human-caused”
disasters, most disasters blamed on natural hazards do not have audits, and those
that do tend to be narrowly focused on emergency response actions and are often
quite positive. Encouraging independent audits to include investigations into past
policy decisions that contributed to exposure and vulnerability would be useful
for improving accountability (Quigley et al., 2017).
Part of the problem for holding institutions accountable for decisions that
contribute to increased exposure is a lack of tracking for prevention and
mitigation activities, including adaptation. By assessing available documents and
conducting interviews with adaptation practitioners in Ontario and Manitoba,
Bednar et al. (2019) found that neither province had entered into stages that
include monitoring and evaluation. This makes it difficult to assess how effective
existing efforts are or if any progress is being made. In some situations, reporting
only provides information on the activities that have taken place, not on the
results (Sauchyn et al., 2020). For example, Manitoba reports on climate change
risks and adaptation activities but does not discuss the effectiveness of these
actions for reducing or minimizing risks (AGM, 2017). At the federal level, PS does
not publicly report on any activities related to prevention or mitigation; instead,
it focuses exclusively on emergency response and preparedness (PS, 2020a). In the
Panel’s view, institutionalizing monitoring and tracking is an effective strategy
for improving resilience through increased accountability. An independent group
of experts advised the federal government on a set of adaptation and resilience
indicators that could be used to assess progress in relation to the five key areas of
adaptation work identified in the Pan-Canadian Framework (ECCC, 2018b). Many
of these indicators apply to DRR — for example, Indicator #19, “percentage or
number of communities with development and re-development ‘build back better’
control policies, bylaws and regulatory tools for climate-related hazards that are
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culturally appropriate and include Indigenous Knowledge Systems where
appropriate,” and Indicator #29, “number of people directly affected by a climaterelated disaster” (ECCC, 2018b). It has also been suggested that one area of
synergy for addressing the Sustainable Development Goals, Paris Agreement,
and Sendai Framework is the development and implementation of targets and
indicators that could measure progress on actions that contribute to all three
agreements (UNCCS, 2017). Some provinces have also started their own tracking
programs: Saskatchewan’s climate change strategy involves 25 indicators in the
areas of natural systems, physical infrastructure, economic sustainability,
community preparedness, and human well-being (Gov. of SK, 2018).

6.3 Key Opportunities for Operationalizing Integration
Whole-of-society approaches, by definition, provide an avenue for the integration
of all kinds of expertise necessary for advancing resilience, including land-use
planners, engineers, insurers, NGOs, ILK holders, and residents. Within
governments and organizations, individuals such as chief resilience officers break
down barriers in communication among disparate groups and can drive the
creation and implementation of integrated resilience plans, further motivating
action on sustainability and equity. Finally, mandating the prioritization of
prevention and mitigation activities at all orders of government provides an
avenue for the integration of adaptation and planning expertise into DRR.
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I

n a changing climate, disasters pose an existential threat to Canadian
communities. In recent years, catastrophic forest fires, heat waves, and floods
have all contributed to a growing sense of urgency and recognition that

much more needs to be done to confront mounting disaster risks. Reducing GHG
emissions is essential to reducing and managing the threats posed by climate
change. In addition to these reductions, much more can be done to keep people out
of harm’s way and to better prepare for the hazards that can least be avoided.

7.1 Choosing Resilience
Climate-related disasters are neither natural nor inevitable. The term natural
disaster is increasingly recognized as a misnomer, and this report has avoided
it where possible. Disasters result from the interactions between communities
and naturally occurring hazards and are the consequences of human choices at
individual and societal scales. Recognizing this is critical to creating accountability
and motivating action. Resilience is a choice. Local communities can choose to build
resilience through awareness-raising efforts, collaborative hazard mitigation
endeavours, and engaging with local Indigenous capabilities and knowledge. Policymakers can build resilience when disaster risks in a changing climate are factored
into infrastructure, zoning, and funding choices. Researchers can integrate DRR and
adaptation considerations into their work, engage with information users to identify
important areas of focus, and package results in formats that are helpful for a range
of audiences. Homeowners can work to understand local hazards and take steps to
reduce their vulnerability and exposure through retrofits, preparedness measures,
and landscaping. In the private sector, businesses can improve their competitiveness
by assessing and managing the disaster risks they face in a changing climate by
building in supply chain redundancies, for instance.
Recognizing that the future is not pre-determined and that opportunities for
building resilience are widespread is essential to making progress. At the same
time, the Panel recognizes that choices are often constrained. Communities and
individuals often lack the necessary resources to pursue resilient strategies, and
often the most vulnerable populations are least able to choose resilience owing
to a wide range of constraints. Furthermore, choices are interdependent, and no
one group can take on all the necessary steps to achieve resilience.

7.2 Panel Reflections
In response to its charge from Public Safety Canada, the Panel reviewed a wide
range of evidence and examples of how governments and other stakeholders are
integrating adaptation and DRR to enhance their resilience. One finding that
emerges clearly from such a review is that there is no single right way (or tool or
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framework or approach) for bringing about this integration. Successful approaches
are ones that are well adapted to their context. The Panel has highlighted many
tools and resources for integration, some of which have been implemented in
Canada and many of which have not. All-hazards risk assessments, accessible
and tailored risk communication, nature-based solutions, community-wide
engagement, well-designed insurance policies, and targeted public funding
are among the opportunities available to enhance disaster resilience, sometimes
with considerable co-benefits. A wide variety of lessons can be drawn from
these examples, and their implications differ among governments, businesses,
individuals, and other stakeholders. Taken as a whole,
however, the overarching finding that emerges from
all such evidence is simply that it is imperative to
make the best possible use of all available resources
“Given that resources
are scarce, focusing
disaster resilience
investments in areas
that provide the
greatest gains in wellbeing, rather than
the highest financial
return, is critical to
addressing equity
considerations.”

when it comes to fostering resilience — regardless of
the department or discipline in which they originate.
The integration of adaptation and DRR is only one
means of improving resilience. Other opportunities
also merit more research and attention. For example,
efforts to bolster disaster resilience are often mutually
reinforcing with those addressing other social needs,
such as supporting vulnerable populations, reducing
income inequality, and alleviating poverty. Part
of enhancing disaster resilience is addressing the
root causes of vulnerability and hazard exposure.
There is more scope for collaboration between

resilience-oriented policy and social and economic policy in many cases as
a result. Similarly, further progress on reconciliation and Indigenous selfgovernance will advance resilience. A whole-of-society approach to building
resilience includes a strong equity dimension by including groups likely to be the
most affected by disasters in planning and decision-making. Given that resources
are scarce, focusing disaster resilience investments in areas that provide the
greatest gains in well-being, rather than the highest financial return, is critical
to addressing equity considerations.
While the goal is always to avoid the occurrence of disasters, when they do unfold,
they present important opportunities for learning, community building, and
reinvestment. As society recovers from a disaster, choices are made that can either
set the stage for the same set of events to unfold again or support rebuilding
differently in ways that reduce exposure and vulnerability. Proactively developed
recovery and resilience plans can prime communities to recover in a forwardlooking and resilient manner, with incentives from FPT and local governments for
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their development and implementation. Disaster recovery therefore provides unique
opportunities to build support and momentum across society for investments in
resilience. In some cases, these opportunities extend well beyond the confines of
a specific disaster. COVID-19 offers examples in some respects. COVID-19 fostered
improved public risk literacy and drew attention to the global connectedness
of society, illustrating the impacts and risks of widespread social and economic
disruption and cascading hazards, as well as the potential for whole-of-society
responses to manage a new and emerging hazard. Additionally, responses to the
COVID-19 crisis contributed to advancing disaster resilience by applying a climate
lens to economic stimulus funding.
Existing national frameworks for climate change and emergency management
already acknowledge (and even prioritize) many of the concepts advanced in this
report, including whole-of-society collaboration and governance, improved risk
understanding, risk prevention and mitigation, and building forward better. The
Pan-Canadian Framework identifies building climate-resilient infrastructure and
reducing disaster risks among priority areas for adaptation. The development of a
national adaptation strategy provides a significant opportunity to engage across
Canada, advance integration, and ensure that strategies to advance adaptation
and DRR are mutually reinforcing. Carrying this work forward effectively,
however, will require paying greater attention to the barriers that frequently
hinder progress and ensuring that future actions and investments are grounded
in local context and needs.
Improving resilience in the face of a changing climate also requires greater
awareness that society does not stand isolated or apart from the natural
environment. The growing interest in NBSs reflects this understanding, but
disasters are still typically framed in relatively narrow terms based primarily on
human casualties and economic costs. While beyond the scope of this assessment,
adverse impacts on natural systems can translate into adverse impacts on human
communities, potentially causing or contributing to disasters. Activities such as
draining wetlands and marshes for development, deforestation and ecosystem
fragmentation, and the conversion of forests and grasslands to agriculture can
reduce the resilience of existing ecosystems. Protecting ecosystems from climaterelated hazards and fostering the resilience of conservation areas warrants more
investigation in the Panel’s view, as the services provided by these ecosystems
contribute to managing and reducing climate change impacts. Here again, as with
mitigating climate change in general and more proactively investing in resilience,
the choices we collectively make today will determine the extent to which our
communities remain vulnerable and exposed to climate-related hazards in the
decades to come.
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